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This thesis represents an attempt to discover what prayer 
actually is, by exploring New Testament teaching about prayer. 
However, if that were a straightforward matter, the questions 
with which the present work grapples would be non-existent! 
There is. in the New Testament no deliberate exposition of the 
meaning and practice of prayer. A line of approa~h into the 
New Testament has, therefore, to be determined. This is found 
by considering the Christian Gospel, with its understanding_that 
God is our Father. Following this line, it is suggested that 
Mark and Romans together provide a central "pivot", as.regards 
the form of the New Testament; the essence of the Gospel is 
highlighted by reference to Philo's treatise De Vita 
Contemplativa, a work, and a writer, serving also to enable 
freedom in exploration and assessment in the investigation into 
the theological foundation of "spirituality". 
Hut the fatherhood of God is not a new idea, so some space 
is allowed for consideration of the Old Testament understanding 
of Father. 
Having found a way in to the New Testament, no s.traight 
line of investigation presents itself; subjects, words-, 
categories are inter-related, and what emerges could be said to 
resemble the formation of a rose, with its petals,· varied in 
shape, size, and colour, clust·ered into· the whole. 
First comes a look into Christianity's inherited vocabulary 
of worship; this leads on to the "prayer of asking" - an idea 
embedded in our word "prayer". After fairly lengthy 
exploration into intercession, then fellowship, prayer "for its 
own sake" is examined. 
The second part of the New T.estament exploration looks· at 
Jesus himself. 
. 
The conclusion reached is that, as Mark and Paul provide 
the centre-point of Gospel exposition, John provides a central 
point of· reference in "spirituality". 
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JENNIE 
You 
have no need to travel miles. 
to find the open s~aces of your soul; 
You 
have no· need o-f visual aid.'. 
to know the glory of the world; 
for you, my Jennie, hold within your graceful self 
the heart - the. fullness - all the joy 
You 
You 
o,f God 
unique., 
beloved, 
deepest, 
deepes.t, 
myster.y. 
are humble; 
depend 
on me - for creature comforts~ 
But I depend o·n you 
for insight, quiet, vision, strength; 
fo.r you, my Jennie, show within your love-filled eyes: 
the depth - the light - the very 
life of God, 
unique, 
mys.t erious., 
deepes.t, 
de:epest, 
lo:ve .• 
Margaret Musk 
from Cat Collection 
(unpub. 1977) 
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GLIMPSES. 
dlld 
"Life. affords, from time to- time A out of the blue., moments. 
which defy description. In my collection, four stand out. 
"The first happened in a dingy classroom; I was in the 
fiourth form, the subject was 'Music Appreciation'. Having 
been absent the previous.week, I was quite unprepared for what 
was; to come. A recording (Wolfgang Schneiderha-n's) of the 
second movement of Beethoven's Violin Concerto was put on, and 
the classroo-m vanished - the.music was all that was. 
"Switzerland, walking in the mountain paths above Wengen 
on an afternoon of brilliant sun and deep blue sky; the 
silence profound, within it the sounds of water and birds and 
crickets; and ~ragrance of meadows. and pines - this was the 
Garden of Eden. 
"Glasgow, the Ar·t Gallery, and Salvador Dali' s 1 Christ of 
S.t. John of the Cross.'. Did the picture come out of its .. 
frame or was I taken into the picture? 
"The fourth transcends even these. At a· Sunday morning 
Eucharist in Canterbury Cathedral the heavens opened, and glory 
shone round about us all; we were part of the dazzling being 
of God. It happened at the moment of Communion: the choir 
sang Benedictus from Haydn's 'Harmoniemesse' - and there was 
light." 
from ·'Canterbury Cathedral - Our Mother Church -
An Exultation .. ~ -
an unpublished paper by Margaret C.ooper -
May 1976 
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PROLOGUE .. 
Mankind may glimpse the deep ha~mony of creation - yet 
conflict, confrontation, disputation,. argument, and. even battle, 
seem from the beginning to have been part of the life of the 
people e,f God, not only in their struggles to maintain their 
identity and preserve their traditions in the face of rival 
claims, bot.h political and rel~gious, but also in the internal 
affairs of the Chosen Rao~ itself. In the first stages of the 
drama, as Abram obeys the call of God, there is trouble between 
Abram and Lot, and the travelling party divides. Later comes 
the rivalry between the twin sons of the apparently ideal 
marriage of Isaac and Rebekah, and a long-standing division 
occurs. The beginnin~ of the Exodus event finds.the Children 
of Israel very much a distinct community in Egypt, but once 
3· 
freed from Egyptian oppression there is struggle in the 
wilderness, revealed not least in the astonishingly easy slip 
into idolatry, led by Aaron (Ex. 32) even while Moses is on the 
mountain top. The books Joshua and Judges tell of struggles· to 
establish leadership within and superiority without; the advent 
o·f a king is itself a matter for dissension - is it the will of 
God, Ol'' is it a concession to the demands of the people that they 
should be "like their neighbours"? In the event the King, the 
Anointed One, holds a special place in the understand'ing of the 
unfolding divine purpose. But the presence of an anointed king 
did not mean that life reflected the will of God; David, the 
supre:me king in the judgement of Jewish history, came to power in 
opposition to Saul, who, howev~r, according to the Biblical 
account, was.rejected by God (1 Sam. 15:26). David contends 
with rebellion, falls into shameful sin, and is succeeded by a 
son who fails to live up to early promise. Until the Exile the 
story is of waywardness, failure to understand the law of God, 
failure to recognise, or heed, his word proclaimed through his 
prophets. Though the Exile may have taught a lesson in its· 
vindication of prophecy, the return to Jerusalem did not herald 
~time of harmony. The experience of exile led to different 
attitudes; some developed a strict application of the law, and 
kept themselves distinct and separa-te from their neighbours.; 
others had made the best of things by befriending their 
neighbours and intermarrying. There was no eventual 
4 
re-establishment of the Jewish nation as it had been before. 
Sc:attered colonies of Jews were content to remain where they were 
and to live according to_their own developing customs. In the 
face of derision and difficulty, Nehemiah brought to order the 
disarray of Jerusalem, but while succeeding in the completion of 
the city walla, he did not restore a nation. Through Ezra 
"Israel's. transition from a nation to a law community had been 
made •••• The distinguishing mark of a Jew would not be back-
ground, nor even regular participation in the temple cult 
(impossible for Jews of the Diaspora), but adherence to the law 
of Moses. The great watershed of Israel's history had been 
crossed, and her future secured for all time to come." 1 
The tra-nsition to a community of Law brought a new. set of 
tensions arising out of the interpretation and application of 
the Law. This is most clearly shown in the riva~ schools of 
Shammai and Hillel, contemporary with Jesus. With exceptions, 
generally the former was strict, the latter gentler in 
comparison; two· examples will suffice: to illustrate the variety 
o·f issues over which there wer·e differences: "The School o·f 
Shammai say: A man may not divorce his wife unless he has found 
unchastity in her •••• And the School of Hillel say: He may 
d , h 'f h '1 d d' h f h' II 2 1vorce er even 1 s e spo1 e a 1s or 1m •••• "The. 
Mishnah is authority for the fact that relative to the feast of 
Tabernacles, at all events, the schools of Hillel and Shammai 
disputed regarding when the Lulab •••• should be waved. The 
:f:'ormer traditionally waved the Lulab with the singing at the 
beginning and end of the psalm and at v.25, while the latter 
performed this ceremony additionally at the second half of 
v.25" 3 
It was the Law which brought Jesus into conflict with, 
ultimately, all sections o.f Judaism (e.g. Mk 3:1-6, 7:1-~ 
Mt.15:1--9), so that in the end, ironically, all rival gr~ps .. 
were united in condemnation of him who claimed to be the ·;,~ 
fulfilment of the Law. 
The essence of the ~onflict is perhaps found in the 
co-nversation between Jesus and a rich young man (Mk 10:17ff II 
Mt. 19: 16-30 I I Lk. 18: 18-30) . Eternal life involves keeping the 
commandments; the young man thinks that he has done. so, and thus, 
has fulfilled what God requires. Jesus implies. that this. isc not 
the case; he may indeed have kept the outward observance~ a& 
prescribed, but he has not penetrated to the true purpose and 
meaning o·f the Law. His training has not, in fact, prepared 
him to recognise Jesus, and be ready to "follow him", as 
fulfilment a·f the Law. 
What does,· God require·? What is the natur-e o.f his 
5 
relationship with humanity? How is that relationship expressed? 
Though. Jesus declanes himself to be "the way, the truth, and the 
life" - that is, the answer to these questions - his advent did 
not bring an end to strife even among his. followers. The story 
of the spread o£ the Qospel message is indeed a story of 
powerful witness to truth, of constant unfolding of the deep 
rea·li ty of God. Drama and excitement are conveyed by A:cts., in 
the ready acceptance o,f the Gospel by large numbers, and in the 
authority wielded by the acknowledged leaders of the Christian 
people of God in the manifestation of the Spirit ~t the laying 
on of their hands, and the occasions of healing. Nearer our 
own day we may think of the journeyings of such as David 
Livingstone, Gladys Aylward; of the witness of Christians under 
the regimes where this is forbidden; of miracles O·f healing both 
"scientific" and "spiritual". But this is also a story of holy 
war, of persecutions, of faith in the teeth of fearful opposition, 
o£ unpopularity; and within the church itself of heated argument 
leading to schism and sectarianism. And it is those things 
which are the very kernel of religion - ways of corporate worship, 
teaching on "Christian life", on "methods of prayer", on "ways of 
wo•rship", rather than, for example, on questions. such as 
Chris:tology, or the nature of evil, which have given rise to the 
deepest and most widespread disagreements in a spirit of rivalry 
which, viewed from the safe distance a•f a study desk, seems not 
only sad, but in direct opposition to the spirit of Christ and 
the life of the Kingdom of God. 
We seek to re~h into the heart o·f Christian prayer - that 
is., to cut through the dense accumulation of 
ideas (that heaven is above the. sky) 
fashions (such as dress, and liturgy) 
customa (feasts and fasts) 
dogmas (specific directions as to right organisation 
of life; or what the sacraments are), 
We seek to dis.cover what Jesus meant, and practised, and taught, 
about prayer. 
6 
It has been suggested that, in view of the fact that this is 
an explosive area, New Testament t.eaching is sharpened if set 
alongside something Qf Philo of Alexandria, a contemporary of 
Chris.t ( c • 20 BC - 40 ... ~0 AD) • Philo l·i v ed, and thought, in the. 
world Christ knew, even though they did not move in the same 
area; and they shared a background of Jewish tradition; but the 
adjustments of interpretation of the tradition which Diaspora 
Judaism made necessary,and the approach of the philosopher1 
combine: to produce ~scholar of integrity, whose writings give an 
impression of one whose search is for truth (not the assurance 
of the safety of his. own soul). Like Jesus· he is confident that 
truth is not to be feared, and therefore his attitude is 
balanced and ca:il.m. 
Philo's trea·tise De Vita Contemplativa. describes, and-. 
incidentally assesses (indire.ctly), the; value of the way of life 
of the community of the Therapeutae. 
We may ask three questions as we look at what he has to say: 
1. What is Philo's conception of God's "personality" 
and attitude to mankind? 
2. What kind of response from mankind does such 
an attitude evoke.? 
3. What is. Philo's. ideal of life? 
F. H. Co··lson 4 , in his introduction to it, states that for 
him this treatise does not rank high; the subject matter is. 
slight and gives little scope to richness of thought. This-
would seem, with respect, to be a superficial judgement. At 
first sight it is indeed a slight work, and its style is 
anything but concentrated. It is·- a_ series of impressions rather 
than a closely argued case. But if its original intention was 
slight, it touch.es pr·ofundi ties, and by the end one feels one has 
s;at at the feet of CP.. man of God. It could be compared with a 
"slight" work of an acknowledged master in ano-ther, and q:uite 
different, field: Mozart's Fantasia for a mechanical organ, 
K. 608, has a· light-hearted start, and perhaps the original 
intention was to remain in this vein, but there is an 
imperceptible. transiti<iln - to. the great mind nothing is .. trivia·!, 
and we move into realms of serious and absorbing thought and 
exploration. Just such a progression is to be found in this 
treatise. 
The opening paragraph is ironic in tone: ~U(e~7tiov 66 
Jl ' r 1 v ( 1) is strong language. if taken o~t.JS K«c. oLtJA.y14JVUTTf:O 
seriously1 In the next paragraph the claim of the Therapeutae 
seems incredible: ~ro~, n«e~trov i.ocret.K?v ~n~~<yyt£1\)\ovT«L 
, , , 'J ( , , I e I 
Kf61.0"<TOW< T1tj K«ToC nor,~lS - 1 ~6 V Y~ aw f-JP<T~ EeOCTM:Uf::C. 
fJOVov, lKEtV? 66 Kolt 'fux~s vba-Ol$ KE~T?~V(J(S ,XDC}..EI)«ts 
' ' rln c ' ' ~ 1 
_Te Koct 6u{it~Tots, ~s €.yK«T£UK?r--v ?l>ov«r. l(ott £nc..eul'c.a<t.. 
· ·K«l ,\un«t. K«~ ~&foot vAc:ov~~t«t T6 K«t ~¢eocrbv~t Kot't 
"' KllllKLWV 
-n~?f)os - ? 11oce0()oV 6.K ~uo-~s 
I ' >I 
' ... I(Dt.c, TWV 
, I 
: €_nfl(t,6E,~f}?{Jr)(V 6JEeocne.VGLV TO 0~ ~<e~c..rrov 
, 
ean 
,.., 
< 
0'-5 
I 
TLVo(S 
c.\ •1 I \ I('" _, I 
€ vos . €c./\ t k:et. vt!UT6eov KDlc, tJOVOC'oo.s · «e_xE yovwTteov. 
c-uyr::.etw;LV ~!tov TWV ~f1o<yy<!:).>.op6v/I!Jv 
(2j) 
But perhaps their incomparability is not so surprising, for it 
s.tems from their worship sf To (;;v - the self-existent 1 which 
shows that they understand the meaning sf worship: the 
intelligent reverence for superiority of being; an apprehension 
which is not shared by Toos T~ OToc.Xe;~ Tc.fJWVnlS (3) or 
(5) which are 
manifestly not "self-existent", nor by worshippers of demigods, 
sharing humanity and anyway born in sin; nor by worshippers of 
images which are manmade and essentially one with ordinary 
household effects.; and most amazing s.f all is· the worship of 
animals whose life-style is visible and obviously inferior in 
eveFy way to that of which human life is capable_ 5. Detailed 
description of the Therapeutae introduced briefly at the 
beginning of the treatise, comes at the end of this sequence, 
7 
and it would seem probable that even they are seen, at this stage, 
. ( ) 
as equally irrational, for they are remote from real~ty: CJr) 
tewros ~T),((J'Glvn.s oberAv~ou, l<o<f:#ru:e o~ {Jo<Kft6UOfl€Voc. 
, .., ~ e , '): 1 } , I ,, ·' 
l[oCL K.oeuf&tvn1AJVTCS1 ev oua-LPl~ ouo-r, fJE.Xets otV To ijo9oupt'llov 'OI.UtFLV (1.1.J. 
This interpretilti·on of Philo's attitude is: reinforced in what 
follows: the rash abandonment of property (how much better, if 
it is·to be disposed o,f, that this should be done thoughtfully), 
and a wide· circle of family and friends. with whom these people 
feel they have nothing whatever in common: T~S t.K rwv 
~VofJ0Lwv ra 7eos f:nt..fJL~tofS ~AuuLT6t\6LS KOt't ~Ao<jj(.e!ts 
e't6~r~.s (2o). 
The tone changes as Philo des-cribes in detail the life of 
the community he knows, and there emerges a.picture of people 
~' I 
at one with each other in the Spirit of God. OU'fE 6E i:.yyus, 
8 
c/ t .., J/ J ' \ \ ~ ' 
WO"nf>{' otc. 6v TOLS (J{UT(f;O"L\11 - ox.A.?eo\1 YDtf: l(etL OU(JTJL(!{;t:7"TOV 
TOtS te? plot.v €_17).. t,.JI<.OU~ Koc~ fiE; T« bli.:)I(OUa-c. v oct y6t. rvtr:trrt::ts 
l/ I t' J c\ ) I 'J f ( \ 
- oCIT6 noeew, oc. ?V ournoc.(oVTolt. Koc..vwv~otv ... 24-)-
The description of life gives rise to a contrasting 
description of the hideousness of the excesses o-f other 
supposedly convivial gatherings. Even the famous banquets 
attended by Socrates were not free o:Jf taint, and are in marked 
contras-t to the feasts of those who in their way of life are 
The heart o~ the treatise comes in the description of the 
, cf \ C I 
exposition of the sacred Scr~ptures: iJt n()(crot '/"-(. ? vo~oC>Eo-t..cx. 
... ) I I ) I )' ' ... ' boKG2 TOtS otv6eo~..(J"~ ToUTOtS €OLK€Vott. ~~'i Ko(c. O'~f'o( pE..v 
)I ' ' ' I' It tL \ /'' \ ) I 6~€.L\/ T«5 ·e7r«s oiJXTol~,l~·t.SJ TuX?"" oc= rov €Volnorcc=tp6vov 
To/is A~sGtrt..V ~oeo<ToV VOU'I, ev ~ ?e5D(TO 7 Aoyu.::? pux? 
I \ J ,.. .... c/ ('\ I blrl..t€-fOVTWs To< O(,#(~LOC. 8GW(!€L", t4){Tnc:e alo( J(o<Ton reou 
"T.~" ovo~~TWV e~oc~O'"U)( Kt!t).A? vo?~TAJV G)Jf"'L"bf16Vo< 
·KotTt.6ouu~ f(O(~ T~ p6v a-(;p(3oAcx &tocnTJ~O(cro<. Koe~ Gwo:.:ocA~faltro<,) 
·yuf-1'1~ &~ ~5 ~~5 ne()o(.yot- yoornx T~ fEV8UfJIDL To7s &oVtifJdVDL S 
€-K fJU:e~s lnotJV?O"Gw.s T';x ~fo<v? 6~ TWV ~vcewv e~~f-LV (7g). 
This is the climax of a way Cil,f life which revolves around Go·d, 
> ' , -; J'A 
whose being and ordinance are beautiful: oce.t.- IJ~V ouv o( ?{)Tov 
r.x.ouu~ T?V TOV ®eou J-1"11J?V.J ws Kat~ oc:'ovf.l(!_~TWV fJ7~v 
cl >' ' ' \ \ .., e I ) "" d v. \ r ~ 
€TE:.(.O\I ? Toe. K«l'"'? TINV E:£fAJV ofeG-TWv "-OC.t. oUVV'fJ~INV 
~« v ToltrLOVtJ{)ot.~ (..2'). 
The purpos;e of their existence is to be one in spirit with this 
sublime godhead - something which is possible because 
youv \ l(o( (. 
Their conc·ern is with what is invisible; even the Holy 
Scriptures are taken as an allegory, and it is the metres and 
rhythms and melo·dies of hymns and psalms which are worthy of 
mention: these are symbolic rather than dogmatic expressions 
of worship. 
The practica:ilities of this way of life reflect the central 
truth of the life of the soul attuned to God. "'E y~<e~rcStcl( (3t,.) 
is the foundation: a careful organisation of the physical, 
with all things balanced and controlled, both solitude and 
companionship, both silence and song, both discovery and 
instruction; and the needs of the body are met in the 
simplest way. 
In summary then, and in answer to our q ues.tions.: 
1. The God who emerges. is one who has ordered all things for 
good, for the well-being and delight of mankind; whose 
living presence is.to be found in every aspect of earthly 
life. This is shown in the thoroughness of the way of 
lif.e followed by the Therapeutae, for whom the 
practicalities of life are as significant as its 
religious activities.-· hence the need to withdraw from 
"the world" in order to live according to their 
convictions .• 
\ ,, 
God is. To o~- self-existent, the only being to whom 
true worship can be ascribed, since he is the only 
being who (by his very nature) can elicit true worship. 
He is to be enjoyed - hymns and dances produce. ecstasy, 
likened to the se,lf-abandonment of drunkenness: total 
absorption, without shame, for ecstasy is the vision of 
God which is the fulfilment of ? Aoyu::.'rJ 'fuxf. 
He is hidden; the. vision must be sought through study 
and contemplation, through the penetration of allegory 
and the triumph of the soul over the physical instinct 
9 
for that excess. which overthrows reason and dignity. 
He is beautiful. 
He is acclaimed as Saviour for his action at the Red Sea. 
c I He is 0 noer?e· 
He is· perfection, 
I 
and offers +LAL~ to those who seek to 
share his being. 
2. Since he is perfection, proper response to him can be no 
less than the dedication of all life, which is rewarded. 
, I I \ :> I f 
with oLKE-c.oroc.Tov YE~S l<.ot/\oKot.yo<. 6£0(s ··· · 1Jocu?s 
>/ > I ~ ..> ' J f J..e I ol~GtVOV 6-UTUXLDCS, e1J' O(UT?\1 o!KeoT?To< i tli\IOV 
elJbCXL.fJOV~I(S (qo). 
3. Philo's ideal of life would seem to be the spirit of the 
Therapeutae without the need for withdrawal. However, 
sincet:eneral attitude offered little hope of its .. 
becoming a reality, Philo seems to see the withdrawn 
community as contributing to the life of the whole. 
He himself obviously knows it well, and from his: 
detailed and vivid description of what goes on it is not 
unreasonable to suppose that he valued an occasional 
"retreat" there, not for the sake of winning heaven nor 
of escaping hell, but, free of pressures and stresses., to 
respond wholeheartedly to the Lord of all life. 
* 
Philo was a Jew. Do the ideas he puts. forward in 
De Vita Contemplativa.in fact mirror faithfully, as he claims~ 
~~5 TolJ neo+1TOu Mwoa-6ws [6eWT~T«s lJtf?YJUGLS (bit) 
(rightly translated by Colson 6 as "truly sacred instructions .. 
f th h t M ·") 7 o e prop e oses:. . , . To, answer this vie lbok at the. 
Old Testament. In the context of a New Testament study, the. 
Old Testament cannot be ignored, but neither can it be. 
adequately treated. Any selection is bound to be arbitrary, 
and the present approach is readily acknowledged as 
impressionistic rather than analytical. At this stage we. 
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select the accounts of Creation, for they offer a deliberate 
expression of the Israelite understanding of the fundamental 
relationship between man and God; and Mos.es, for he towers above 
the great names of the Old Testament, recognised as the agent of 
God in the central event o·f Israelite/Jewish faith, the Exodus, 
and as the one who on the holy mountain faced God and received 
the Law. 
* 
Genesis: 1- 2:3 
This comes across as sheer poetry - as a piece of artistic 
creation, in which God is portrayed as an artist, glorying in 
his: creative achievement. The feel of it is that it is. 
camposed f~r enjoyment; with its shape and form punctuated by 
the recurring phrases: t(Dt'~ etTl~V D liJE-~.S · 
,. c ' c' ' t<Pct Et6611 o 96-os OTL K.tl()..ov · 
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\Jf ( / '~' 'tl, 
Kou. £YE\/~TO E.CT1/t;eP<.1 l(p(c. £r~VETO TleAJ"i.. ?f"E(tJ( !Jl« ... 
one can imagine its:use as cultic recitation. Equally, with 
Psalm 104, and many works of art, it may be seen as composed 
as an outpouring of intense feeling. It would grip ita 
"audience" .. - through its intrinsic artistic skill, certainly, but 
also through its similarity coupled with contrast with ideas. 
c:ontained in the mythologies of Israel's neighbours. Whether. 
or not the author of this poem was familiar with the Babylonian 
Epic of Creation, all religious thought in some way and at some 
sta-ge looks at the visible world and offers explanations of its 
meaning and origin. What is striking, and unique, in Genesis, 
is the directness and simplicity of the relationship between 
Creator and Creation. Here is. no hierarchy of divine beings 
(cf. the Babylonian idea), no system of emanations (cf. ~nosticism), 
no· sequence of "ages" separating humanity from the first creation 
(cf. Hesiod), and nothing to suggest some form of obstacle course 
of initiation procedures in order to approach the Deity. Here 
is. God alone, the source and authority of the life of the world. 
Introducing Genesis, von Rad 7 points out that everywhere 
but in the Old Testament sagas there is a tendency to transfigure 
and idealise the_characters; the Israelite is able to portray 
his heroes as the men they are, for he is concerned with faith 
in God. Such an attitude finds expressian in this poem; 
von Rad describes 1: 2 as "unusually daring", for the existence 
of "chaos" is accepted. Belief in God as Creator demands 
faith - faith in his will as well as his ability to limit the 
chaos which is always. there. In the light of this, the section 
on the creation of humanity would be es.pecially compelling and 
it is highlighted by its extra length, as the recognition that 
the creative power of the artist is one with that of the 
, ,, ... , ,, 
Creato·r: KotT €c.t:ovoc. ®6ou E.noc.1C'6V oturov ( 1: 27). This. 
must mean also· an involvement in the limitation of chaos - an 
awesome truth indeed. One senses the tension in the evocation 
o•f a sens.e of worship: the pianissimo breathing of the chorus, 
now embracing all things: koct Gt6f;v o ®e:os ~ ~ VTt:J(~ o~ 
~no~1cr6, KIX~ i6ou KO(h< .A[O( v 
the concluding line.: Koc.~ a-uvGTtE:Atfae?(JTJ<V 0 oueO<v~.s l(olt 
\ c I ~ .., 
Ktl(t 77~S D l(oc-fJOS oti)TfNV_ (1: 31- 2: 1)Jand the 
coda on the sabbath. As we share in the vision, we share the 
blessing, and entering the peace ~f fulfilment, we worship. 
* 
Genesis 2: 4 - 3: 25 
The next two chapters are different in approach: here we 
have a sequence of stories, doubtless arising from questions., 
some of which were very probably posed by children. 
How did the earth come to be? 
Where did the first man come from? 
Why are things the way they are if in the 
beginning man and woman were equal? 
lrJhy a-re some animals dangerous.? 
If God is maker of all, why is· there suffering? 
The stories speak of an original face-to-face friendship 
with God, contrasting with the impassable gulf between the 
being of humanity and the being of God which is a· common, and 
instinctive, idea, in the face of tha being of God. Now, and 
fa.ii' always, the language of banishment implies, there will be. a 
yearning for the restoration of that original harmony, and a 
reaching out towards. a goal which is unattainable for humanity. 
But ca-n there be an instinctive striving if there is: no goal? 
The Platonic answer to the question raised was that the· 
separation of mankind from divinity is the difference between 
mortality and immoii'tality - a distinction which is within 
humanity itself. The physical, mortal body is incapable of 
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reaching the. fulfiiment it seeks, but when the mortal body dies, 
the soul imprisoned in it will be freed for fulfilment, which is, 
attainable, but beyond this life. In contrast to thia, the 
Jewish mind recognised a challenge: that of crossing the chasm, 
which was seen as a possibility fo·r this life, to be achieved by 
faithful adherence to the covenant and observE!-nce o.f the La\oJ" of 
God. 
* 
Exodus; 3 - 20 
The mos.t powerful impression, in the context of our present 
study, in these chapters is the complete freedom of s.peech 
between Moses and Ge.d; speech uninhibited, honest, spontaneous:., 
8 
natural In this, Moses .. contrasts with the rest of the people, 
who are fickle in their attitude to God, and, when they remember 
him, afraid. Ivloses, despite his reluctance. to take on the 
responsibility to which Go.d called him, is. completely fearless: 
EttrTjK6t. ~i. "6 A«~ fJ~"ec!JG>6v. Mwua?s 6E Glajt\66v t:.ts T~v 
yv~4'ov.. otJ ?v o ®E:os (Ex. :J..o :21). 
But though at the time of his. calling Moses. speaks freely, 
it is· through signs and assurances that he accepts the mantle of 
leadership - signs of unmistakable power and authority in things: 
of importance: a magician's rod, sickness appearing and. 
disappearing, water polluted, brotherly support. Such signs are 
needed by the people:· Moses, knows that the mysterious name of 
c :In God, o .J.'-V , will not hold them. And so through outward and 
visible signs of power the presence of God is: made known - the 
plagues, the path across the sea, the pillars of fire and cloud, 
the provision of food and drink, the arms. of Moses. stretched out 
during battle, the thunder and lightning of Sinai. But while 
these things mak~known the presence of God in their midst, there 
remains the unbridgeable chasm: nci-s o ~f~fl~&Vos ToO c5eoos.., 
c ('~ ( \ ( \ ' \ 
oc.. 06 c..Eec:.ts l(otc.. o ..... O('os P? 
TOV ®Eo"' ~1. 1loT~ knoA€0'fl 
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There emerges a conception of a God of power and authority, 
who makes himself known where and how he will, according to 
circumstances. He is one who, as demonstrated in the 
destruction of the Egyptians, and stated in the "Decalogue", 
is a jealous God, whose power militates against those who are 
not his people, and against his people when they are disloyal. 
He is fearful, he is awful, he is powerful, he commands, 
obedience - and yet he ~be known face to face, and by one who 
in the beginning was rebellious; and the laws to which he. 
commands obedience are laws of society - of the common good. 
Humil~ty towards and recognition of the Creator must result in 
the offering of worship, and a society based on mutual respect. 
Do the ideas of these passages blend with the attitudes we 
have remarked in De Vita Contemplativa? 
The. spirit of the opening of Genesis is certainly akin to 
tha-t of Philo; God is creator, and, ideally, life is good, so 
to worship God is. natural and joyful. The perplexities of life~ 
as reflected in the stories of Genesis 2 and 3, are demonstrated 
in the distance) literally, in the demarcation of the Tent of 
Meeting and the mountain top whither Moses. alone. went; and 
psychologically, in the instinctive fear o-f drawing near to God~ 
are matched by the genera-l view suggested by Philo; the ideals 
exemplified by the Therapeutae can be lived only in withdrawal. 
But there is also contrast. 
The God of Genesis 1 is essentially eternally creative -
chaos must always be held in check. The. God of the Exodus. 
event demonstrates; his essential involvement in the. events of· 
the world. The Exodus is. central because it is an event of 
historical significance for the People of God, clearly 
demonstrating their peculiar role in the world; it is. not 
unique as an act of God; the Scriptures record the activities 
of God in the perpetual pilgrimage of his people, because where 
there is life there is work, and there is progress .• 
An eschatological sense was. noted above, (pp.1.2,13~ and the. 
transition in the .. final centuries BC. to a community of Law has 
been noted. An essentia-l. part of the Hebrew/Jewish under-
s.tanding of religion is .. that it involves life in the world, 
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even though this means entering into conflict. Conflict can be 
found to be essential to human religion. To recognise that all 
aspects of life (not only, that is, religious affairs) are 
subject to God 1 s Law. (and such recognition is demonstrated by 
the s·cope of the Mosaic Law) implies. two things, which are in 
fact different aspects of the same: first, that circumstances 
require that God's way should be indica-ted in dis:tinction from 
other possibilities; second, that human nature is capable of 
going against God's Law, and such inclination is to be resisted 
and rejected. This further demonstrates that the power of 
opposition is able to be undermined even though its presence is 
not eliminated; hence conflict is inevitable. Thus a community 
of Law was essentially an eschatological 9 community, since its 
understanding of life was based not on conclusions drawn from 
observable facts .. of earthly existence, but from knowledge of God. 
N.P. ["The Torah became a means. for strengthening the sup:rremacy of the 
divine holy will as the measure of all strivings of the human 
heart, and for bringing all details of life, individual and 
corporate, into relation with the service of God the 
destiny of the priestly mission entrusted to Israel was the world 
as it was ••••• Israel had thus. to be apart from the world and 
yet remain of the world. Whilst keeping distinct from the 
surrounding nations, they had to throw the whole of their effort 
into the midst of current civilisations, seeking to raise human 
life to higher levels of existence_. This was no easy task; yet 
they were to perform it because the Holy God who had chosen them 
was to be served in Holiness, and because their life could. 
achieve its meaning only in the universal service to which they 
were summone~ 
(,Such was the significance of the Covenant promulgated at 
Sinai and of the.Torah which was given to enforce it; and as the 
curtain rings. down on that most momentous event in history, Israel 
is seen starting off on its national career, pledged in 
consecration to the service of God and humanity~'· 10 [The people N.P. 
of Ged not only looked forward to, but also worked towards, a 
fulfilment, the hope of which brought to an end any sense of 
absenc~ of or separation from God, for in the fullness of time 
there would be complete transformation in the total harmonisation 
ef all things. This sense of vigour, of movement, of growth and 
unfolding, of world vision, is-absent from De Vita Contemplativa 
in which God is proclaimed as Saviour, certainly, as God of the 
Exodus - but there all stopped, it seems, and the aim of the 
Therapeutae is to uncover and dwell on what is there; neither 
to follow a lead, nor to join in pilgrimage, but to withdraw 
from the scene of conflict. 
The goal for the people of the Old Testament is the 
fulfilment of Creation. 
The goal for the Therapeutae is the ecstatic vision. 
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NOTES: 
1. John Bright: A History o:f Israel (SCM,1960) p-375. 
2. Quoted by C.K. Barrett: The New Testament Background: 
Sei:.acted Documents.: (SPCK, 1961) p. 140. 
3. See J. W. Bowman:: "The Life and Teaching of Jesus·" in 
Peake's Commentary on the Bible. (Nelson, 1962) : para. 648e. 
4. Philo - IX. Translated by F.H. Colson (Loeb Classical 
Library, 1967). 
5. In fairness to the Egyptians, one may point out that wh~t 
actually captured their wonder was the mysterious self-
sufficiency and innate wisdom and intelligence so often 
found in animals, especially the cat; qualities which 
humanity acquires slowly and for the most part by 
training and experience. 
6. op. cit. (Note 2 a-bove). 
7. Gerhard von Rad: Genesis (SCM,1963) pp. 48-49. 
8. But we note, with some interest, that Paul did not find 
in Moses an example of a "man of prayer". For discussion 
of Paul's treatment of Moses, see C.K. Barrett: From First 
Adam to• Last (A.and C.Black,1962) Ch. III. 
9. In view of the article "Slippery Words- 1. Eschatology" 
by the Rev. Dr. I. Howard Marshall in Expository Times 
June 1978, Vcil. LXXXIX_ No. 9, it is perha·ps advisable to 
define the meaning of eschatological as used in this 
thesis: eschatological means "finally decisive" - i.e. 
there is no return. The ministry of Christ brought 
knowledge O·f and experience of a relationship with. the 
Father which results in a unique_ (among religions) attitude 
to life, and a confidence which rests on God alone. 
St. John, in his Gospel, gives expression, in terms of Jesus 
the man and Jesus the inspiration of men, to this radical 
understanding of life. John's position is that life is 
eternal life - which means that every moment experienced 
draws: to a focus past, present and future (cf. T.s-. Eliot: 
Time past and time future 
What might have been and what has been 
Point to· one end, which is always present 
Burnt Norton: Four Quartets. 
- -Faber 1944) • 
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conversely, each moment is free of pas:t o·r future, for past 
is past and future is unknown. To live eschatologically 
is to live in ~spirit of discovering God and his creative 
work, as opposed to hoping or waiting for his intervention, 
or seeking to invoke it; Jesus' reluctance to work signs. 
and his sighs. when asked support this; the truth is 
present, and is apparent to the eye·_ of faith. This. 
understanding does not reject any-idea of Parousia; since 
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only the. Father knows of it (Mk. 13: 32) and since the Father 
is to be trusted and there is no need for fear, we do not 
dwell on what is beyond our control at the expense of the 
responsibility which is entrusted to us. 
10. Isidore Epstein: Ju,daism (Pe·ng.uin) 1959) pP-30-,1. 
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INTRODUCTION 
What is~; prayer? 
This study is the search for a-n a-nswer to the question 
"Wha-t is_ prayer?". This is a query which arises out of the 
fact that the. conceptions. which seem to be widely and often 
unthinkingly held, when set alongside the Gospel message, are 
found to be in contrast to it. 
example, that 
Such conceptions are, for 
Prayer means talking in theological vocabulary. 
Prayer persuades God to act. 
Prayer is_ a means by which God can be persuaded 
to look kindly on one. 
Prayer is an essential Christian duty. 
The Concise Oxford Dictionary de-fines "prayer" as "solemn 
request to God or- object of ltrorship; formula use-d in praying; 
form of divine service consisting largely of prayers; action, 
practice of praying; entreaty to a person." The verb to pray 
is rendered "make devout supplication to; beseech earnestly 
(God, pers-on, fo-r thing, to do, that.); ask earnestly for 
(pe-rmission, etc.); engage in prayer; make entreaty (to God, 
to person, fo·r thing, for or on behalf of person .to. do, tha-t)"; 
these are the common usages of the words "prayer" and "to pray", 
to set against which there is a considerable variety of attempts 
at re-defining prayer. Fo·r example (at random): 
1 
"Prayer is you surrendering to the unknown" 
2 
"Prayer is an encounter and a relationship" 
"Contemplation and prayer are the blossomil)g 
of our real selves" 3 
"Prayer is the process by which we become what 
we are" 
4 
"All prayer is some form o-r extension of 
thanking or offering" 5 
The problem which confronts pastor and pray-er, and pastor 
as pray-er, is; that such definitions, and the sources from which 
they are taken, imply s-elf-consciousness on the part of the 
pray-er. Furthermore, the v.ery existence of books on "prayer" 
and "spirituality" implies tha:k prayer and spirituality are 
measurables; that in order to understand these things it is. 
necessary to be capable of reading books; that there iaa scale 
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of degrees of attainment. It seems inevitable that this should 
be so-, for "progress" is a fact o-f life, and "progress" implies 
growth and dev·elopment, which implies stages of attainment. 
Yet Jesus, without levelling life into a dull flatness, 
preached a message of equality in the sight of God (see 
es.pecially Mt. 5-7), a message which Paul preached in terms of 
I ~t~Louvv? (Ro; 5: 1) given by God, not proved by man; a gospel 
which declar~d the people of God to be sons of God, united with 
Christ, and thus children of his father, and able to. know him as_, 
he knew him. Such knowledge has the power to set man free from 
the fear of the "Supreme Being"; sets him free from the slavery 
of seeking to propitiate, or claiming favour; such efforts are 
fruit less, for- God 1 s favour is. already assured. Instinctively 
6 
man thinks God is against him; the Gos-pel is that he is for him 
It is a disquieting fact that the Gospel proclamation is, 
actually a declaration of the answer to many reiterated petitions, 
to repeat which seems to be a- denial of the Go-spel. "Show us 
your mercy, 0 Lord" calls forth the response "but he has!" 
Petitioning for particular things, e.g. 
"Give your people the blessing of peace: 
and let your glory be over all the world" 7 
implies that God will do something around us, or over us, or 
despite us, and entirely misses the invitation to creative 
co-operation which is the responsibility and privilege of the 
people of God (by which we mean those whom God regards as his:: 
Pharaoh was repeatedly asked to co-operate in setting free the 
Children of Israel). 
It is striking that "prayer" is not the main subject of any 
of the New Testament writings: indeed it occupies remarkably 
little space in comparison with the volumes which have appeared 
through the centuries o.f Christendom. 
It has been the instinct·, and is now the assertion, of the 
writer, that prayer is something which is identifiable after it 
has happened rather than something which can be made to happen, 
and that "worship" is a word whicrr1 denotes an attitude rather 
than an activity; that "prayer" is responding rather than doing. 
The approach to the subject should be comparable to the 
8 " approach to "the aospel" found in Good News : It may be the case, 
therefore, that the. question, 1 What is; the gospel? 1 is not_ the 
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right question to be asking. If we start looking for a statement 
which is. the common fac·tor in all expressions of the gospel, or 
the historica1 basis of them all, we shall find ourselves led into 
a dead-end, because we shall never unearth such a magical formula. 
In our search we shall probably meet with a number of varying 
statements. It will not be a question of choosing one as the 
winner and discarding the others. Each will have to be 
evaluated aga~nst the notion of gospel to see whether it 
legitimatrely fits." 
There follows an investigation into the treatment of the 
subject by. the various writers of the New Testament, and an 
attempt to suggest what sort of guidance, if any, it is possible 
for one pray-er to give to another and what sort of corporate 
expression is appropriate for the Christian gathering for worship 
together. 
NOTES. 
1. Sebastian Noore: 'fhe Experience O·f Pr.ayer (Darton, 
Longman, and Todd, 1969). p.11. 
2. Anthony Bloom: School for Prayer (Libra, 1970) p.2. 
3. Nark Gibbard: Prayer and Contemplation (Mowbrays, 1976), 
p.9. 
4. A.E. Duncan: Pray and Live (SPCK, 1966) p.48. 
5. J. Neville Ward: The Use of Praying (Epworth, 1967) 
p .19. 
6. This is expounded in lively manner by John Fenton and 
Michael Har~ Duke: Good News (SCM, 1976); see especially 
ch. 3. 
7. Morning and Evening Prayer (Series 3) (SPCK, 1975). 
8. op. cit. (Note 6 above). 
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1. Prayer depends on Relationship 
God the Father 
In all the variety of defini tiona of prayer o·ne thing is 
c:ertain: it is our - i.e. humanity's - communing with deity. 
Where and how this communing is recognised depends on the 
understanding the pray-er, or praying community, has of deity. 
This we now explore. 
We have, by way of backcloth, looked at Philo's treatise 
··ne Vita Contemplativa· and drawn from it something of Philo's 
conception of God; and we have looked at some Old Testament 
selections. which may be taken as setting out fundamentals of 
Israelite theology. 
From the variety of persons and circumstances represented 
by the collection of New Testament writings, there emerges, 
strikingly, a widely and firmly held conception of God as 
Father. This finds expression in the greetings at the 
beginnings and endings o.f the letters, and it is expounded as 
a- climax of the gospel in Romans 8 and in Mark 14 (to which we 
sha-ll return la·ter- p.4b ); it is striking in Matthew.'s 
approach which is to show J·esus as the fulfilment of Jewish 
hopes and expectations·; it is emphasised by Luke at the moment 
of Jesus' .·death (Lk. 23: 46), a moment which is unders:tood by 
Luke· to be above all the moment fo·r which reassurance is needed 
by all men; it is at the heart of John's understanding of the 
Gospel for all generations. (especially 17, and see p. )j, ) . 
What is. commonly understood by "Father"? 
During a course of Confirmation preparation a group of 
half a dozen eleven-year-olds were asked to write down, as we 
considered the Lord's Prayer, what ideas. the term "father" 
brought to mind. Three of these children are from divorced 
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homes, and one has only unhappy experiences of her father, and. 
all live, as indeed do. many children nowadays, in an area where 
divorce and remarriage are commonplace; yet all expressed ideas 
of "father" as representing security, benevolence, goodness; 
none, that is, was troubled by the idea of God as father, though 
they had known insecurity and turbulence at home. It seems that 
ingrained into Western society, despite its high divorce rate and 
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incidence of one~parent families, is an ideal of fatherhood which 
1 is at least a good foundation on which to build 
* 
The Old Testament 
We look now at the tradition inherited by those who first 
heard the Gospel - what would the term "F'ather" mean for them? 
Was it a natural image of God for them, and if so, what, as an 
idea~, did it mean? 
Our search reveals an astonishingly small Old Testament use 
o,f a term so frequent in the New Testament, and used of the same 
I 
God • l}tr1e is used 15 times, of which 4 are the same statement 
repeated in various contexts (see p.25 ) . The uses in luta·lachi 
1 : 6' 2:10 - provide us with an accurate su@nary of the 
sociological and theological und~rstanding of fatherhood: 
1 :.6 Yi~$ 6o~~?Gc.. TJo<.rc5eiil<, ' t" ,.. ' I c. ... Kotc. oouJ\os TOV ~ueLOV E«IJTOU ' 
\ ~ , .. .> ' 
K«t. €'- no(.T1e G'-fJ" €yw, noJ et:JTLV ? b~~oll( tJOU ~ I(OC:~ et 
To be the father of a family is to hold a position which commands 
respect. For the Hebrew, the father gave the family its name, 
brought forth the seed which was nurtured by the woman, held 
responsibility, and therefore rightly wielded authority. 
' 
,.. , 
' ®Eas .., _.I , ' .. ' ~ J .. 2:10 ouxc. fl o<T?( s<.s TJD(VTII.JV tJtlkJV; ouxt.. E:tS E.K:TtUGV 
( ... , c' J I cl 
' ~&~Atf>ov J ... UtJOCS j n OTt. €YKotreAt T1E.T~ £/(otCT~ TOV otcJTOO I 
- ~efJ?'\wrr~L ' bt.oiiJ1~?V ,. r . TotJ T?V TWV T}(}(rifwv upfiJvJ 
This underlines the preceding summary, and adds to it the idea 
that fatherhood is akin to creatorship. If God is father of all, 
then all people are together under the same authority 2 • 
Akin to these ideas are the occasions of the term in Pss. 68:5, 
{IJ{K) 
103, Isaiah 9, Is .• 63:16, 64:8, Jer. 3:4, 19, 38:9~; no further 
comment is needed. 
The remaining three instances are of interest in the present 
context. 
:- -· 
' . -. ~ ' 
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.])e.u.teronomy 32.: 1:.-7 
~UTGt t:uettf ~VT« no&l'on-; o:1u.w A~~<~s pwe~s I(IC~ oux~ CTof~j 
J ) \ 't' I \ ~ I I \ ) I I \ 11 I 
OUIC. at1JT05 Ot.ITOS O"OU f'/O(.T1(: ~KT?O".CTO ere Katt e.nc>t.?tT6 01S t</J(r. E.nA.otts'E. 
I e r I 1 ,.. I >1 " ,.. > I 
ere j )'111?tr ?Te ?fJ6(«5 altWVOS, fTUVETe E.T? r~Vt;;MJV 'tl\161flS' ~nEeWT?CTDV 
Tov 'fl#C rfeoc tTO~ I({J(~ Oivr;.yye-).~(. tTOL 1 ID~S fl(fU~UTEfOIJJ (J"oU K#; 6.eoutn' f7"0t. 
This occurs in a song which Mos.es taught the children of 
Israel a;s he came to the e·nd of his ministry among them. The 
song opens with a celebration of the greatness of God (3-4) 
with which the behaviour of hia people contrasts sadly (5); 
then come verses 6-7, followed by a recalling of God's 
oxganisation of mankind, and election of Israel (8-9). The 
Christian is perhaps in a position to recognise that coming 
I 
from Moses, and at this stag.e of his life, the use of nDlT?{ 
could be found to be significant, likewise the second use of 
I 
D~T?f in its earthly sense; but in this context it seems no 
more than a synonym for bLt<.aLtos Kal~ HaLos K~etos (3.2:4), 
' c
1
11J { o\ 0 u1 tuTOS 3J.: ~h 
author and sustainer of life. 
There is, after all, nothing to add to the understanding 
collected from Malachi. * 1 ~.?·:o..ce. v 
2 Samuel 7:14 = 1 Chr·. 17:.13 = 1 Chr. 22:10 = 1 Chr. 28:6 
.)E ' God's promise to David concerning Solomon his son: yw 
) 
ets ' ' ' ..>f • c I K'oct. oturos E.lJ"T()(t. pot. <=L5 ur.ov. 
Nathan speaks. these words to David, who is told that his. 
son will bring to pass his vision of a hous·e for the Lord; 
that if he transgresses he will be chastened, but the mercy of 
the Lord will not be removed from him, and his house and his. 
kingdom will stand firm. (2 Sam. 7:14, 1 Chr. 17:13) David 
repeats this promise to Solomon (1 Chr. 22:10) and again to an 
assembly of the chief men o-f Israel. Having exacted from the 
assembly dedication to the work of building a Temple, David 
~oA~y?tr6V .... TOV l(uet.o\1 ~VI:Jr)(0\1 T?s eK~?(J"t(J(s I A6 ywv~ 
' ';' v.' ~ ® ' 'I ' ' c ' { ... .) , E.uAoy1ros €' "-ue(£; o "E;os (J'e« ?1\, o floCT?c ?PIAN, orno. 
TOu o<lwvos Koe~ t.ws rou O{twoJos (1Chr. 2~: 10). 
This do,es not in fact tell us much about the meaning of the 
word, especially in view o;f the development of Solomon 1 s life. 
It perhaps expresses the pride and affection of a father for a 
favoured son; the Christian, knowing both Solomon's future and 
the revelation of God in Christ, may identify a seed of the 
manifold mercies of God. 
Psalm 89:26 
* ~.:.· ~f.J~~! ::.tP. i 
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/ I \ J •. ul~ 1 I ',' \ I \ J \ I " I lAttuc.£1 t:.OI.~UMeD'E-Tolt. fJ6 J fl«T'7( fJOtJ 6t CJ'cJ, 9t:Os fJOIJ 16tt. d(VT£11 ?11Wf 171 UWT?(t«S fiOU. 
This is a psalm of uncertain origin, but it is an expression 
of profound ideas of God and the world, and it is worth looking 
at it in some detail. 
1 - 14 
15 - 18 
19 - 29 
30 - 37 
38 
46 - 51 
It begins with praise to the Lord of truth, of mercy 
everlasting, of glory and might, of justice and 
judgement, mercy and truth~ the Lord who made a 
covenant with David. 
It extols the blessedness of those who know the Lord. 
It recounts the promise to David, in fact close 
enough to be compared with the promise given to David 
concerning Solomon. 
It faces facts about sin, but the promise is. stronger 
than sin. 
But the opposite has happened - the covenant is 
overthrown. 
Yet there is trust - bewilderment and anguish 
certainly, but on a basis of trust - and the psalm 
ends with a courageous. and moving coda: 
C 1 1 \ V 1 J \ J " I I ~cJnoy?TOS f\.IJec.o.s Gt5 IOV oltWVd.' Y~VOlT01 Yt;\/Ot.TO. 
The thought and. language of this psalm are remarkably akin 
I J'jiJI I 1 
to that O·f Paul; the linking of fl().T?(.' t7~0S EJIOSJ liWT?f:.ttJ.1 newroroKOS 
is striking to those familiar with his writing, but the overall 
impress-ion is of a sense of the ultimate righteousness of God; 
there is nothing that would be heard by Jews as a dynamically 
new revelation of the character of God. 
* ~ sp(.AC2 I 
Though we are tracing the use of n~rqe we cannot ignora 
I 1 \ 
the important idea contained in Psalm 2:7: (Uft05 6tij~ n~s 
\ c; I '; J \ I I I 
V6) ut.o,s fJou €;t uuJ e.yw o-1P~eov yf:'(E.Vv?KO( a-~. 
(Note.: NEB: " ••• this. d~y I became your father" 
JB: " ••• to-day I have become your father" 
Good News: " ••• to-day I have become your fa-ther" 
Moffatt:. "You are now my son; this day I am your fa.ther") 
II 
This reveals the depth of the meaning of kingship: 
the psalmist recognis.es even in the small fragment of 
history which is represented by the enthronement of a Judaic 
27 
king the invisible hand and will of God who is the Lord of 
universa-l history and who, though invisible, is also present at 
the cultic ceremony for which the psalm was composed. The king 
in Zion is. the anointed of God (Messiah); he is under the shadow 
ef his heavenly Lord" 3 • It also· reveals a realistic view of 
life in the interaction of divinity and humanity; the king does 
not become divine., though he is in an unique position. He is 
adopted: the use of "to-day" "excludes the idea of a physical 
'! I I begetting"~: .-,, ~ -· .. :.·:·" :·- ·,; while y6yevv?K.fJ( testifies to 
the radical meaning o•f adoption (a point weakened, perhaps;, by 
the translations.: which paraphra·se)- a concept which is· to find 
its full flowering in the New Testament ;1. 
* 
In a thesis on prayer the Psalter inevita·bly attracts our 
attention as a rich anthology of the prayer of the People of 
God. Since, however, our field of study is the New Testament, 
and since the variety of the Psalter makes generalisation 
difficult, we resist its. pull, allowing only ·:,; <! incidental. 
reference (pp. 9~ 12, ), and noting both its widespread use, 
4 
and criticism of that use, in Christendom 
* 
We insert here a. note on Philo's. us.e of no<r?e in 
nne Vita Contemplativa·=. 
This. term for God appears twice.: 68 speaks of the women of 
the community, most of whom are virgins., who in their yearning 
. ) ,.. .J I J }\.) J~ ~ for wisdom above all, are OU B"?TLiJV er::.yo\IIII)V fJIIV\ oir70lVct Tt.vV 
Ot6)( f)t;;[07J(L J 
? ~o~t.A?s 
TOU ' n~reo'>) 
"Spiritual marriaw", that is., the closest possible. union 
between the soul and God, is a concept which, though with 
. t" . t b f d . 1" . 5 t 1 t v~~a ~ons·., ~s. o e oun J.n many re ~gJ.ons· , no eas in 
Christianity. Inevitably we· are in danger here of over-
simplification in the interests. of brevity in what is a 
digressio·n from our main line of thought; nevertheless, it is 
perhaps permissible to extract some points as relevant to our 
investigation. 
II S • • t 1 • II • t h' h d 1. p·~r~ ua marr~age ~s a concep w ~c is foun · 
6 
which involve mysticism, defined by F.C. Rappold 
in religions: 
as "a break 
through the world of time and history into· one of eternity and 
timelessness••. 
2. It represents a fulfilment of the soul which is not to be. 
found in terms o·f the wo.rld. 
3. It has no place in Judaism, which is concerned with the. 
af.'fairs o·f the world, and finds fulfilment in striving to bring 
the world into. the order of original cre~tion (see p. 15 ) • 
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4. Philo is in a sense bridging the gap between mystical 
re·ligion which turns· fro·m the world, and practical religion of 
Judaism by suggesting that "spiritual marriage" fo-r the· 
Therapeutae is in order to bear "spiritual children 11 (cf. 1 Tim. 
2:15). 
5. We noted (p.~ ) that Philo's attitude chang.es during the 
course of this treatise; this may indicate his awareness, 
des.pite his admiration for· the Therapeutae, that mysticism can 
becom~ self-interest to the exclusion of all else - the quest 
for personal sanctification. St. John of the Cross identifies 
as 11spiritual marriage 11 that state in which the individua-:b will 
is wholly at one with God's will: 11And thus the death of this; 
soul is changed into the life of God, and the soul becomes 
absorbed in life" 7 
6. The da~ger o~ stopping short of union with the active, 
creative will o:fi God has been shown in the natian of spiritua-l 
superiority which over the centuries became associated with the 
"religious. li:fe 11 • Many o·rders are to-day reconsidering their 
raison d'~tre; quotations from the Foundation Rule and the 
present Rule of one flourishing community8 provide· illustration 
o·f this: 11 The life of Religion is a school in which by following 
the way o.f the Counsels of Perfection we learn to· live for the 
glory of God and the salvation of souls. By perseverance in 
this way the individual soul is. led to acquire those virtues of 
humility o.f." spirit and purity of heart which enable her to 
attain to the vision of God". (Foundation Rule). "A religious 
house can be a place of meeting, where those of different cultures 
and beliefs can find understanding and a wa-y of reconciliation". 
(Pre·se·nt Rule). 11 A.religious family seeks to reflect that 
unity in diversity which is the life o,f the Holy Trinity 11 • 
(Pres.ent Rule). 
7. Coupled with this is the superiority which similarly has 
been associated with celibacy. In a thorough investigation 
into. this question, Donald: Goergen9 asserts that "the decision 
to be_ celibate is not the most important decision the celibate 
makes about his·. life. The most significant thing a-bout being 
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a celibate is life in Christ, being a member of the body of 
Christ, preparing the way of the Lord. Celibacy must be seen 
in that context along with marriage and along with the other 
variations of the one fundamental call which Jesus of Nazareth 
issued. Our basic vo:cation is to follow Chris.t 11 • 10 • Ha-ving 
drawn attention11 to the fact that the emphasis. on virginity in 
Christian history was coincidenta-l Trli th monastic development and. 
re-presented that "radical Christian response.!' which under a 
friendly r~gime was not expressed in martyrdom (to-day, he would 
hold, "radica-l response" is most effectively made in social and 
po·li tical involvement), he concludes that "there is a need for a 
renewed spirituality which re-thinks the spiritual life along 
other than monas.tic categories: in such a way that it is equally 
available t·o the conjugal life and the· celibate1112 • 
We can find it possible to trace a· direct line from Philo 
to Goergen in an unfolding understanding of purpose in withdrawal 
from normality; though we suggest that this is Philo's insight, 
rather than the unders:tanding of the Therapeutae. themselves. 
In the concluding paragraph of tha treatise, where the 
' .., ' ' I "" Therapeutae are described as oueohiOO ~v l(ott. (OD"fJOU noAt.TW\IJ 
"' t' ~ '- \ "' "' c/1 I I t 1 " r~ oc:: flO( Tee. K'OC·t.. oot1Tt? TWII O/\IAJV yv?a-c..Ws o-utrra<.BE:vrwv un «ef:r7s 
the connection between ij~T?e and. noLqr?s is. characteristic 
of Philo and further emphasises hia Judaistic practicality in 
involvement with the world. 
I But though the word noe.r1c _ occurs, our impression of Philo •s. 
God, from D~ Vita·. Contemplativa, set down in the Prologue, did 
not evoke our conception of "father"; the: Therapeutae are those 
who recognise that they, for their part, must attain to their. 
true. being as children of the divine Father. 
* 
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I 
After looking at the Old Testament use of nll(r?e as a- title. 
for God, and finding its occasions very few, we shall take some. 
impression~ of the conception some of the great men of the 
Scriptures had .of their relationship with God. 
We begin with Jeremiah, since "no other· Old Testament figure 
is known to- us so intimately"13. 
We note with interest the appearance of several of Paul's. 
key-words.: uw ~"', 6ouAo.s. [J6 ~ . i.Ajet:;-UI(, ~::.e~vw, 
I - I ' I J..'!J. .>1\ J\_i' lr:'".l 
nurTL5) bLI(tJ(LOUI)V1, GLe_?v1, 'f"0/"'05.J e.t€:05 1 &'EVGE-(OS, 1\IJ.fLO.S. 
We note the 
,,._' 
nation) : eo:opoq, 
.) l ' e t.s "' « o v 
occurrence four times of the prediction (of the 
UtJ'i" cs"ls ®<=ov..) K«C.. uf'Je-f.s l=a~~ fJoc., 
(7:23,-11:4, 24:7, 38:1), an expression which sums up Jeremiah's. 
understanding of God's rela-tionship with the people (and w.e note 
both its similarity to and difference from 2 Sam. 7:14 ·. }Eyw 
)I > _, ~ \. ) " ) I .J 
e.cropcC.c. O(UT':! ~ts TJol.T~~ Kolt o(tJTOs i:Ea-Toll. fJOL G:ls 
ut'ov-'_see p.25 ). 
He is. hims.elf a solitary figure; he w.ould seem to see. 
himself as a faithful servant, both of God and of the people. 
' He is one for whom God is K'vetos (see 17:14). He identifies with 
the peop:le (e.g. 13: 22-25) and goes with them to Egypt, yet he 
always· stands alone as a prophet.. He identifies with God as hi.s. 
mouthpiece to the people - his .. awn words and the words· of the Lord 
are. clos.ely interwoven. Yet despite this ther·e is ·an ultimate 
separation, expressed both in his sadness, which may be contrasted 
with the general mood of Our Lord's earthly life, where distress 
was certainJl.y present but no·t predominant; and with the mood of 
rejoicing which issues: from Paul even when imprisoned. 
Je-nemiah' s vocabulary of titles summarises: his idea of God: 
I ' 1 1 ~ I \ J;:'ueLOSJ KlJeLD.S J)O(\/TOt:foc r"'f J k.Uf COS 0 {ijt:Os.) &Jws 
'jy£os rtun.vv.) Kuetoj 6 @e~s '/()~?A, )E./~ KUetos 
c \ "' I C\ I I ' 
o @~o.s f}r~..c?t; tr()(eK-o~, o "ureovfJevo.s .... tcueco~ i)l(vrore«rwe. 
But though Jeremiah's idea of God may not be that of the New. 
Testament, his understanding ef prayer has much in common with 
Christian insight. 
The responsibility and power O'f prayer are indicated in two 
clear and firm injunctions.- to· Jeremiah not to intercede.: Ka~ 
0"~ P? neo<Tf;"6Aou TJ6ei ToU ).IICOU TDOTDU~ koel P? «~LOU ToiJ 
/ \ ' ,, ' ' €)..() eAe?B?v(J(~ OCVTOtJs) l(«c. IJ1 euxoiJ I Kotc. f1 neou L?5 fJOL 
' ' "' '' J J I ('! U. J7) • V.J' \I) fl ncet. rLUTIIJV, OTL orJt< ~trolJ(OUb'Of'OU : tf!)- J 1\"'-l. (J" /'I 
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neoa-6UAOU nc;e( TOU ,\o<:OU TOUTOU, Koet fJ1 d~LOU 17e(!L o(~TWV ev 
~0tret. (oCt neOtTevx,?~ bTL OU~ ~tlJoU:ootTOJ#L t.v riAJ K«l{~ ~V ~ f.ntKDfJ.OoVTflt 
~e ~ v f(D(tew t:.cf. t;:. wuews ot.u rwv < 11 : 14-). l-
c. 
This- reveals an understanding of prayer as activity\- human 
activity in co-oper·ation with G'od. 
Two requests for J.eremiah' s intercession (37: 3 = LXX. 44:3; 
42:2-3 = LXX:. 49:2-3) show the same insight fro·m another angle, 
and also indicate the ministry of prayer; Jeremiah is. one who 
can exercis.e this ministry. Perhaps in anothel!.'· setting this 
would be taken as: simply an expression of the special role of 
the prophet; but linked with other thoughts on prayer, the 
emphasis is surely intended to be on the nature of the prayer 
itself. 
When we look at the actual prayers, as recorded, of 
Jeremiah, we discc:wer three categories: 
1. Formal prayers, which we identify in 11:2014 , 16:19-21, 
17:12-18, 32-:.16-25 = LXX 39:16-25. These are expressions -of 
the ministry of prayer; tha-t is. to say, the activity, or 
mechanics, of the w.ork o·f prayer, which we have already found 
as something to be withheld, or requested. The first of these 
examples, 11 :20, sounds like a cul tic hymn, or part of one-; 
the third and fourth like formal pronouncements, ceremoniously 
declaimed. 
2. Personal outbursts;: 15:15-18, 20:7-18. These speak for 
themselves; they are private, s-pontaneous, from the heart .• 
Difficult to categorise is 18:19-23. This lacks the force 
o·f the above-listed 11 privatle. prayers!', and lacks also the feel 
of pronouncement in assembly. Perhaps these words. record 
Jeremiah thinking things out; neither pronouncing nor reacting, 
but meditating. 
Our excerpts have so far accepted prayer as a recognisable 
activity, either in terms o~ ministry or of personal expression 
to God; that is., "actual prayers" have been identified by words 
addressed to God. 
this: 
Our final colllection of references extends 
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3. "Interweav:ings": 10:23-25; 12:1-4: 14:7-9, 19-22. These 
are all contained in longer poems - according to N E B's 
presentation (see Note14), and the poems as a whole demonstrate 
the close interweaving o,f words of the Lord and Jeremiah 1 s own 
thoughts. and words to the. Lo,rd; they indicate that for Jeremiah 
life is lived in communion with God. But these are not the 
only occasions (in the text) of God responding: 15:15-18, 
18:19-23, 20:7-18 are all followed by words. of the Lord: but 
ch. 21 is a completely new section; ch.19 is in a different 
style (NEB, RSV., JB;ta.Sainte Bible (see Note 14) makes it a 
s~parate section); 15:19-21 is a clear response to what has 
preceded, but it is a balancing section, with the effect of 
proclaiming God's response, rather than offering insight,as the. 
"Interweavings" do,; into. the way of prayer. 
All thes:e are points which, as we shall see, harmonise with 
Christian prayer; yet we assert that prayer depends on 
relationship, and Jeremiah did not know. the Gospel insight into 
that relationship. We suggest that his intimacy is that of a 
p:F·ivileged and trusted servant; an intimacy permitting frankness, 
expressing friendship, and resembling to a considera-ble degree, 
but yet radically different from,that of Father/son. 
* ·\1~ SPcY(" 
From Jeremiah we turn to Hos.ea .• · As, Jeremiah gave 
expression to a kind of intimacy with God in the intertwining 
of his words and those of God, Hosea uses the imagery of 
faithful love offered to an unfaithful wife. The content of the 
message of Hosea is as stern as Jeremiah, but the style. is. 
altogether different - there shines through the insight of a-
poet (6:1-6, 14:5-9) 15 and the strength of the relationship 
between God and. his. peo.ple is love. Hosea does not use the. 
I 
word "Clo<T?e , but what he conveys is akin· to our understanding 
of the loving protection of parenthood; this is· summed up in the 
penultimate verse of the book: "I have spoken and I affirm it: 
I am the pine-tree that shelters you; to me you owe your fruit" 
(14:8, 5 NEB). /\ * .~ -;r'CIC<! 
Ezekiel presents something entirely different. He writes 
as ona possessed, or in a trance. His expression is entirely 
"otherworldly"; and he may be compared with Christopher Smart 1 s: 
visions expressed in the bizarre and strangely evocative 
Jubilate .A:gn·o: 16 
For in the day of David M~n as. yet had a glorious. horn 
upon his forehead. 
For this horn was a bright substance in colour and. 
consistence as the nail of the hand. 
For it was broad, thi:ok and strong so as to serve for 
defence as well as ornament. 
Fo·r it brightened to the Glory of God, which came upon 
the human face at morning prayer. 
Our interest with Ezekiel in this context is his use of 
'\ .J I S" ) the phras.e ut..os _otvE>ewnou ( cf. p. "1" which for him expresses 
humanity in contrast with the wonder and splendour he sees and 
experiences in the spirit. Jesus.' use of this phrase, in 
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C0•mparison with Ezekiel's., is somewhat ironic~ he us.ed it of 
himself when, the incarnate Lord, he was revealing the truth of 
Go~d in relation to. mankind; for Ezekiel the term is used to 
denote the contrast - the gulf of separation - between mortality, 
represented in himself, and the divine splendour. "By the 
address 'son o;f man' God has already made him the anonymous 
messenger, divested· 0,f all earthly claims, who stands in 
profoundest lowliness before the only exalted one. Only 
through the call which has gone out to him has he been raised 
above the 'massa perdita' of his people. It is. by virtue of 
his: very weakness that he is: to. act as the instrument o:f the 
Lord, whose will it is to reveal through him the unlimited 
divine power 1117 • 
His 
(21:17; see also• 6:11-14; 8:17-18; 36:22-32). He uses 
expres:sions. familiar to the Christian from Paul's writing 1 but 
in contexts of depress.ion 1 no•t hope: td.~ ~v T~ Jnourei:tjx=Lv 
6iK«tov dtno TWIJ bl~t..ocruvwv ~vToo.. Koc'- not1tr6~, 
O«e<Xnnu~o<., l(oc~ ·bwuw T?v f';PlfTolvov E:s flfDlJW'OOV oluTou,· 
oc0TO.s &notJ:,cv€'i.Toll, on ov 01£DTe:~Aw o(.U TW (J ~ 2..0). 
c. 
This has the effect of highlighting (for the Christian) the 
concept of grace with which Paul transforms l,LKrJ.totr~V? , by 
his emphasis on God's gift and away from main's attainment - or 
failure to attain. 
#yovr~t- · o~ uto't. 
,, 
At the command o,f the Lord OUTIVS 
,. ) \ \ .J I 1\ .J "' ;,I rl 
TOI.J Jtrex?" ot (eX r:l~TO( €V TOtS E:C?Vf:o-t 
cf. Ro. 1 :2Lt- : ~to 
-"\ 
rwv 
. ., 
IOU J 
1
') IL ' 
o( T L tJ ()( ) GU t:1()( t, T;c 
.also Ro. 1: 2b, 2.8 ). 
.) " J ) ~ 
o<. u nv v e v o<'v Tots (and 
see 
Here God has not initiated,. though he has allowed, the 
consequences of· unrighteousness to run their course. (See 
alse· Eze:k. 7:8-9, 4- LXX:order- cf. Ro. 3:21-26; 
Ezek. 7:22-27).And when a sense of redemption appears, it is. 
not of mercy, but for the glorification of the name of God 
(see 14:6-11; 36:21-22; 39:25). 
The whole tone of the book is remote; from the text we 
are left wondering wherein is the heart of Ezekiel's faith; 
he gives no impress:ion of the kind o·f intimacy with God which 
was Jeremiah's lifeline. (see p .30ff.), nor the joy of Daniel 
(see 'f?elov ) • EichrodJB, who seems to understand Ezekiel, 
says that the one "fixed point" is his. conception of "divine 
ma·jes.ty". 
* 
/}. :=. f)c.c.:t~ 
\1 
Da-niel, on the other hand, whilst containing much which is 
superficially comparable with Ezekiel in terms of other-
worldliness and the visionary, yet conveys a sense of humility, 
o-f insight, of truth, and of an essential joy which is lacking 
not only in Ez:ekiel, but in anything else we have thus far 
examined. 
Despite the fact that Daniel is concerned with To~ 6~ou 
. "' OOe_«VOU 
c 
0 
(e.g. z~2o) who 15 I(Jec.os T;_,V 
(e.g. 2: 41)~ 
c.' he is. not remote - Daniel is one. os 
€v 
( , 
Eo(U Ti.V 
I. 
(4:5 LXX). 
Jl 
e. x.~c. 
It cannot be accidental that when our Lord, in 
Mark 13, prepa-res the disciples for what i.t means to follow him 
when expo-sed to the worst the world can do, his words are 
strongly reminiscent of this book (7:13, 12:6). 
* 
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\ 
'EDlV 
c 
0 
Habakkuk is the source of Paul's summary of the gospel: 
' ,\ 1J n 0 t1" Tf: <./\1 Tl'( L ~ 
f>tl<cCt.O.$ iK 
" ) r " c 
OU K GUOOK6L ? 
I I 
nc.aT6WS fJOU 
~u_xj pou 
? jaeTI)(t. 
( Hab • 2 : 4 , - Ro • 1 : 17 ) • 
Habakkuk wrestles with the problem of the Babylonian 
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I I CL \ ' (' 
oppression - he expresses his. bewilderment to KueLE o l!leOS O otytor, fJOIJ 
(1:12) in whom he is confident -KIX~ ol.J P1~i10~IIWfJ~V. He waits 
for an answer, which comes, and the verse quoted abo.ve is part 
of· it: there is; hope, but the time for its fulfilment is not 
yet. The vision is hope against hope: Kd.'L €~~At nov 
OlJE'~, #(OC~ t.ev? noJJ..« WAt yo~Jx?OT)(V · 
1 r? TOO yvWVfXt. r?IJ 6"~_$ocv 
(2:13-14). 
' v' .. ,. c ' , "' The faith is that o 1\Ueto.s ~v V()(tf «Yllf o<vrov, and this is cause 
for rejoicing, despite outward circumstances (2:20, 3:19). For 
Habakkuk, God is the source of joy and hope - we ane left with a 
sense o.f exhilaration. • -'! ··n- . 
.,.. ·' _--,, :AC<!' 
This Old Testament survey ca~not' omit some consideration of 
Elijah, who with l"loses flanks Jesus a~t his. transfiguration, and 
who is mentioned-by James in a passage of some importance 
( J as • 5 : 17 ) . We have already considered Moses· - an obvious 
choice of candidate when dealing with fundamentals of Israelite 
religion. He is mentioned, but without explanation, by Malachi: 
Kctl. Uo~ tyw ~oart)..w uptv )HA~v TOV ®~u~h?~ nel.v V..fJti.v 
r?v ?p/etXv (ue{ou r?" fJ~f>.?" ~<:ce~ ~nt(/xxv?) bs t/tT)oKocT()((J"TfCJEt. 
1 \ \ r \ ' "'~-C I J L'\ I ' ' KolebiJ)lV TlcCT.fOS neos UWV1 1(0(<. IUI'(:OLO(V OIVc:leWTIOU neo~ TOV 
oA?u[ov Ol6rov, tJ? ~Aew kr;l.~ TJo<r~$1A> r?v y?v fte6?" (Mal. 4=5 -6). 
We ask now - what singles out Elijah to stand· with him? 
He is a man of power and authority, deriving from an 
insight into the will of God, who is for him K~eto5 T~V 6uv~f16WV 
v.' r r.:'\ ' ( 1 Ki. 17:11, 18: 15), and also "Ue<.os o \:Veos jJOU ( 17:21). 
Elijah experiences doubt and fear, and in flight receives the 
ministry of an angel of the Lord (1 Ki. 18:5-8) who directs him 
forward to Mount Horeb, where in a dramatic way he is taught 
that, though there is. power to be harnessed, as at Carmel, 
essentially the being of God finds expression as 'wv? ~Jeas AEnr?s 
' . (1 Ki. 19:12). The effect of his reassurance is to make him 
even stronger in opposition to what is not consonant with the 
ways of God (1 Ki. 20:21-24, 2 Ki. 1:14-16- which latter 
produces. a puzzling contrast to the greatness of the ministry 
he receives; a fact,and an incident, which we do no more than 
note). 
Elijah, then, is one. who wields the power of God, one who 
finds. the responsibility almost more than he can manage; and· 
he is, like Moses, one· whose departure from the world is unusual 
( 2 Ki. 2 : 11 ) . 
* 
In summary, we find frm1m these Old Testament gleanings that 
God is readily acc:essible to those who call on him; he can be. 
called upon, and he will answer;: he can be wrestled with, and 
he will in some way offer either explanation or reassurance. 
The overall impression is of one who is supreme, and beyond the 
reach of the majority; his words are mediated through the select 
few, whose call is. to obedience to: his Law, not to share the. 
relationship they know. This is the point at which the New 
Testament produces. such a co.ntrast - Jesus, whom to know is to 
know the Father, is. readily accessibl.e to all - there is- none, 
judged - by him at any rate - unfit to approach him, whether 
be·ggar· or sinner or child or Gentile. The Kingdom of God is 
open to all who would enter it, and Paul explains that the Spirit 
of God manifested in Jesus is the inheritance of all believers. 
' Separation of any kind is done away with in the truth of God. 
We minister to· one another (Ro. 15:7): we support one. another 
as we accept our different callings (Ro.11::·16). Paul's call is. 
to share in Christ's ministry, and thus to be at one with his: 
brothers and sisters in Christ. 
NOTES. 
1. It is perhaps possible that the Father Christmas. cult has 
some. influence here; a figure ofi universal and 
undiscriminating benevolence ia portrayed. For furthe~ 
examples of children's remarks about fathers, see Nanette 
Newman: Lots ·of Love· (Collins, 1974). 
2. See also the universal. idea of God in Isaiah 40-55; the 
genealogy in Lk. 3:23-38, traced back to Adam; the true 
meaning of the Law expounded in f-it. 5-7 (see p. 70ff ) . 
3. Artur Weiser: The Psalms (SCM, 1962) p.111. 
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4. "The Psalter is the voice of Everyman in his every mood: 
exulting, wrestling, adoring, cursing, confident, 
beseeching, penitent, impenitent, comprehending, utterly 
perplexed, always honest..... The Psalms are the 
collected poems of the People of God: a richly varied 
collection, mysteriously appropriate for Christian worship, 
though created long before. This must say something of 
e.ternity; of God unchanging, and of huma·n nature 
unchanging. In Canterbury they have become a natural 
expression of worship..... But perhaps the Psalter 
itself is not an indispensable part of the daily office? -
perhaps: there are o.ther sourc:es from which to draw? - and 
perhaps to do so would be nearer to• the s-pirit of the 
liturgy than formal, unimaginative adherence to the prayer 
book?. The Psalter is:: honest; on its own terms it is: 
worship offered in spirit and truth - in honesty." 
(from ··canterbury Cathedral - Our Mother Church - .A:n 
Exultation·.:... an unpubJJished paper by Margaret Cooper, May 
1976). 
There is much literature on the Psalms; in addition to 
Weiser (No.te 3) we select S:. Mo·w·inckel: The Psa·lms: in 
Israel Is Worship (Blackwell' Oxford I 1962) ; c. s;. Lewis.: 
Reflections on the Psalms (Bles, 1958); Annie H. Small: 
The· Psalter and the Life of Prayer (T.N. Foulis, 1914). 
5. Consult., for example, Ninian Smart: The Religious: 
Experience of :r-1ankind (Co·llins, Fontana-, 1971). 
6 •. F. C. Rappold: Nysticism (Penguin, 1963) p.18. 
7. S.t. John of the Cross: The Living. Flame o:tt Love Stanza II 
quoted by F.C. Happold (op. cit. Note 6 above) p.366. 
8. The Ord·er o•f the Holy Paraclete. The quotations are: 
taken fro·m their current (1978) bro,chure, available from 
St. Hilda's Priory, Snea-ton Castle, Whitby, Yorks. 
9. Dona,ld Georgen: The Sexual Celibate (SPCK, 1976). 
10. op. cit. (Note 9 abov.e) p .124. 
11 • op. cit. (Note 9 above) p.13A. 
12 .• op. cit. (Note 9 above} p.226. 
13. J.N. Schofield: Law Prophets and Writings_ (SPCK, 1969) 
p.166. 
14. Cf. Gerha-rd von Rad: The Mes-sage o-f the Prophets 
15. 
(SCM, 1968) p.171, where 11:18-23 is identified as a_ 
pcem. This reveals the influence - and responsibility -
of editing and printing: JB and NEB isolate v.20; 
RSV delineates- vv.. 18-23; RV and LXX set out the whole 
as; continuous prt::>·se; Go0,d News has. vv. 18-23 as:. a pros.e 
section; c f La· s·ainte Bible ( trad. Le Chanoine A. 
Crampon- Descl6e et Cie, 1939) which presents 11:18-12:6 
as a continuous. poem. We accept NEB's treatment. 
,, ~ I ..>• ' I But cf. LXX: eyw E.T«nGt.,.vwo-o< tturov) Kot.f.. ~«rc.o-xuo-w 
«ur6v · E.yw 6Js ~e K6u8os rw~eO: ?ouo-oc ~ ~~ d fJOV 
o K«eo&s o-ou etle?ro<~ (.no-. 14-=9 ). 
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16. Christopher Smart (1721-1771). This extract is; quoted 
from that included in the Penguin Book of Eighteenth 
Century English Verse (ed. Dennis· Davison; Penguin, 1973). 
17. Walther Eichro_dt: Ezekiel .(.SCM, 1970) p.32f. 
18. op. cit. (Note 17 above) p.24. 
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2. The. meaning of "Father" in the New Testament 
We now dea:-1 with the meaning of "father" as the dominant 
term for God in the New Testament. In looking at its use, it 
is necessary to pay attention to the shape of the New Testament, 
bearing in mind the variety of authors, of styles, of aims, of 
circumstances involved. In the selection of Christian writings 
which eventually formed the canon as. we know it, there is no 
indication, by its arrangement, of any central point of 
reference. Yet such there must surely be, for the burden of 
the writings themselves is frequently one of pulling back the. 
readers from bypaths. of error into which they have all too easily 
strayed from the truth of the Gospel. 
This thesis suggests that such a "pivot" is to be found in 
Mark and Romans, and suggests. further that these t1r10 works are 
linked. We now Siet out the reasons for believing this to' be 
the case, an~the discoveries which are yielded by investigating 
the New Testament books as grouped around this. point of reference. 
The events of the life of Jesus of Nazareth are central to 
Christianity. The gospel•s recount those events. Some. well-
attested facts-., which this thesis: accepts, suggest that among 
the gospels Mark is a centre point. These facts are: 
1 1. that it was. the first of the gospels to appear • 
2. that it was written in Rome, some time during the 
years 65-75 AD. 
3. that it was accessible to the writers. of the other. 
three gospels. 
Another book by its. very nature stands. out in the New. 
Testament - Paul's Letter to the Romans. There is ample 
evidence for holding, with C.K. Barrett2 , and C;.E.B. Cranfield3 
that Romans. was written in 55 AD, and there is. ground for 
accepting that Paul was·in Rome in 57 AD. Romans was· written 
be·fore Mark, and both are. connected with the same place - Rome. 
It seems:: highly probable, since Christian fellowship was natural, 
and sought after in the early days., to suggest that Mark wa·s 
familiar with the epistle, or at least with its substance; if 
he was. John Mark he knew Paul we114. 
On the basis of these points·· (and in the interests. of 
brevity in the present context, we shall not stop to list further.) 
we sha·ll take these two books as the pivots for which we. look, 
investigating first each independently, and· summarising what 
unders.tanding of God is conveyed, and then, bearing in mind. the 
external facts noted above, we shall make some comparisons; 
be,twe:en them. 
* 
Mark 
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Mark's s·tyle would seem to assume an ability to read beb1een 
the: lines~ or· would take for granted that the implication of 
certa-in terms would be undierstood. 
illustration, t~ his opening: 
> l76'oo Xe(uToLJ, 
neo1frQ ... ,. Tt.V 
L 
We may point, in 
Too Guo~.yy<EAt'ov 
" T"W 
L 
(1:1). 
vli th no need for build-up <:>.r explanation, the accepted facts are 
that Jesus is accepted as Christ, that this constitutes good. 
news, and that it fulfils Sc:riptura·l expectations;. :F'urther , we 
may note the matter-of-fact way, again without elaboration or 
explanation, in which remarkable events, both joyful and 
horrifying, are recorded. l\1ark writes from the light of 
resurrection knowledge and Pentecos:t experience, and can 
therefore understand, or at any rate accept without panic, 
otherwise puzzling events and sayings of Jesus. As instances; 
horrifying outside resurrection light we may note:the time in 
the desert (1:12-13), the lack of response in Nazareth (6:1-6), 
the referenc:es to c<:>ming suffering (8:31-38~ 9:30-32; 
10:32-34; 13), the betrayal (recalled: 3: 19; foretold: 
14.:17-20; and carried out: 14:43-46), the anguish of 
Gethsemane. ( 14:32-42), and the who-le sequenc:e of the trial and. 
crucifixion. As incredible before the experience of Pentecost 
we: may note the "supernatural" occurrences: the drama of 
Jesus~' baptism ( 1:9-11), two incidents on the lake (4:35-41, 
6:45-52), the Transfiguration (9:2-9), Jesus' conduct through 
the arrest, trial a:nd· crucifixion, all the incidents of healing, 
and o·f quiet authority over hostile Jews and "evil spirits". 
We may als~ include at this stage the delegated authority 
(6:6-1J) and fr·eq_uen~ incomprehension (at the time), on the part 
of the disciples. All these are things which, if we take 
seriously the impression of life given by Acts, are within the 
experience <:>•f the community for whom and among whom Mark writes .• 
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However, whils.t taking for granted a foundation of belie£.· 
and experience, Mark al.so writes with a sense of unfolding 
purpose. The direction of the narrative may be likened to a 
two-stranded cord: one strand follows the identity of Jesus. 
andl.is marked by the sequence of titles used of him; the other 
is Jesus' dealings with the disciples, who are led step by step 
to the point of cris~:- the Cross. These are the stranda; 
the. cord itself is that which links each paragraph, or incident, 
in coherent sequence; nothing is presented in isolation;. 
We trace first the thread concerned with the identity of 
Jesus. 
At the outset Mark states that Jesus is ~eLo-rbs (1:1), 
'('' '; 
and at baptism the voice from heaven declares ,u G~ ... 0 
Y' / ( .> / t os fJOU o 0( Yt>< n f) ros ( 1 : 11 ) • These 
titles do not appear again until 8:29, when in answer to Jesus' 
<"'"' ';' c V I 
enquiry about opinions of himself, Peter asserts ~u ~L o Aetoros. 
This is balanced in the following incident, the Transfiguration, 
when again from the heavens comes the declaration: o6 TO.S 
c. Y' I c I EaTLV 0 LD5 pou 0 ~y~n?TOS, 
Recognition of the Christ is ess·ential to the gospel -
recognition in faith leads on to vision of what is hidden. 
But there are other titles of identification before 
chapters 8 and 9. The first event of ministry is in the 
Capernaum synagogue with a man l..v nv~UfJOCTt. ~Kole~erw, 
~ 1 1 ""' c c/ ,... r.:-.~ _.... L 
who declares OL~"" &E Tts 6tJ o Aytos TOO ~o. ( 1 :2/.j.). 
Mark pursues this: in 3:11 we are told that it was common for 
' 1 ' > 1n <' 0' '>' c. ro<. nv~UfJotf"e( Tol ~t'olt:IDf(Ttx to cry out .:: GL o 
Yt~s TOU Gkoo; "Legion" (5:7) elaborates further: 
'l?aoiJ Yl.6 TocJ ®cocJ Too c..y'IJLaTDU. 
~he nvcup~ ~A~Aov tormenting the boy at the foot of the 
mountain does not speak, but reacts violently to Jesus: 
,~, J 
' ' 
.... 
e.uQU.s .> I 5 ) I 
.L WV otUTOV. TO ilV€1JfJo< CJOVC:.CY i)tl{f_IJ( € V DIUTOV_~ 
' ' 
..> ... , 
" :> ,.\ I ~cpel?AJ" (9:2o). 1{()((. n~awv €TIL T?S Y?s f::f(U (.E;TO 
Recognition and reaction burst forth from the opposition - and 
these titles are the ones ta:ken up by those who try Jesus. The 
High Priest asks ~u EJ 0 .XeurT~S- a YLo_s TOW Et.JAoy?TOtJj f14:61)j 
Pilate asks LU G1 o f3o{a-c.A(i;V_s TW\J 'I oo6cxlwv j ( 15 :2) j 
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and thus designated, Jesus was crucified·. Those who taunt him 
on the c·ross address ~ XeurTOs o f5t,(o-tA6U_s >f0'€ot?~ (15:32); 
and after his death, movingly, it is; the centurion who echoes the 
,A " i"l ... -; ' J 1 f) v•' IC:\ " -;-divine voice in declaring '"'"?oi.US OUTD.S 0 «V (_WnDS 1 C.OS \::llfOU ?'' 
(15:39). Any direct link with divinity, then, during the 
lifetime of Jesus, ia affirmed by the opposition - with one 
exception: Peter 1 s declaration at Caesarea· Philippi; but this. 
iso not a. deeply rooted and grounded beli·ef yet, as subsequent 
events make clear. 
c yc \ .. Jesus. speaks of himself throughout the gospel as 0 ltOS TOU 
) t\.n I 
ctV\71:wnou (2:10, 2:28; 8:31, 8:38~ 9:9, 9:12, 9:31; 10:33, 
10:45; 13:26; 14:21, 14:41, 14:62). In the impact of the gospel 
read as Mwhole, this phrase stands out like a solo instrument in 
an orchestra·. It comes·when authority is claimed in the face of 
t V I 
opposition ( 2: 10, 2:28); it comes balancing o i\etaro.s from 
< V,<' 1. J I Peter ( 8: 29) and o 1LOS ~otJ u ~y;..n?rtX ( 9: 7) from the divine voice .• 
It comes when the passion is predicted (8:31, 8:38; 9:31; 10:33; 
14:21, 14:41); it comes in the awesomeness of ~hapter 13, and 
in the foretelling of glorification (13:26). It is used (10:45) 
in the explanation (given in response to James and John) of a 
mission of service. It reaches a powerful climax in 14:62 where. 
't' "' r '{,. ' ' V.•' .. , • in response to the High Priest 1 s question u ~ o "Cturos 0 1LOS roo EOAC1f1TOtJ 
(the most elaborate of titles used) Jesus echoes his words of 
\o ~ \ 1"1 > ~ f 'E. f I 13:26, and links. rov uov TOO ot'V"'t"wnou with the emphatic yw E-l.fJL • 
At this moment of crisis., now that the time is fulfilled, Jesus. 
is willing to reveal the hitherto hidden truth by claiming his_ 
full identity, which is the ceming together in who is TOU tltvfJet1-,nocJ 
.. .'.:\_ ., 
and TO() l.!!.ot;otJ. So· at the Cross , and by a· bystander - an 
objective onlooker - the two aspects are brought together s::i.mply 
and clearly: 0 :Jveewnos rtos ®~oiJ ?v (1} :J9). 
These are the. significant titles - but we cannot leave this 
consideration without brief comment on other forms of address 
which oc·cur in Mark~ YtG Ao<U£t6 Jl7tr00 (10:47) is. 
the s.pentaneous cry of a blind beggar. This is its only 
occurrence in Mark, and it is coupled with Poe.f-'f3oUVf:l. (10:51), 
again us:ed only this onc·e by Nark. These two titles, the one 
imp~ying universal acclaim, the other personal, form a miniature 
reflection of the balance noted above, and the setting gives. 
added peint, since the incident fellows the conversation with 
James and John concerning what it is tha-t must be shared if they 
yit.h 
would beAJesus in eternit~; and it precedes the entry into 
Jerusa-lem, with its reference- to David in an echo from the. 
psalter ( 11: 10). David is. further referred to in a poseli' put 
by Jesus. in the -Temple (12:35-37). 
The disciples: address Jesus as AL6ditn:.OlA6 (4:38, 9:38, 
13:1), a title us·ed als:o by the rich man enquiring about eterna-l 
life (10:17, 20), by Pharisees (12:14), Sadduccees (12:19), a 
scribe (12:32), by Jesus (14:14). Pe~.~{!JGL occurs three times: 
twice- from Peter (9:5, 11:21) and once by Judas (14:45). The. 
use of P~{&/!JGL , coming at significant moments, and 
acknowledging pe~sonal authority is thus linked with the 
authority o;f Jewish religion: at a moment of glory, a moment of 
shame, and an occa-sion of teaching about prayer. (We shall 
return to, 1 t :21 for more detailed discussion in due. course). 
is;used by the Syro-Phoenician woman (7:28), 
probably a natural form of courteous address comparable with the 
English "sir" - but again it is balanced and heightened: by 
Jesus.' own use of it in private conversation with the healed 
demonaic, when it refers to the Father, who works through th·e- Son 
(5:19))and by its use in the Scriptures, quoted at 1:3, 11:9, 
12:11' 12:29', 12.:36. 
Having looked at l'-1ark' s purpo·seful use of titles, we no111. 
turn to the second strand: Jesus' methodica~ teaching of his-
disciples. 
The disciples are summoned to be with him (3:14), simply, 
and in some cases,apparently, suddenly (1:16-20, 2:13-14). 
They are his c:lose companions, in a position to observe both his, 
way of life and his approach to· ministry, and they are able to 
question him. They see (at least, three of them do: 9:2, 
14:27ff) all that Mark shows us of his ministry. Their leader 
and companion is one possessing unique qua~ities, with the 
ability to draw crowds and hold them, with the power to heal, and to 
inspire confidence. He has a· new attitude to the Law, a:rici t.his 
causes them to think about some of its details (2:19, 2:23-28, 
4:26, 7:1ff); yet he lives within it, attending synagogue, the 
Temple, observing festivals, and encouraging its observance 
( 1 : 4L~-45) • a;'hey a-re involved in some occurrences which cause 
them to marvel- the feeding of large crowds (6:37-44, 8:1-10), 
surprises o·n the lake_ ( 4:35-41, 6:47-52) and on the mountain 
( 9: 2.-8). I V"l:\ " J ~/ They als:o see one who caU.ls himself o .J!lOS TOIJ OIVvt:.IAJnOU
1 
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and who needs to withdraw fr0·m pressures ( 1 :35 1 6:47) 1 one who 
shows. emotion 1 needs compani0nship 1 experiences weakness and· 
fatigue, battles with ~otTo<v 1 and at times of greatest 
stress feels alone. 
Jesus: guides the disciples st.ep by step through these 
experiences, until they have the whole picture, and then are 
equipped to continue hia work in the name and power of the risen 
Lord. Not until the right moment does he claim his authority: 
in the pr~sence of the High Priest - and in the absence of 
disciples. 
The direction of the teaching is clear - it moves to a 
point where a direct question about identity can be put 
(at 8:29). Then outwar~ recognition becomes hidden implication, 
as from now on Jesus teaches the meaning of incarnation (that is, 
what it means'. that God became man), a meaning they can only 
thoroughly grasp when the strain of events has receded and been 
superseded by thevindication of the promises. We have noted 
the ~ignificance of the centurion's statement (15:39); but he 
was not involved as the disciples were. In a different way, 
but for them as real, they too were going through the experience 
of rejection, desolation, darkness.- the lowest ebb possi~le. 
Jesus gives to the religion of the fathers a new direction: not 
the avoidance of that darkness which betokened sin and the 
disfavour of God, but the e·ntering into darkness to transf0rm 
it by the eternal love of G0d. Whether or not it was intended, 
the main text of Mark as: we have it in the most reliable. 
manuscripts ends (16:8) with Jesus risen, at the point where 
Mark's readers, and his companions, would join in with their 
experience of the living Christ to supplement the text. 
Centra~ in this, is what Jesus reveals of his own relation-
ship with G0d, and how he teaches the disciples to think of God. 
His identification as Xeus-Tb} is followed (as we have noted 
earlier·) by Jesus' immediate linking of o XeurT'O$ with 
, y:w.' ,.. ' l\.., I . 
o 1lDS TOO i<\I"'ClAJilOV , and with a revelation of the gllory of God, 
involving two great figures from the past, for neither o.f whom 
is there a marked tomb, for in both cas:es God himself dealt with 
their earthly bodies 
• \"''' " ~ l\,. I o \ tos Too «vt:JCwnov 
(9:5) - of whom it is 
stated by Mark before 
c --' · I 
tJOV 0 ~ yrxn1TOS. 
( Dt • 34; 2 Ki. 2) • Between these two is, 
- addressed as P«~~L for the first time 
said before them what has already been 
the disciples appeared: o6.~.s lan v 0 rc:C::s 
This then is the nature of the relationship between God and 
Jesus. Before this, the disciples have witnessed healings., 
ha~e heard Jesus preach both in synagogue and in the open, 
have seen the beginnings of conflict with religious authority, 
have heard him.describe his true family, have heard him speak 
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of the kingdom using illustrations from the domestic scene, in 
terms_ of a sower;, of seeds., of domestic affairs·; have been with 
him in a storm, have seen a girl apparently brought back from 
death, have seen him rejected in Nazareth, and immediately after 
this latter have themselves been sent out by him "with authority 
over ufu,c:lean spirits.... They drove out many devils. and many 
sick people they anointed with oil and cured" (6:7, 13, NEB). 
This .. , though, was in obedience, not understanding; there is yet 
more. to learn. They work with him on two occasions (or one, 
but discussion of this question is not at issue here 
Mk. 6:35-44, especially 37, 41; 8:1-10). They discov-er his. 
companionship unexpectedly (6:.45-52); they discover the almost 
magical. quality of the power at work (6:56). They are taught 
to get inside the precepts of the Law, to question, to use 
intelligence and common sense (7:1-23); they hear Jesus divert 
attention from the signs which inevitably attract attention, 
and even express disapproval o.f the request for such signs 
(8:12). After the Transfiguration they are faced with the 
difference between themselves and Jesus (9:28-29). Conversely, 
there is:one outside the group who is acting successfully on his. 
011m ( 9:38-41). There is fear, as Jesus speaks of his death, 
and fear to ask about it (9:32). Children are within reach of -
perhaps. even c:losest to - the kingdom o-f God; there is .. obviously 
more involved than the keeping of the Law (10:17-31); and in 
the reques.t from James and John there is: a· seeking for security 
which they seem to• understand in terms o·f luxury which according 
to. ear-thly standards. betokens glory; to which the response is. 
that eternal companionship with Jesus, if that is what they seek, 
begins in the present and involves following his. lead at all 
times and in all places, in the spirit of hia own total 
disregard for places of honour. There ia mounting conflict with 
authority; there are the puzzles to be lived with (12:13-17, 
18-27, 34, 35-37, 38-40, 41-44) leading to the awesome 
prediction of general trial and suffering; there ia the puzzle 
of the betrayal, the supper, the anguish of the final eventa, 
and the fear of the unknown, such as they had experienced, felt 
by those wlio feund the empty tomb (16:8). 
When he speaks for the first time about his. suffering, 
Jesus refers to the Son o:f Man coming sv r~? ~o~,1 TocJ i7«r-eos KJ roiJ 
(8:38). This glory, by its very nature, is something to be 
discovered, or revealed, not claimed (11:27-33, 12:1-12). The 
centre o·f the revelation of the relationship between God and 
Jesua comes in the crisis. of Gethsemane. In the enormity of 
human fear, human pain, human isolation, in the firing line of 
the slings and arrows O•f eutrageous human fortune., Jesus, 
b \LOs TOU ~vSe~noo , needs companionship, needs the fullness 
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of communion, both of his brothers: ve.lvoens. ~~ *" ye]yoeei.rf: (14:35). 
, n , 
and of' the Father, who is truly his father: A(&j&IJ( o I oCT1C • 
This; is the centre of the revelation of incarnation - this is the 
new message of Good News about God which Jesus. brings. It is. 
into this understanding of God that the Christian is brought by 
Jesus - and it is towards this that he leads his disciples. 
This makes sense of remarks about his true family (3:34-35), of 
C \. ( A 
his reference tt!lJ o 11«T1( upwv (11:25), of his making much 
of the ability of children to enter the kingdom - children, who 
can claim. neither status n<il•r authority, and who, as a result 
(whether in rebellion or affection!) are much more parent-
conscious than independent adults., and therefore more ready to 
accept this relationship, which involves a different approach 
to God from the flawless keeping of the Law (10:17-)1; 12:28-34) 
or the claiming of ancestry (12:24-27~ . 
It is this. understanding of God which Mark illustrates and 
which Paul expounds, for the central point of Romans has in 
common with Mark the same central phrase: 
* 
Romans 
We hav:e already noted external grounds :f.'or suggesting a 
link between Mark and Romans, and we have now arrived at a 
point of internal contact. Before examining further 
linguistic similarities, we look at the s.tructure of Romans, and 
see how Paul reaches this moment of climax. 
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He begins firmly and strongly, stating the basic facts of 
the gospel, the identity of Jesus, and his place in the 
unfolding of divine history, and links himself and all 
dis;ciples in this chain. In 1:17 the effect of the gospel is. 
clearly sjiated: "For the gospel reveals how God puts. people 
right with himself: it is through faith from beginning to end. 
(Good News).: .... ' .. ···,· The epistle is built on this assertion. 
First Paul sets out what needed to be put right: the. 
perversions of evil; the s:eparation of peoples which the Law 
brings about (2-3); he goes on to the paradox of the Law; the 
meaning of faith (4); the fruit of the gospel (5-8). In 
II 
8:15 we a:rl"e placed firmly with Christ, in Christ, in the Spirit 
- the rest of the chapter sustains the sense of climax, 
expressing the power of Gospel truth through the tribulations of 
life in the world. 9-11 wrestles with the heartache of the 
schism between Jew and Christian, but holds fast to the belief 
that in the end they will be united in the fulfilment of God's 
promis.es ( 11 :32) • The final chapters are cone erned with day-to-
day Christian living. 
We note further that Mark and Romans are similar in shape: 
a clear introduction, and a halfway point - in Mark, Caesarea 
Philippi and Transfiguration; in Romans,life in the Spirit. 
Mark's first half deals with everyday life with Jesus, and the 
second goes into deeper realms; Paul's first half may be. 
described as academic; his second half deals with present-day 
affairs. In Mark the realisation of A~~~ comes at a point of 
darkness, in Romans at a point of elation. 
Bearing in mind the constant need - and frequent failure -
of the Christian church to relate its. doctrinal refinements. to 
actual experience,it is not unreasonable to wonder whether Mark 
deliberately set out to balance Paul's approach; that his 
vision of Jesus was, either from Peter's vivid accounts or from 
firsthand experience, of a simple and accessible friend, a loyal 
Jew., and yet one who demonstrated a glorious liberty in respect 
of the Law; and that he saw a real danger of this picture 
getting lost in the sophistication of Paul's intellectualism. 
He tells the story of which the doctrine is simply another 
expression; the Christian church needs. both, and Mark was 
possibly the first to see it, and doubtless Paul apprecia-ted it, 
for personal witness is· at the centre of his proclamation. 
c I 
We note at this point that the phrase A.f.J{!J« 0 noer7c appears. 
also in Galatians., written from the heart, written for the 
moment, probably with no thought of preservation; Romans on 
the contrary gives the appearance of being conceived as a 
document for preservation. As such it would certainly need 
to be balanced by the li:fe of Jesus, and who better to write 
it than one who had contact with none other than Peterz5 
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Remembering that Romans.was written first, remembering 
also that Paul would have been familiar with the life of Jesus 
through contact with the apo:stles, we examine now further 
linguistic similarities which may be taken as points of contact 
between these two bo<i>ks. 
Our survey of Mark bega-n with his use of titles; we begin 
with a comparison of thos~ used by Paul. In Mark our interest 
in titles was the identification Qf Jesus, leading on to the 
implications f.or our relationship with God; in Paul we are 
directly concerned with the question of relationship with God, 
for Paul expounds the faith of the Spirit-filled church, 
towards the birth of which Mark moves. Paul's titles are in 
effect then all variations of the same truth, and all reflect 
a Christian understanding of truth. We have already noted 
C I c. i] ' r "' A~f6rt. o 71«-T?e as the central addresrs; w; f;-n~. o I oi.T1C 1#JkN 
( 1:7) which c0•rresponds w;i th Mark's 0 not T1f U(JW\1 (~ 11:25). 
Kue~5 , which is used slightly by Mark, occurs. frequently in 
Romans, with its extensions l(uews Xeu1TOS 1 I<Vetos '11troJI.J 
~ftaros )11tro~s o K'uet.os ? fJ,;N. 'r?os ~f:oV 
.... c.l 
occurs in both, and 0"'6Vp~~< Aytov which appears. 
uno,btrusively in Mark ( 1:8, 12; 12:36; 13:11) appears 
:frequently in Romans, with variations nv~~d ®~oo (8:14~ 
(8:9). 
Compressed into dhapter 8 we find the most significant 
words in common, and phrases developed from them. 
J "' ... ' First (8 :2), we find mention of freedom o~no TOcJ VofJOIJ 
The first stirrings of conflict 
between Jesus and religious authority are in connection with 
his claim to authority to set free from sin: T6Kvov.~ ~~iE-VT«~ 
( I { 
croiJ tJiJ, oe ~ T oC.L ( Mk . 2 : 5 ) . Hostility grows as it becomes clear 
that Jesus lives according to a radically different attitude to 
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the Law, an understanding to which Paul has had to adapt, which 
for him meant a radical change. In the same sentence (8:2), 
Paul speaks of death, o·f which Jesus has again brought a 
radically different understanding: ne leads his disciples 
firmly towards the Cross; he ignores danger when they fear it 
(4:38); a little girl apparently dead is said to be sleeping 
(5: 39); Moses and Elijah appear with Jesus in glory; and a·ll 
predictions: of his coming passion are coupled with predictions 
o·f rising again. Fo·r the Christian, death is. not the 
tra:nsi tion from mortality to immortality (Paul elaborates this .. 
elsewhere); death is.: the grip of fear which militates against 
the confidence of the life of the Spirit within, the Spirit 
Tou eyt::!e«.VTOS TOV )11crovv eK "~~eUJv ~t·10-11' 12-13). 
Then there is. the distinction l(otT~ tr;_eKJX./K«-ic nV~Ol. Right 
I ru\.. ....". inside the Christian, justified, Tff. t<.\IOV ~ there is a· 
paradoxical conflict of life and death (in the understanding 
just outlined). This is the paradox expressed by Mark in his 
r V"' " .J 1'1 ' use of D tt05 TOV ()(VtJet.Unot.J , which in Romans is: 
superseded by these two phrases. Now, the members of the 
Church, the body of the Lord, are the incarnation. Those who 
t \ J ,'\ I C I .» r:\, __ "\ 
are ur..o~ iJ(Vr.Jewnwv , even those, ()Lot. ~l.!fl.\1 ~.:YCVlJ (8:14 and 
I 
cf. 1:3-4). The point is emphasised -we are in fact T~(Y( 
~ I ()e:ov , and that means· l<l\1eovopo'"' ( 8:17). The natura·l 
address between Christians. is ~o~AtAo~ ( 8:12); this arises 
r' T ,., I , 
from the fact stated in 8:29! OTt. OcJS neoe'(VfiJ, I(I)(.L 
1 I J.. " J I ,. \1: .., ' "' ;> 
neotAJeUnEV UIJf!flOerovs T1~ Gt./:OVO.S TOV 1locJ oWTOC), C"lS 
ro et\IOCL oliJToV newrdrOKOV tv 1JoAAo7.J Otoe/\4Jo(s j -
and reminds us of Jesus' extended family (Hk. 3:31-35); of 
the, tra-ining of the disciples for taking on the same work 
(6:6-13); of their co-operation with him (6:37, 8:6); of 
going through the same powers of darkness ' ' ·. in the same spirit 
(12:1-12j ·-1}).~ :. -.·~·:::; .. 
I ·Ao~ is one o:f Paul's words. (used by Mark but not 
developed). For the Christian the share in the work of Christ 
is also a share in his glory, realisation of which is a matter 
of hope; another key-word not occurring in Mark, but which 
formulates the implications of the facts recorded by Mark. The 
glory is something which is to embrace all, as it embraced Moses 
and Elijah with Jesus; as we tread the earthly path Jesus. trod, 
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so also o-uvbo~·'C.l1"8WfJt:.V (8:17). This is possible because 
the effect of Jesus having been made Y"wv Toii kvOewnotJ 
is that with him we are within the Ot..#(o(.(..{)O'l)V[/ of God. 
By this we know that God is vn(;e 1fJc;IV not K,rfJ'i~W\1 
it is G~d who has justified us; God, who is judge. This is. a 
matter of grace, again, a word not in Mark, but implied in what 
he says about the Kingdom, which is more easily entered into by 
children (see above); which is not a matter of keeping the Law, 
but of faith. Faith is one of Mark's words: it opens the way 
to healing (2:5, 5:34, 6:6); it drives out fear (4:40, 5:36); 
it is something which until the resurrection is personal 
experience is not within the disciples (cf. 16:8), who are 
constantly on reco·rd as being afraid; it is something which 
saves (5:34):? OLtTTIS O"OU crGtrWI(6\I o-t:.• ef.Ro.1:16~ 
cSuv(j. t-Hs y:Xe ~€ov ~o-rtv <&is a-wr1efrxv nolvr~ ~ nurre-uovrc.. 
It is a matter of reliance on God, which is an intrinsic human 
need; the gifts of grace are for Jew and Greek, and available 
before the need is. realised. But it must be made clear that 
this reliance is not a matter of bondage, a relationship of 
slavery; but of freedom, and a relationship of sonship (8:14-15). 
To one a;nother we atre as servants., as well as brothers, for with 
Christ we are instruments of God to one another: Mk. 10:35-45 -
where we find a conversation which expresses this oneness with 
Christ's mission in terms of baptism, another aspect of which 
Paul offers in 6:1-5, where baptism is an entering into the 
death and resurrection of Jesua. Life in the world for sons 
of God means in every re·spect to identify with Christ: E.v51JC!"olff8t: 
.li,v ruewv ,l7uoo Xeurrov (13:14). To do so is to be in the 
Kingdom of God- a phrase used only once by Paul (14:17), in 
dealing with practicalities - a significant use, and complemented 
by Mark, for whom it is a prominent idea, both the summary (1:15) 
and the meaning of the ministry of Jesus (4:11, 26, 30; 9:47; 
10:13-16, 17-31). 
These two books then may fairly be held to complement one 
another, and may be taken as providing the central pivot for 
which we looked. The understanding of God which emerges so 
strongly is of his union - communion - with humanity; an idea 
present, but not developed, or recognised as universally 
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significant, in the books of the Old Testament. 
* 
We have suggested that it is necessary to look at the 
shape o.f the New Testament and that Mark/Romans forms a point 
01f reference. A twin peak is found in John's Gospel, which 
gathers to a greatness all that has been expressed, in a variety 
of ways in a diversity of circumstances in the New Testament 
writings,, and looks fe·rward. It is fitting (following the faith 
expressed by Jehn the Divine in Revelation tha.t the End is a 
person, the person of Christ), that this climax should take the 
form of are-expression of the ministry of the incarnate Christ, 
thus, s:etting free the fullness of Christ for subsequent 
generations (of whom John was a member) who otherwise might feel 
removed from the Christ because they were at a distance from the 
man who lived on earth. With different emphases, the preceding 
gospels had all been presented in the same way; John saw that 
the traditional material "cried aloud for rehandling; its true 
meaning had crystallized in his mind, and he simply conveyed 
this meaning te paper 116 • "He wrote to reaffirm the 
fundamental convictions. of the Christian faith in the full light 
of new circumstances, new terminology~ and new experiences 117 • 
We cannot then agree with Oscar Cullmann's thesis that 
"there can be traced in the Gospel of John a distinct line of 
thought connecting with a service of worship"8 , and that in 
tracing this line (which to describe as "distinct" is. perhaps 
misleading!) "our knowledge of the nature ef primitive 
Christian worship has been deepened, in that John's Gospel 
pro¥es to be an indirect source for the investigation of this 
field "9 • Te• accept this is to deny the purpose of John, which 
is te enable Christians to discover and be at home in the 
dimensions of eternity and infinity - the life of the Spirit. 
;;Because John was concerned "to root the sacrament as observed 
by the Church in the total sacramental fact of the incarnation 
he was unwilling to attach it to a particular moment and a 
particular action" 10 • To· attempt to re-plant John, even in 
the sphere of Christian worship in spirit and in truth, is to 
re-impose those very limitation& from which John sought - and 
found - freedom. 
With remarkable insight and unselfconscious. skill John 
succeeds in portraying the authority of divinity without losing 
the humanity of Jesus, who is a man fulfilling, step by step 
and unfailingly at every challenge, the work entrusted to him. 
At the same time he is one who sighs, who knows fatigue, who 
weeps, who loves, who knows shrinking from his. own future. 
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In his dealings with individuals he shows no dramatic charisma, 
but keen insight and sensitivity; (we list Nathanael, a woman 
of Sychar, a blind man, Mary of Magdala, Thomas, John, Nicodemus, 
and Mary, his mother). In carrying out "signs" we find a blend 
of initiative (Sychar, Beths•da, 5000, blind man, footwashing) 
and response (Cana, nobleman, Lazarus); but we find further, 
that those occasions. of response are still guided by Jesus .• 
Mary knows that Jesus will supply the need for more wine, but 
he knows the moment (2:4); the nobleman is given no outward 
sign, simply a command and a promise, which he accepts: (4:50); 
Jesus responds to the message from Bethany (11:6, 15), but in 
his own time, showing a knowledge and purpose deeper than anyone 
else perceives. We find, in the light of this, that the coming 
o,f Jesus into the world is both initiative - of the Father - and 
resp0nse; f<il,r the initiative is response to the unexpressed 
(because ·unrecognised) need of the world; similarly the 
crucifixion is in Jesus'. control, as John tells the story, and 
thus it happens through his initiation, and will be the 
satisfa:ction of the need of the world; and the resurrection 
appearances are most gracious and lovingly generous occasions 
of the revealing of the understanding and character of God. 
The purpose. of Jesus was the involvement of "his own" in 
the work of the kingdom; they are charged with responsibility 
Jl J ,/."' \ ( I ) J.; ) - II " I 
;;A.V TlV"'" d'f'JTt!: TOC' ol p01eTlDCS1 Dl"'rrcAW70C( O(l)'jl)f.C' otV TlVWV /(exT?~' 1<€-ICe«TJVfD(t 
(20:22-23). The kind of authority which enables them to fulfil 
their mission is one of being rather than doing - an essential 
.,1 , ,. ) ~ I I ,.. I 
authority: t.bwr<ev «orou €~OIJO"(.O(V T:"E:t~ ®E:oo ytvt::u8olt. (1:12). 
They are prepared for the fact that they are expected to be 
active, to bear much fruit, to achieve yet greater works than 
those of Jesus, to go forward in the spirit of truth. This is 
possible by li~ing in union with Jesus, as he is in union with 
the Father. 
* 
We have seen that God as father is at the heart of the 
Christian Gospel, and we have explored this as expounded in 
their various ways by Mark and Paul in Romans, and as 
discovered in John. 
But the fatherhood of God is. not simply a philosophical 
or theological concept, it expresses a dynamic relationship. 
The next stage in our investigation is the examination of the 
implication of God's relationship with humanity in the face of 
the existence of evil, and what we are to understand, in the 
light of our discoveries, of the sacramenta of relationship with 
God, Baptism and Eucharist. 
* 
Evil 
We have asserted that prayer is communing with Deity, and 
that where and how this communing is understood to take place 
depends on the underlying conception of deity, and on humanity's 
relationship with deity. 
For the Christian this is not as straightforward a matter 
as at first sight it would seem. Though we may set forth our 
conception of God in absolute terms: one (Mk 12:29), almighty 
(Rev. 15:3) 1 everlasting (Rev. 4:8); and though the Gospel of 
Christ may set forth our relationship with him, through Christ, 
in abs:-olute terms: justified, at peace, in Christ, set free 
(Ro. 1, 5, 6); yet there remains the. paradox of active 1 militant, 
opposition to the Gospel and the works of the Kingdom; 
opposition which is not only over against the Church of God, 
but within it, within individua-l Christians. (Ro. 7:14-23). 
The Christian is constantly ca~led upon to oppose that which 
militates against the Gospel (e.g. in the Anglican baptism 
seFvice; the candidate is exhorted not to be "ashamed to 
confess the faith of Christ crucified, and manfully to fight 
under his banner against sin, the world, and the devil, and to 
continue Chris~'s faithful soldier and servant unto your life's 
end" 11 ). He also finds that he needs. to explain, both to 
himself and to sceptics and honest enquirers, how it can be that 
the "opposing forces" can be active within the authority of God, 
and also, what effect such activity has on the declared 
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relationship of the Christian with God. 
How these questions. are answered depends on what is 
understood to be the nature of evil, and also on the nature of 
eschatological awareness: that is, the understanding of the 
activity of Jesus of Nazareth and. the effect of the Cross. 
Bultmann identifies a shift in emphasis in the Church's self-
understanding: " •••• the pastoral epistles and Acts show that 
to a large extent Christians are preparing for a rather long 
duration of this world and the Christian faith, losing its 
eschatological tension, is becoming a Christian-bourgeois 
. t II 12: pl. e y • • • • • 
The shift which resulted in the lessenin~ of tension may 
be illustrated by comparing Mark 13 with its parallels: 
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Me. 24-25, Luke 21. As Mark records the words of Jesus., the 
message which emerges may be paraphrased: interpret the 
upheavals of the world as signs of hope, even though they 
involve suffering; the truth of the Gospel transcends all this; 
these happenings are indications of the self-destruction of 
evil, not evil's destruction o£ good; understand this so that 
you may endure in hope. In Matthew's hands, though 
superficially he reproduces and enlarges. Mark, a different 
mess-age emerges: the emphasis is on the individual, where in 
Mark it was on the truth. Righteousness is moral, ethica·l 
righteousness, whereas in Romans it is the gift of God. 
Further, Mark's use of "Son of Man 1113 is the use of a term 
frequently used in Ezekiel, and Daniel (pp. }), ·W. However 
Mark's full implication is interpreted, his aim is to point to 
the fact of glory hidden within the apparent triumph of evil. 
Matthew picks up the idea and identifies the Son of Man with 
Jesus himself, and understands it to mean that Jesus is "coming 
back" at some sta:ge (Mt. 24-25). Luke devotes less space to 
this, and no. very clear message emerges (Lk.. 21: 18-19 cf .v:34). 
(This is an instance of Luke's tendency - which we shall have 
occasion to note from time to time - to reproduce what is there 
without making it contribute to a cohesive development of 
thought). We have earlier suggested that Mark and Romans may 
be. linked, and suggested that one reason for the appearance of 
Mark's Gospel was to express the message in readily grasped 
pictorial form; it could well be that another factor was the 
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interpretation of eschatology. For here Mark and Paul part 
company - chapter 13 of Romans seems almost to- be an appendix, 
included beca-use Paul realised that he had not included any 
explicit teaching on "the End"; the v-ray he deals with it is 
additional to rather than drawn from his essential thesis of 
the God-man relationship in Christ. Mark, on the other hand, 
is vividly awar~ of the present; hence his emphasis on the 
truth itself. This is in accord with John the Divine, when 
Caird's interpretation is accepted: With reference to 11:19 
he writes.:: "Now that the answer to the prayer has been gi·ven 
in the pro:clamation of the e-nthronement of God as King, we know 
that the prayer must have been the daily petition of all 
Christiana, 'Let your kingdom come'. Before that prayer could 
be granted, -Christians must have spelt out for them letter by 
letter what it is that they have been praying for·. They have 
been praying that the destroyers of the earth should be allowed 
to burn themselves out in a last monstrous effort to frustrate 
the plans of God, and that man should be given repeated and 
agonising warnings no.t to be involved in their destruction1114 • 
The question of eschatological awareness brings us back 
to the nature of evil itself. 
Philo, in :·De Vita Contemplativa .-, is quite explicit: 
tru"/,)..ws y~e tfto-KoVfnv :tTufkxll, 6~~T6S Tutpov iJe_" ToiJ ~eVbOIJs 
:r.e xfv, tlTu~t~'l ,66 ,lx)t?{)~!Ols' ~~r~eo;' 66 ,n1 Y1.{ A.oyo,.v E-xo" ~ I , 
eeoutn.. y~ ~no fJ6V TOIJ qevooiJs «1. 1lOAtJTeo:noc. TfAJIJ K.IXt:WI) ib"Eirfc. ~ 
kno 6€ r1r k).1Brd«J «; TJf(tourr(tXt T(;)v &f~~v kv fJ.efAJn[vc.N Te- Ktt; 9tfwv 
That is to. imply that evil is derived; it has no independent 
existence, for it exists only in relation to that which it 
falsifies. Philo is also confident that evil can be avoided -
in the individual soul, through simplicity of life such as that 
practised by the Therapeutae; and externally, by withdrawing 
from the world's pressures to a community whose sole aim is true 
excellence of li£.e. 
As far as Philo's understanding of evil as dependent is 
concerned, the Old Testament is in agreement; everything 
derives from God, and, broadly speaking, conformity td his will 
leads to individual and social well-being; failure to conform, 
either in ignorance or rebellion, leads to individual and social 
chaos. This sounds logical, and is widely accepted in the 
(39). 
Scriptures, but to the philosophic mind a difficulty presents 
i ts:elf, a difficulty wrestled with in Job: what is the 
explanation of misfortune and suffering in those cases where 
th~e is no rebellion, but on the contrary, uprightness and 
blamelessness? The friends of Job all insist that there must 
be hidden sin and that Job should make a "conditional 
confession". On the grounds of intellectual integrity, Job 
refuses. The conclusion of_the writer is that, in terms of 
conformity with the will of God, suffering is neither legally 
justifiable nor logically explicable - it is a fact of life -
a fact which the nature of the being of God makes bearable both 
in terms of its existence and its endurance. 
There are three points to note in this work, in addition 
to our summary of its conclusion: 
1. The miscfortune is caus.ed by Satan ( t.Joc: o £,t.d,(3oAos) 
- that is to say that an individual being causes 
it. 
2. Satan is not thrust out of the court of God - his 
presence causes no stir, and is accepted (though 
that is not the same thing as being found 
c: ,J ., L:t. "' ., J I 
acceptable): o1. ayy~). .. oc. TOtJ ~tocJ i}()(eoc.o-r1vt;t.t ~vwruo\1 
rou l(ue Lov. l(o(t 0 6 r.J.foo}.. OS ?).()e ~T, 0( tJTW v ( 1: b). 
Indeed. Sa.tan him.se.lf ia a ee:rvant of God.. 
I 
3. Satan's request is readily granted (1:12). 
Turning to the New Testament we find that: 
1. Evil is.- identified both in terms of a central 
individual being15 and in terms of a phenomenon 
f h . h d "1 . . "f t t" 16 o w ~c ev~ -possess~on ~s a man~ es a ~on • 
In the Lord's prayer the meaning is ambiguous: 
eutnJLI. 7p«s ltno 'TOV nov?e o{j ( Mt. 6: 13). 
This is rendered by Filson "deliver us from the 
Evil One 1117 ; RV "· ••• evil one"· (margin~ "evil'~; 
Jeremia-s: "evil1118 ; NEB "evil one"; series 3 
Communion service "evil1119 • Four words seem to 
be used synonymously (see especially Mk 1~ 4' 
Mt. 4: 1-11 1/ Lk. 4: 1-3 ,' and Mk 4: 15 , Mt. 13: 19 1/ 
Lk. 8; 12): 6L:C~oAo, J &<,p6v t.ov, ~0( r«~ n ov?eos. 
2. The presence of evil is not tolerated - the 
ministry of Jesus, with its emphasis on healing 
and exorcism, demonstrates that where he is, evil 
is not. 
3. The presence of evil is identified in unexpected 
places - e.g. Mk 8:33 //Mt. 16:23~ and Judas was 
one of the chosen twelve. 
4. Whether or not the presence of evil is readily 
accepted as part of the fact of existence depends 
on the eschatological understanding of the writer 
- and here, as we have already noted, is a shift 
of emphasis within the New Testament. 
5. Th~ vocabulary of sin used by Paul in Romans 
supports.the idea of evil as derivative- Paul 
lists negatives which can occur only in opposition 
to the original positive: e.g. «.ai~Eld..l/ Dc.&u:.f.ot. ("" I ~ 
I JJ, I J 1 .J I 
cXO'UV6TV.S1 ot'f'eO\JIAJ\11 a'TlfJI,p(1 iJ(VOIJLo( • 
And words which are not thems;elves negatives 
express actions directed against something/ 
I .All I I :1 I .JI 
someone: O«eQ(.nTWfJot~. ()1:.-/eor?T(){, €(n:.OTf .. fY~1~ 
,J, , "-• ' r' , l~~. ~~~i ~~~~ 
expressing failure, has meaning only in relation 
to that against which it measures failure. 
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This last merits special comment; we find in Genesis 
2·;·4-3:25 the Christian idea of "death" as final separation from 
God; the Gospel makes clear that nothing has the power to sever 
our relationship (see pp. ~,15f, and Ro. 8:38-39). 
For the first Christians the struggle was readily 
identified; it was within religious circles, as well as social:.· 
and political.. • To begin with there was the matter of 
proclaiming with conviction the truth of the Gospel; against 
this were those responsible for the death of Jesus. - in the 
way Acts tells the s.tory. Then there was the matter of Gentile 
converts to Christianity, and their relationship with Jewish 
Christians: the place of the Law in the Christian community. 
In due course there was tha challenge of political hostility 
and the persecution of Christians - a situation vividly 
portrayed in Revelation. 
These examples show something of the essential nature of 
the original Christian community, and its attitude to those 
outside, which was a matter of responding to c:ircumstances. 
There was neither leisure nor occasion to philosophise, so the 
Church was to thia extent unselfconscious. When the pressure 
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of circumstances was absent, or lessened, the result, not 
surprisingly, was a slackening of tension and a corresponding 
lowering of standards of life (see Jas., especially if late date 
accepted, and Rev. 3:14-22). Dealing with this slackening gave 
rise to the idea that the essence of Christianity is moral 
righteousness - personal holiness. The Christian then becomes 
lf . 20 s:e consc·~ous • 
The contemporary problem is always one of identifying the 
opposition in the contemporary scene. The ~ospel is about 
relationship with God - A~~ . This we have found to be the 
heart of the New Testament. The effect of this knowledge of 
God is to remove fear· of him. The relationship is there and 
is given, so those who have been mistakenly striving to attain 
it can relax. But Jesus struggled, as Son of God; and we 
struggle; this is a reality of life, not a philosophical 
proposition. What then is, the nature of the struggle? 
The Gospel message is one of repentance - "Christian 
repentance •••• always means returning1121 -and belief; belief 
.. 
in the truth. The truth is given to the world in the person 
of Jesus, who needed no repentance because he did not stray 
from the truth. 
- Against what? 
But his life was one o.f testing, of struggle 
D:esus has "broken the power of evil1122 , but he has not 
removed it. He may remove manifestations of it: disease, 
demon-possession; but new life in Christ does not gu·arantee 
perfection of life. 
If evil is derivative, if it is falsehood, distortion, we 
must find also that it cannot be eliminated, for its absence 
would mean absolute good, and that is true only of God himself 
( Ml<. .: 1 0 : 17-18 ). While there exist independent beings, there 
will be opposition, for nothing but absolute goodness is 
absolutely good. This is a state of affairs which the Christian, 
with a leap of faith, accepts. The uniqueness of Christianity 
is that it is able to hold in pa-radox apparent contradictions. 
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a·bout God and humanity: about God, that he is absolute, that in 
him is no darkness at all, and that he is love, and therefore not 
self-sufficient, for love involves giving, which means a beloved; 
about humanity, that it is the creation of God's love, that 
individuals are free to respond, to love because he first loved 
us. Hence within the absolute there is freedom - scope for 
not loving. God is absolute, yet within the life which is 
absolutely his, there is a turning from him. It is yet true 
that there is no darkness in him (1Jn 1 :5), for his absolute truth 
reveals the truth which would disguise, or hide, itself, which is. 
impossible. Humanity is given that independence which is 
essential if we are to be able to give; we are free, yet our 
being is utterly dependent on him in whom we live and move and 
have our being. 
The concern of the New Testament writers is the truth about 
Jesus. The thrust of the earliest Christian preaching as Acts 
describes it is the identification of Jesus. as Messiah. 
Eschatological consciousness then was in terms of military 
defeat23 • The war was won, Christians. could live confident of 
this; the battles still going on indicated an interim period; 
what it all amounted to was that history had been rearranged for 
our benefit. This is logical, and easily grasped, where the 
manifestation of evil is obvious: politically, in the existence 
I • 
of a cruel reg1me;. individually, in disease of body, mind or 
spirit. The problem of the writer of Job recurs where evil is 
not obviously manifest; this is met in some evangelistic 
campaigns by artificially creating guilt feelings and then 
"presenting Christ" as the means of dispelling them. This is 
an unsatisfactory approach in that it is not reaching the root 
of evil and the meaning of salvation as the ultimate work of 
Christ for the world as it is; not dealing, that is, with what 
is continually true, despite the saving acts, despite the 
ultimate victory. The Gospel of Christ is true for life in 
this world (see especially James, RG. 12-16, 1 and 2 Cor.) and 
for what lies beyond. \'Je are "in Christ" for this world and the 
next. 
In John the Evangelist we reach a climax in the New Testament 
- a peak which matches, in importance, in impact, and in truth, 
that which we identified in the bringing together of Mark and 
Romans. According to the hypothesis put forward by 
24 C .K. Barrett , John's Gospel w0uld be the last work in the. 
Canon, and fittingly so, for it p0ints forward into the life 
of the vrorld. John has thoroughly absorbed the idea that the 
future is longer rather than shorter, and thus has a history 
and a meaning o·f its own; it is not t0 be regarded as interim 
or extension. John has also thoroughly absorbed the facts of 
life; he has 1r10rked out and applied that paradoxical state of 
affairs only hinted at in the rest of the New Testament: the 
relation between the continuing activity of that which is anti-
Go:d in the light of the ultimate victory of Christ. 
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J.L. Houlden suggests that "in the theological area usually 
designated 'atonement', the question to be answered with regard 
to. the Nevi Testament writers is not, 'What did they teach about 
Jesus' death?' It is rather, 'lllhat did they see as "the best 
thing about Jesus" which had "made all the difference"?' 1125. 
Christians of generations which see their present and future 
not as essentially waiting fo·r the parousia but as intrinsica·lly 
esGhatological find that, for them~ faith is not the discovery 
of Jesus as the answer to a question that is there, but the 
identification of the contemporary question to which Jesus is 
26 the answer 
In summary, the fundamental relationship of man with God 
is that portrayed in Genesis 1: in Go-d 1 s image, we are 
intended to be lo.vingly and joyfully creative. But because this 
invol~es independence, it is potentially rebellious; further, 
because rebellion against God is misuse of the resources of God, 
it is not necessarily readily identified. The Christian then 
is a prey to evil, howeve.r vigilant he may be· (see, for example, 
Mk 13:35, Mt. 24:43-44, 1 Pe. 5:8), but the Gospel assures him 
that the relationship into which he has consciously been brought, 
by Jesus, is indestructible; he can be sure of this, because it 
in no way depends on him, it is from start to finish a gift of 
divine - and thus unparalleled - grace • 
• 
Baptism 
Ba-ptism is the means by which God's relationship with 
humanity is actualised to the individual - actualised in a 
threefold way: 
1. in its ministry to him of the knowledge and experience 
of the grace of God; 
2. in its demonstration to the community that he is one 
accepted by God; 
3. in ita demonstration to him that the fellowship 
accepts him as one accepted by God, and thus welcomes 
him, and accepts the responsibility of ministry to 
him within the give-and-take of the mutual ministry 
of the community of Christian love. 
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But we have thus far used the language of demonstration, and 
we must ask whether baptism effects that to which it testifies, 
or whether it actualises what was already true. Cullmann finds 
1 CCil•r. 12:13 and Gal. 3:27-28 as the "decisive Pauline texts", 
and these assert that "God sets a man within, not merely informs 
him that he sets him within, the Body of Christ; and at this 
moment therefore the reception of this act on the part of the 
person baptised consists in nothing else than that he is the 
passive object of God's dealing, that he is really se~ within 
the Body of Christ by God. He "is baptised" (Acts 2:41), an 
unambiguous passive1127 • Faith is a dynamic element in baptism 
(though this is not the same as saying that it is a condition of 
baptism): Martin Luther declares that "my faith does not make 
the baptism but rather receives the baptism •••• baptism is not 
dependent upon my faith but upon God's word"28 • Between these 
two assertions c.omes the apparently paradoxical comment "no 
matter whether the person being baptised believes or no". 
Luther and· Cullmann accept that the faith of the congregation 
surrounding the person baptised is a powerful element, and 
therefore is a sufficient response to God's gift in the case of 
infant baptism. Cullmann further distinguishes two kinds of 
faith according to circumstances of adult baptisms: "The; 
affirmation of faith that precedes Baptism is. (thus) not a 
c.onstitutive element of the baptismal event incorporating a man 
into the Church of Christ. It is necessarily present only when 
•••• the. situation ia one where the person to be baptised is an 
adult coming over from heathenism or Judaism. Faith after 
Baptism is demanded of all persons baptised; from those adults 
just named it is demanded also before29. 
We may note the. following, as we investigate the New 
Testament references to baptism: 
1. It is fair to say, with C.F.D. Moule30 , that in the 
New Testament Baptism is assumed as the way of entry 
into the Christian Church. 
2. In the case of Cornelius and his company, the act of 
Baptism followed the manifestation that these people 
were, through their faith, in fact in Christ 
(Ac. 10:44-48, 11:17). 
3. The act of Baptism seems to have been in a sense 
insufficient unless carried out by the Apostles 
(Ac. 8:15-18, cf. 2:37-42 and 16:33); even then it 
could be a two-stage process - as in Acts 19:1-6; 
where at Ephesus Paul finds Christians who had been 
baptised with John's baptism; then after their 
Christian baptism - which, though it is not said in 
so many words, is probably to be understood to have 
been administered by Paul - the experience: of the Holy 
Spirit comes through the laying-on of Paul's hands. 
But this could also be taken to imply that laying-on-
of hands was part of the baptism ceremony; there is: 
no suggestion that the Ethiopian's baptism by Philip 
(a "deacon 11 , not an apostle - Ac. 6:5) was either 
inc0mplete, or was followed by apostolic ministry. 
4. Jesus .. was baptised by John the Baptist, but there is 
no explicit, mention of the baptism, by John, or after 
Pentecost, of the Twelve. 
5. Paul, counted as an apostle, was baptised by Enanias 
(Acts. 9:18). 
6. We may assume the likelihood of those disciples of 
John who joined Jesus (John 1:35-37) having been 
baptised by John. 
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We noted earlier (p.20) some surprise that, considering the 
amount of teaching on prayer, the space devoted to it -
explicitly - in the New Testament is so small; we may make 
the same comment concerning baptism. We now consider the New 
Testament references to baptism. 
Chronologically31 the first mention is Gal. 3:27, where 
it is incidental, in the course of an argument on the meaning of 
life in the Gospel, the truth of which has been incredibly 
quickly lost. In context this is incidental; in fact it is a 
statement of importance, socially and individually32 • 
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The next occurrence, 1 Cor. 1:1~, is. again incidental- the 
... 
act of ba-ptism has become a matter. of status according to who 
performed it, which prompts Paul to say 11 I am thankful that I 
never baptised a-ny of you after Crispus and Gaius so none of 
you can say he was baptised in my name •.• For Christ did not send 
me to baptise, but to preach the Good News" (1 Cor. 1:14, 17-J&). 
1 Cor. 12:13 makes a point similar to Gal. 3:27, this time 
in connection with the working together of the body in which all 
have a place. 
1 Cor. 15:29 is an incidental reference to baptism on beh~lf 
of the dead, during a dis~ourse on resurrection. This again is 
aside from the subject in hand; but again taken as a statement 
on baptism, it is. significant in our present survey in its 
testimony to the understood "o·bjective" dynamic of baptism, which 
can, as objective reality, be transferred if received by proxy33. 
Romans 6:1-11. Here baptism is discussed in its own right, 
though it is subordinated to the main argument which is on the 
nature of deliverance through Christ. Baptism involves us in 
the act of deliverance by uniting us, by means of the action of 
baptism, with the actual dying and rising of Jesus. We note. 
) I {) /' ) "'' the tenses: 1·!,{)(nTLtrd1ft~ (Jl)V6Tot~1flt;V, ot0er:7()( VOtJf v~ 
blAt: tv K/tlVOT1Tl ?w1' n~eLT)«TilTINfJ~V '1 Gt)kt /(0(~ 
1~ c}v()(U.T~tre-14J. t(I-Df't()~< , o-uv{fa-opf:v. 
Abo-ve, we noted that Paul's eschatology is futuristic as far as 
it goes, but tha-t the working out of this is not his primary 
concern34 • 
Col·.ossians 2:12 bears out our suggestion that Paul is not 
concerned to werk out eschatology as a separate topic: here we 
have the same idea as Romans. 6:1-11, but here both aspects of 
baptism are. in the. past tense: o-uvro~~£vrts quTC., €.. v TW 
J " ' L f\ ' c. (bo<n rltr fJrJ.n J e.v ~ ~' a-uv?yEet:I?Te. ·. 
An even more striking expression of this union occurs at 3:3: 
TiN 
t 
Xeccrr~ 
c. 
" rw 
t 
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Ephesians 4:5 is. but a reference, but its placing on a level 
with 6fj Kc)ecosl fJld n{rrn.s) 61~ ~' K~C. 7J«r7c n~VTl.JV 
speaks much of its. importance. We note further the 
suggestion that the whole epistle is closely connected with 
Baptism35. 
1 Peter 3:21 is translated in the Jerusalem Bible as "a 
pledge made to God~ Though this is not th~ literal meaning of 
6De:-etflr1tJDI.. (cf. RV : interrogation; RSV and NEB : appeal; 
Moffatt : prayer) it has the effect of emphasising the 
faithfulness of God's promises to his chosen people: here a 
compa·riso:rt with Noah is made; this implies a selection, in which 
case baptism is effective, not merely demonstrative. We note 
that here also is an epistle closely connected with baptism -
d . t K11 136 II 1 p t . t b d d accor 1ng o umme •.•• e er 1s o e regar e as a 
hortatory writing formed from traditional paraenetic and possibly 
liturgical material, which by recalling the gift of baptism and 
the eschatologically grounded universality of these sufferings 
s•rves to present t~ the consciousness of these Christians in a 
convincing way the necessity of enduring suffering and the 
strength to do so". 
Strangely, perhaps, in view of the writer's interest in 
ritual matters, the only mention in the letter to the Hebrews 
brushes baptism aside as a subject he does not wish to dwell on 
(6:2). This is probably because, with.:,. John (p.51 ) he is 
aware of the danger of being bound by what is external. In 
understanding Christ as High Priest he is re-interpreting the 
meaning of High Priest; the Gospel o,f Christ fulfils the hopes 
of generations not by being the culmination, the end of a line, 
but by revealing the truth which was present eternally but hidden 
(John 1:1, 1 John 1:1). 
It is to Acts that we are most indebted for our understanding 
of the practice of baptism recorded within the New Testament. 
Clearly Christian baptism was linked with the baptism of John, but 
this was not sufficient for Christians, and had to be superseded37 
(1:5; 13:24; 18:25; 19:3). 
But Christian baptism, in Acts, is capable of different 
interpretations. In 2:38, 41, Baptism is "in the name of Jesus", 
a-nd is linked with repentance, and the forgiveness of sins. The 
only other explicit reference to forgiveness of sins is in Paul's 
recounting of his conversion at 22:16, where Ananias exhorts 
) \ I 
him: iK'I~ O'Ttt.S (11()( 1> rt (]7( L ' ~ I I /<.KC. D( 1>011 cltrtiC L ' f I T(){J Ct'fJ'Xe na.s 
:1 I ' {f01)1 ef)LKOl)€-(T()( fJ6V0_5 10 
)I ) ... 
o vo f'leil( « u r o v , 
In the narra-tive account of this (9:18) the baptism is a sealing 
of the conversion, and, one understands, a testimony, to the 
fellowship, of his. good faith. This is also true of Cornelius; 
and there the Spirit's manifestation was a sign to the 
11 establishment 11 that these people should be incorporated into the 
Church. The importance of the sign itself is suggested at 
8:38-39 - could anything comparable have been done had there been 
no water to hand? And would anything else have been found 
sufficient'? We find here too the possibility that Baptism met 
the candidate's need of assurance; in view of the lack of 
information about the Ethiopian's life after his meeting with 
Philip, we ask whether the Ethiopian's baptism constituted a 
commission to him to' extend the Church (for it was obviously not 
going to a.dmit him to the existing fellowship) Ql' was it an 
individual, personal, sign of assurance of acceptance into 
Christ?38 We find that baptism goes with acceptance of 
Christian truth, in the example just quoted, a-t 16:15, 16:34 -
though here it sounds as though the immediacy was exceptional; 
and 18:8 gives rise to the query whether the mention of baptism 
here implies that it is not to be taken fo.r granted that it would 
acc:ompany acceptance of truth. 
The gospels show clearly the meaning of John's baptism as a 
sign of repentance and confession of sin - in preparation for its 
forgiveness, or is the forgiveness there? 
I I I ., >~, ( ... 
Luke: K?eua-crwv (Jornrarp~< f'G-TotV()L()(.f ECs ol•ydJ £V otfJ_,eTlfAJV 
(3 :3) 
.MaU.hev and Mark: ef'#nn~O~TO ... E~OfJoAoyoV~f;VOt T~.r 
rflJJr~en~5 otvTkJv (M~;. 3:(,, Hlc.1:5) 
., ' ') ' I ( ,, M.~hew: e.ytJ ... (&«nnt...rN ... GL.5 fJ67ocvotrtv 3~11,, 
The baptism of Jesus is recorded simply by Mark. Matthew 
sees a problem1 and deals with it: for Jesus to be baptised by 
John may not be fitting, but given the c-ircumstances (understood 
by Hatthew, of course, though not yet revealed in his narrative) 
- that salvation is through Jesus, the Messiah, the incarnate Lord 
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- it must be so; Luke draws attention away from the baptism and 
emphasises that the Spirit's coming was while Jesus was praying 
(Lk. 3:21-22). The questions which surround the event are these: 
1. Was this an act of identification with humanity? 
2. Was it a moment of beginning for Jesus - the moment 
of the Spirit's testimony to him as well as to those 
who. witnessed the event? 
Jesus gives the impression, in dealing with the aspirations 
of James a-nd John, that baptism means thoroughgoing commitment 
and sacrificial response 01k .. 10:35-45 // I-it. 20:20-28. ~k~ at 
12:50, records an echo o~ this, but it would seem an instance of 
his inclusion of material without necessarily delving into its 
meaning or implication). A place in the kingdom of God means 
the service of the Kingdom; the language of baptism is the 
language of commitment to the service of the Kingdom. 
We conclude that no clear- cut "doctrine o·f Baptism" is to 
be found in the New Testament, and that whilst it is administered 
confidently, there seems, to be an acceptance of a variety of 
occasions and a consequent variety of emphases, none of which is 
held in priority o·ver the others. What is clearly expected of 
a Christian is that he testifies to the truth of his relationship 
with God through Christ by being identified with the company of 
believers, and being part of the fellowship, that he will 
contribute to its life and work. John the Evangelist implies 
(1:29-34) that the baptism of Jesus is a sign of his 
identification with others, and a sign of his unique identity. 
We may express the general meaning of baptism thus: it is 
essentially a mark of entry in_to the Church, and as such may well 
be, though it 'tlill not necessarily be. (see Ac. 10:47), the moment 
of special awareness of the gift of God; and as such it is the 
sign that the one baptised has his unique role in the life of 
God's world, and is called and equipped to fulfil it. 
According to circumstances, then, baptism may well be the 
moment when all these things come togethe~ in powe~ to create a 
new birth, effecting that which they proclaim; or it may be the 
setting of the seal on that which has already taken place, in 
recognition and commitment, in which case it may be found to 
proclaim that which is already r 
., ;) ,.. < 
true: ?tJEiS etyot nw ~6-"~ on.. 
) \ 
" 
) I c ., (1Jrl 4:19). \ltUT05 newro.s 7Y(J(n?rrt;v ?f'oCS 
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This ~s an all too brief treatment of baptism, but since it 
is not our central subject, we must leave it here. 
* 
The Eucharist 
Participation in the Eucharist is the means by which that 
which was brought home to the believer in Baptism is actualised 
as constantly true of God's relationship with him, despite 
pressures from the world's conflicts and from his own short-
comings as a human being. Like baptism, its truth may be seen 
in a· threefold way: 
1. in its m~nistry to the individual of the knowledge 
and experience of the continuing, constant, eternal, 
grace of God; 
2. in its demonstration to the community that he is a 
recipient of the eternal grace; 
3. in its demonstration to him that the fellowship 
reaffirms its. commitment to him as a child of the 
same heavenly Father, and renews its pledge of 
respons~bility to him within the give-and-take of 
the mutual ministry of the community of Christian 
love. 
From "this threefold ministry, a fourth aspect grows:as the 
believer experiences frequent renewal in the midst of the demands 
of his vocation as a witness to.the truth, so his. knowledge and 
awareness of God deepen, and his vision enlarges, as he gains, 
through experience, in insight into the meaning of Christ 
incarnate and the commission of the Body of Christ. 
But sadly, though the Eucharist may be the focus of unity 
of the members. of congregations, it is also the focus of disunity 
and separation of the congregations themselves. 
Bound up with the question of the meaning and significance 
of the Eucharist is the meaning of priesthood in the Christian 
Church, for in the Catholic ~hurches priesthood and Eucharist 
are inseparables. The most cursory of glances at the diversity 
of the Christian Church today shows how unclear are both the 
understanding of priesthood in Christianity, and the place of 
sacrifice, which is an instinctive approach to Deity but one which 
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has to be at least re-considered in the light of the Gospel. 
For the Roman Catholic (and this is perhaps an over-
. t:he once-jot"-a.l.( SQ.crC:Jtc..e o.f-
simplification),AChrist, the lamb of God, is, through the 
priestly ministry, brought into the present and experienced at 
first hand; among non-Romans who understand themselves as part 
of Catholic, tradition, there is much variety of interpretation, 
and this is not the occasion to explore it in detail; perhaps:a 
not unfair generalisation would be to say that the priestly 
ministry remains, together with the concept of sacrifice, but the 
nature of the sacrifice differs: the offering is not Christ 
himself; but bread and wine, as tokens of earthly life, 
represent the "spiritual sacrifice" of participants, and through 
this total self-o,ffering they meet Christ and receive the 
benefits of his self-offering. The reformed churches see the 
work of priesthood as ended by the fact that Christ is its 
fulfilment (see Heb. 7:11, 18, 26; 8:6); for many of them, 
worship is above all thanksgiving for the gracious gift of the 
assurance o,f our unbreakable union with God through Jesus who 
was made one with us in manhood: Koc:T~ nrf<v Ta rol.s 
(Heb. 2:17, cf. 2:10, 
3 : 1 , Ro • 8 : 29) • 
Basically, the priest is.understood to be one who stands as 
mediator between Deity and humanity, and is thus a 
representative figure; the offering of sacrifice is a means of 
attempting to s:ecure the goodwill of the deity, by expressing 
contrition for offences either recagnised or unrecognised, by 
endeavouring to please him by freewill offerings; by giving 
thanks for benefits received. But though these offerings could 
well be the expression of simple and .. true worship, their form 
suggests fundamental insecurity, and a lack of real relationship 
between "worshippers" and deity. We have already noted (pp.13,JO) 
the isolation of Moses and Jeremiah, suggesting that there was no 
possibility of direct communication between God and the "ordinary 
man 11 • We note also the danger, when the relationship depends on 
externals, that these disguise the true attitude of the 
"worshipper"; a truth penetrated by Amos (2:8; 4:4-5; 5:21ff), 
understood by the author of Psalm 51 (especially vv. 16-17), and 
f~rmly and clearly denounced by Jesus. (Mt. 5:2-18), for whom 
there is no doubt, according tB John, that externals are of 
value only if they express and convey the truth itself 
(Jn. 4.: 19-25). 
The Eucharist, then 1 presents something o·f a problem. 
Through Jesus_ we know the Father, both ~n the sense of seeing 
what he ~s like and seeing, in the actions of Jesus, his att~tude 
to people; and in the sense of experienc~ng union w~th him. But 
in Jesus we see a loyal Jew, a worshipper in Temple and synagogue, 
a partic~pator in the Jewish festivals, in the context of which 
the Eucharist was born. We digress to consider this background 
as ~t is treated in two New Testament books • 
... 
Matthew and the author of the Letter to the Hebrews both 
deal with the Gospel from the Jewish po~nt of view; we may say 
that they are largely respons~ble for the confusion wh~ch exists 
as to whether the Christ~an religion should see itself as 
transformed Judaism or as something radically new and therefore 
different externally as well as internally. But those writers, 
let it be said, wrote as they did out of pastoral concern; what 
they say is in no way contrary to Gospel truth, while the 
impress~on they leave ~nevitably, as we shall see, lacks the 
d~rectness and clarity which we found in Nark/Romans • 
... 
The overall impression given by fo.1atthew ~s. of a strange 
detachment. He seems tB stand at one remove; he seems to be 
trying to put new wine into old wineskins, with no great deal of 
s,ucc:ess; the freshness, the s~mplicity, the accessib~lity of 
Jesus is blurred by a sternness. 
Matthew is concerned above all to emphasise that Jesus ~s 
Messiah; in every way he satisfies the expectat,tions of 
Scripture. This is made clear at the outs.et: a long genealogy 
expresses the importance attached to ancestry; Abraham and David 
are the significant "landmarks" expressing the first election of 
the Chosen People, and the covenant with them, and the promise for 
future glory which issues from David. 
At the beginning of Jesus.' preaching (4: 17) Matthe\o/ omits 
' /l E:uOI.yye.l\t0\1 , which gives a different complexion to pe.n<:VOE:2l"C:: 
(but cf. 4:23). Matthew chooses not to emphasise the newness 
all the time; he perhaps sees himself as the householder who 
combines old and new (13:52). 
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The first discourse, (\o~ich contains the Lord's Prayer) the 
Sermon on the Mount, contains several points of interest. 
5:1-12 is cast in familiar Jewish form; words and sentiments whiik 
would be acceptable to Jewish piety and teaching. The idea of 
a reward is one which is riot absent from the gospel (see, for 
instance, Mark 9:41 and Romans 4:4), and it is one which was very 
much part of Jewish teaching; but it needs careful handling, and 
this it receives in Matthew's hands. Having started with the 
familiar, and in the. familiar style of the discourse, l\1atthew 
moves very carefully into deeper water, and begins to make. 
radical assertions: 5:27-28 brings to an end any s.ense of 
separation between people, for none can claim the thorough purity 
which is indicated; there is then a new understanding of the 
relationship between God and man: all must stand together before 
him, for all are one. 6:2 takes up the reward idea implicit in 
the preceding sectionj, and asserts that rewards there certainly 
are, but neither of the kind, nor "awarded", as had been supposed. 
Thus far then we have two new interpretations of the idea of 
the Law of God: 
1. If instructions ~e requested, then here they are-
but obviously they are unattainable - so: 
2. Get inside the instructions and discover their 
implications - that fundamentally mankind is one, 
in that all, regardless of observance of the Law 
or understanding of it, sta-nd in the same 
,, ";" ,. "' 'l-
relationship to God. ~tiE oov Ufle-ts Tet'(:;-C.OL 
r ''"' ( •/ f I l iNS b 7Joc.T1f U(JWV 0 ove_fXvtOJ Tet\t-(OS €UTc.IJ 
(I"'t • 5 : 48 ) • 
Righteous actions ~e to be carried out for their 
own sake, not for the approva-l of God, or man. 
The. context of the call to perfection and the thoughts on 
righteousness is. to be noted: 6:1:righteousness means action, 
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for exampl.e , 
is more than 
{(,: \ Cl I ( 
alms-12--4; f(.ll(.(. OTJI.V neotr6tJX?tr9:E: ~: 5ff): prayer 
If it is only that, a matter o=f pious observance. 
then the reward sought is built in, and what a sle·nder one it is! 
Anything consonant with Jewish tradition would be helpful to 
l"latthew. If Jesus can be shown to have behaved, taught, and 
made use of "equipment" which renders him recognisable as a rabbi, 
Matthew will do it. But he. is moulding his material. For the 
Chris;tian, life takes its meaning from his relationship with God, 
from which springs his attitude to· his fellows; it is necessary 
to remind ourselves of this at this. point. It is not 
contradicted by Matthew, but neither it is the main thrust of 
Mattful.ew's work. 
The remainder of this discours.e follows in like manner, 
taking familiar tradition and setting out to "Christianise" it: 
fasting (see pp. 148 .f( for fuller discussion) and 
inheritance, a Jewish essential, is now dealt with in terms of 
eternity. The Kingdom (6:33) is our aim - and Mark and Paul 
have made clear what that means. The Gospel removes barriers; 
there is no room now for judgmental attitudes, for ,all are one. 
Is this, though, apparently contradicted in 7:6, 7:12? 
7:6 has the flavour of Proverba- perhaps these are well-known 
sayings which would raise a smile, their meaning here: your 
insight into and experience of God will defy adequate expression 
(remember Ezekiel, Daniel, Isaiah) - keep these things secret, 
then, or you will lose confidence when what you try to say is not 
understood. 7:7-12 - these verses belong together and should not 
be treated in isolation. They express our communion with each 
other· in God. V.7 could again be proverb-type sayings; here 
the implication is of the generosity of God, not the action of 
the "seeker". We have already been reminded that Go.d is aware 
of our needs before we express them. 
In the Sermon on the Mount and in his treatment of the 
Pass-ion and Resurrection of Jesus, we find the essentials of 
Matthew's aim, and the most careful use of material and. 
express.ion. 
We pick up a good deal about his understanding of God in 
Chapters 5 to 7: 
he is 
, 
e.v 
~ J .. 
TOt.S ouelllVOLS (5:16) 
he is (5:48) 
I ' ~ ~ 
he. (&A.~ nfAJ 'IJ cl/ ~ Ke'JOT'f ( 6:4 ). - indeed he is himself 
) ,. 
e.v rw 
L 
(6:18) 
I >( 
he knows fAll xee-~rJ.V e.~c=-re ( 6:8) 
he needs our co-operation for the fulfilment of his will 
(6:14-1,?) 
he Teefet T~ 11ET~tV~ (6:28) 
"r c1 ') , , , 
he oLaEv on Xft?LG-,e rounJv «Do<vTWvc6:32 ) 
~"' ") Ll' ..... , ... , __ , 
he 0"'~'- o!'jD<r:lo< TOts o<'TOUUt.\1 DlUtOV ( 7 : 11 ) 
This is very much God of the Old Testament.- the God whom 
Jesus reveals is God of the fathers. There is an inevitable 
sense of distance between Jesus and mankind. There is a hint, 
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but only a hint, of our adoption (5:45), and the hint is blurred 
,J I C. ' ..., by sounding conditional: onw..s r~\Jf;(){k. ULOL. ToV 
, .... 
VtJWV. 
· The Jesus who emerges from I~tthew is a stern figure, aloof 
by virtue of his authority (7:29~ 12:6, 36-37; 11:20-24). Even 
the recorded prayer o•f Jesus (11:25-30- see belo11-1 pp.1,50ff), 
d·espite its address to the Father, gives a sense of distance, and 
has a slightly unreal ring to it. Matthew·places it after words 
of judgement; Luke has a different setting: the aeventy return, 
and Jesus 
, 
€.V O(V~? i ~ IJert ? y()() A ,;;(JfX TO T~ nvf;~ fJI>'T£-
,., I I 
rw AyuAJ 
L (... (Lk. 10:21). And here, clearly, the disciples are 
the "babes" to whom the source of power has been revealed. 
According to Matthe\"1, Je·sus often refers to God as :, flot..T1f fJOU _, 
which separates Jesus from the others39 • This is not to deny, 
or ignore, that as often he speaks of "your heavenly Father"; 
the point remains the same: this. is not saying "The Father" or 
"Our Father". See also Matthew's new emphasis (cf. Mark) in the. 
incident of walking on the water (14:28-33). In Mark the 
presence of Christ is the central idea; in Matthew it is the 
test of Peter's response. 
But there are indications that Matthew knows what he is 
doing. We said the impression that emerges is of sternness. 
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We must remind ourselves that Matthew writes for those of Jewish 
tradition, and his method is to win their confidence (see 10:5, 
cf. 9:17). So, Jesus is presented as. a ra·bbi, who has knowledge 
of God mos:t high, God of the fathers. Throughout the Gospel, 
the practice of alluding to Scripture is maintained. Language 
and ideas familiar to them are used throug_hout the narrative 40 • 
But they are encouraged to think. They are well equipped to do 
so - all Jews were given a thorough knowledge of the Scriptures 
and their implications were interpreted for them in detail. So 
Jesus·' use of parables is seen as an invitation to them to think: seeJ 
for example,the parable of wheat and tares (13:24-30), where the 
implication seems to be "if the cap fits •••• " (and see also 
21:28-32; 22:2) 1l.tJ01.-W{)? 1 (/J«cnA.dD< TWV oveot.VW't/ 
we note that Jesus does not say it is like that, or that he is 
thus likening it, but that it is likened to, or has been likened 
to •••• and the question thus posed is "how do you react to this? 
And if it 1r1ere so, where would you be?" 
We notic.e, too, some quite remarkable, and utterly 
contrasting, touches of gentleness, which because they are so 
rare in fJiatthew shine brightly: his. invitation. to find relief 
in him (11 :28-30); the father's care for sparrows (10:29-31); · 
his affection for little ones (18:10; 19:13-15); his feeling for 
blind men (20:34). The "blessing" of children impresses both 
because it is included in what is a sophisticated approach, and 
because of 
prayer: 
the understanding it reveals of the ministry 
,, \ " , .... \ 
c.NIX lrl$ xc:-certs f£iH~J D(Q10tS KDCc. 
\ 
TDCJ 
) 
O(()TOtJ 
of 
(19:13-14). 
By Chapter 23 Jl.fatthew is ready for a concentrated thrust. 
This chapter brings to a flocus implications hitherto only hintedab. 
A complete reversal of standards is now. indicated - righteousness 
is: not "attained" by the. Law. 
·'The parable of the virgins:· (25:1-13), followed as it is by 
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that o·f the servants (vv. 14-30), says quite clearly: ''Be 
II prepared f.or the unexpected. And· the sheep and the goats (31-46) 
imply "just as you thought, there is a sorting out, but not on the 
grounds you anticipated! 
you could!" 
You can't prepare for it as you thought 
In the Passion Narrative various. points of sensitivity 
emerge, both to reassure and to challenge. Matthew clearly 
links the coming death of Jesus with the Passover - 26:2: the 
New. Covenant is in the light - in the tradition - of the Old. 
Judas is sharply and mercilessly drawn - perhaps. to ease 
repentance on the part of the non-accepting Jewish attitude, 
much is. made of the fact that from among the ranks of those who 
have walked with Jesus, came disloyalty and betraya141 • 
Jesus is accused of blasphemy; the question emerges, in the 
light of IVJatthe\'1' s portrait of Jesus, were they justified in so 
accusing him? 
Jes.us restrains an attack on the arrest party (26:52-54); 
26:53 ff. is Old Testament language, recalling perhaps Psalm 
91:11. 
The point is made firmly that this is a religious, not a 
political affair (27:Z~; it is Pilate who designates Jesus 
King of the Jews. (We recall how, in John, Pilate forces the 
cro.wd into the position of ad.mi tting "we have no king but Caesat'). 
But - Pil•ate washes his hands - this is none of his doing, and of 
Joseph it is clearly stated tha.t ~OLG?r~e? 
(Mt. 27:57). 
Tt.() 
' 
The triumph of Go.d is emphasised by the thoroughness of the 
opposition in providing a guard; God wlZs not thwarted by 
Pharaoh, no more could he be thwarted by the forces of Caesar. 
What happens is wonderful, joyful, yet awesome, as would be 
expected of God most high. The Gospel concludes with a commission 
couched in language which would be appreciated and understood by 
r1J '; I I 
thos;e of Jewish background: TloeGcJot'l~ OIJV fJ~IY)Te-UtrolTf; T}t:I(VTII( 
T~ l.ev1, (S()I.nTi2ov~ otvro~s .... £LJ~uK.oyTE;s O{Jrous 
•••• and the supreme touch is in the final sentence E(~ pt8J 
( " 
... 
Dat.ed at the same time, and also dealing with Jewish 
concepts, is the Letter to the Hebrews, to which document we 
now tlurn. 
Matthew set out to demonstrate how the life of Jesus and 
its culminating events fulfil the Scriptures and discover him 
to be Messiah. As a man living his simple life, he emerges 
as a rabbinic figure. This inevitably leaves untouched the 
centre of the Jewish religion of the time - the Temple, which 
in Jvlatthe.w and Mark is referred to twice only: once in respect 
- ,.. 
of its use as otKos neOO"t;IJX1s (Mk.. 11:17), and once at the 
death of Jesus, when the veil was rent. The writer to the 
Hebrews sets himself the task of demonstrating how Jesus 
fulfils that which the ministry of the Te·mple priesthood s.trove 
after. 
We do not seek to enter into detailed study of the concept 
o.f priesthood; we remark that the author of this document has 
set himself a difficult task, and the considerable indecision 
as: to whether it deserved a place in the canon is testimony to 
the impression that he has not, by nature of the task, 
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succeeded. Fa~ this is again a matter of attempting to put new 
wine into old wineskins - the attempt reveals pastoral 
sensitivity; the result is of dubious pastoral value - unless, 
of course, the subtle intention of the author was that it was 
precisely this conclusion he wished to be drawn by those for 
whom he wrote! 
Having said that, we note that the new wine of the gospel 
is clearly here, in all its fullness of grace and wonder; so 
great that it is easy to fail into disbelief (4:14~ 6:1-12). 
Acceptance of the Gospel truth, acceptance o£ the benefit of this 
supreme sacrifice, is always a matter of faith, for we cannot see 
the whole (11:39- 12 end), and as in the past knowledge and 
experience have come in the turbulence of the world and in the 
recurring "blindness" - error - sin - of humanity, so no less 
for the Christian people of God is this the case (5:12~ 12:1). 
Despite its tortuous language and use of imagery, this book 
is about our relationship with God, and it is an attempt to put 
that which Paul expounds so clearly in Romans into the priestly 
framework. We notice especially 2:11; 3:1, 14~ 5:8; and our 
mutual responsibilit~.12:15; 13:1-25~ 
The aim, then of these writers is in the spirit of Jesus' 
understanding of people and insight into their various needs. 
We find a similar understanding in Paul's use of legal 
vocabulary - there is a human instinct for justice (even though 
it is often rebelled against or flagrantly ignored) and this is 
a reflection of divine perfection. If the truth of our being 
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in God is effectively conveyed to some in terms of satisfaction, 
then that is appropriate - it is to be found also in the oft-
\ ~ , 
quoted ("comfortable words") text in 1 John 2:1: Ket:t. €o(\l 
Tl.S ~tJ.ferj, iJ~Xe~k)..?rov /.,x.otJ~V neor Tov T}ot.ri.eP<) '/7fiouv 
Xe{lrTOV 6/x.()(.lOV. I«<L .. ao:.uros L~a-~ts tl.un.v nGe'r:.. TiiJv· :ttv~enwv if'~ll. 
The "text 11 quoted frequently ends there,- unfortunately, since the 
rest of the sentence enlarges the perspective: ou nEe~· rwv 
( I r• I ) \ \\. ' ' cfl 
1 P6 T6ei4J\I 0~ fO\J0\1 i( I"'VX /(II( c. TJtSel 01\0 I) TOO 
I #C()(J"poo. 
The "propitiation" is not the offering of the contrite, nor is 
it in relation to the sins of any group - it is, as Paul says, 
out of all proportion, and the free gift of God (Ro. 5:21). 
* 
We resume at this point our consideration of the Eucharist. 
However it is set forth, and whatever its. underlying doctrinal 
position, the Eucharist expresses our- continuing relationship 
with God through Christ, and, inseparable from this, our mutual 
commitment as brothers of Christ and therefore of one another. 
We now gather together certain facts from the accounts we 
have, dealing; first with f-1ark, Matthew, Luke and 1 Corinthians 11. 
All agree that this was asso~iated with the Passover 
festival, a fact vthich, at this distance of time, and the 
independence of the Christian tradition we know from the 
framework of Judaism, is one all too easily minimised. The 
Passover commemorated that central act of Jewish history which 
was als.o the central revelation of God - and the hea:dbeat of 
the faith. It signified God's side of the Covenant 
relationship whic·h was summed up in the Law, observance. o:f. which 
involved both present wellbeing and future hope. Celebration of 
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the Passover festival brought home the present reality and 
relevance of this historic event. This was the setting in 
which Jesus se~ forth the signs of the New Covenant. This has 
the e.ffect of declaring the significance o-f the imminent events, 
which are at once fulfilment of promise, and for the present, 
new beginning, and they symbolise the ultimate fulfilment. 
The first of these is made explicit by Natthew, who, by 
~ _.I,/..,__ (" ... including the words E.t.S ol~tV ctLfJDieTtiNI/ (26:28) expresses 
his grasp of the fulfilment of Scripture in Jesus, and 
summarises in three wo-rds the aim of the writer to the Hebrews; 
the third is indicated by Mark, Matthew, and Luke, who point 
forward to the coming fulfilment of the Kingdom of God. Paul, 
writing earlier, understood this to be near at hand; the gospel 
writers have accepted that this is by no· means as certain as had 
been supposed. 
So we come to the symbols themselves. The bread may be 
taken as bringing together - a fusion co·mparable with the attempt 
of "Hebrews" to express Christian faith by means of J·ewish 
concepts and vocabulary - the traditional unleavened bread which 
was to be a reminder, and the sacrificial lamb. Both ideas are 
gathered into this bread which is to be eaten, as a sign of the 
fulfilment (J·f Jesus and o·f our union with him and how this was 
made known. Also gathered in would be remembrance of the 
42 
· th "ld . . f h" h fl t d G d' manna ~n e w~ erness, prov~s1on o w 1c re ec e o s 
understanding of human need and involvement with it. Provision 
of food for great crowds no doubt was linked with this also 
(:Hk 6:30-44 and //s); and the sign itself indicates God's 
appreciation o£ humanity's need for the tangible. The blood of 
the New Covenant is not an external sign, like that which was 
sprinkled (Ex. 24:8) or painted on to doorposts (Ex. 12:22); 
and it is no longer the case - or to be thought the case - that 
God deals directly only with selected persons (cf. Ex. 19:6); 
all are brought into one union with him, and all are involved 
as co-operators with him, in the work of the Kingdom; so all 
are given a new understanding of their relationship with God. 
It is a matter of communion, and that leads to a new understanding 
of responsibility - in communion - with others, as clearly 
expressed by Paul in the context of 1 Cor. 10:16-17, and that of 
his account of the Lord's Supper. 
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We have then a very simple action, such as happened at every 
Jewish meal, in the setting of a celebration of the manifestation 
of the power of God. 
In Acts we find a variety of occasions which refer to the 
breaking of bread, - and some of these have given rise to much 
debate43 as to whether or not they were in fact the Eucharist or 
not (2:42, 46; 27:35). 
As. John's attitude was helpful in our discussion of baptism, 
so. we find again that his insight brings us to eternal truth. 
Fo·r John does not describe the sharing of bread and wine at the 
Las.t Supper; and his discourse on the bread of life (which 
strangely, in view of this, is the main source o.f the "highest 11 
Eucharistic doctrine) follows a "sign" of generosity, of general 
ministry; a sign of what is eternally true even though hidden; 
hidden, that is, because invisible. For Jesus means that his 
supreme gift is the indestructible knowledge, independent of 
outward signs, of union with himself and thus with the F~ther -
this is eternal life - experienced in the world's trials 
(Jn 4:31-34; 6:49; 16:33; 17). 
John must have been aware of doctrinal discussions and 
dissensions which drew attention away from the central truth, 
and his concern was to testify to eternity. To this end 
everything is subservient, even to the extent of chronological 
differences with the synoptic gospels, for what is important 
a:bout history and the world is that God is in it; not what 
actually happens. So even the timing of the Passion, and hence 
the Last Suppe~ is altered - for the purpose of transfarming the 
idea of sacrifice by placing the emphasis on the victim who was 
slain, not on those who offer or receive. For John the 
importance of the Gospel is that it is experience, commitment 
and mission. If the Eucharist is the means of renewing the 
Gospel, it has its place; if it does not, then it is not 
indispensable. It is an expression of communion, it is not the 
sole means of communion; perhaps were it able to become a· 
universal focus of communion between all Christians it would 
become the. supreme expression and thus the supreme assurance of 
the eternal meaning and mission of Christ incarnat.e. 
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II 
Prayer in the New Testament 
1. The Praying Church 
There is.a. recognised vocabulary of prayer. To acknowledge 
this is not to imply that only wherp the vocabulary is used is. 
prayer to be found; rather, it is to recognise that words convey 
meaning, and meaning& become attached to words. Our task at 
this s.tage is to examine some of the words· which convey the 
meaning o.f communication with God, and to ask whether the 
meanings. whic·h have become attached to the words used are in tune 
with the Gospel, but the nature of the subject and its treatment 
in the New Testament to a considerable extent dictate our 
approach; vocabulary and occasions of prayer are inextricably 
interwoven: we follow the main threads, as will become apparent. 
In the previous chapter we considered the Eucharist; we: 
begin, both for convenience and continuity, with the words. 
) I ' I 
especially associated with this sacrament: eu).oyEIAJ and €U,(<etu~/4J. 
' I EW\oyt(A) 
This is a word familiar in Hebrew-Jewish worship, and it is 
not surprising to find it a part of the eucharistic action in the 
framework of the Passover meal (Mk.. 14:22~ Mt. 26:26; 
Lk. 22:17,19). No:r are we surprised to find it used in tile 
aci:count of the breaking of bread at Emmaus (Lk. 24:30) when, by 
the time Q•f writing, it had doubtless become a word associated 
with the Eucharist, and Luke would wish this to be recognised in 
this incident. A similar association is found in 1 Cor. 10:16: 
ro c\ ' \ " o ~UI\oyoufJE-V 
Also associated with eucharistic action is the occasion of 
the feeding o.f large c:rowds: Mk, 6:41~ 8:7, tiJt. 14:19, Ik. 9:16. 
Interestingly, John does not use the word in this connection, 
indeed the only use he makes of it (that recorded below) is in 
quoting ?s. 118. In view o.f John's sacramental understanding 
(see belo.w) and his aim to express eternal truth for succeeding 
generationa, it is not surprising that he should cut loose from 
traditional vocabulary. When referring back, however, John 
breaks his "rule" - the exception that proves it? - a possible 
·.'.1 
I 
. \ ,., ' indication that the Eucharist was in his mind: ~Yr"~ TOU T0710U 
Kue!ov (6:23). 
A further link with Old Testament vo.cabulary is found in the 
cry at 
direct 
the triumphal, entry into Jerusalem - a cry which is a 
quotation from Ps. 118: 2. ~u~ and quoted (more or lesa) 
> , (' ' I J in all four gospels: EuAo'f?JJEvo~ o f;exoJJ€"o~ r:;v 
) I 
ovopotn. KuetoiJ · EvAoy? tl'- v 1 ? 1£e,xofJ€v1 11«o-tAtEc4< 
/l«IJfE:C.b. "' ' TOtJ nD(reor 
(IIfk.. 11:9, 10; Mt. 21:9, 1:3; Lk. 19:38; Jn. 12:13). 
Echoes o,f this style find a natural place in Christian praise: 
Romans 1:25, 9:5; .2 Co.r. 1:3, 11:31; Eph. 1 :3; Jas 3:9, 10; 
1 Peter 1 :3; Rev. 5:12, 13; 7:12. Also to be .mentioned at 
this point is the wording of the High Priest's question to Jesus: 
r 
0 
)(, ' (' )£'' , 
eurrt>s 0 t.OS rov EU)oy?To'IJ·; (J.IIIlc 14:61). 
The language of the praise of God, familiar in the Psalms, 
figures prominently in Luke's introductory chapters: (1:42, 64, 
68; 2:28; 2:34). This is interesting, for it is tempting to 
wonder whether Luke, familiar with the kind of approach Matthew 
2 
uses in his gospel , was anxious both to soften the sternness of 
the rabbinic figure suggested,as well as to offer to Theophilus, 
and others, assurance that to be a Christian did not necessitate 
first becoming a Jew. But to say that was neither to deny nor 
to minimise the Jewish/Israelite heritage into which Jes~s was 
born, in which he lived, and to which he was faithful, and Luke 
makes: this clear by firmly setting the s.cene in Jewish style, 
and, like Matthew, stressing the importance of heritage, by the 
inclusion of a genealogy, while unlike Matthew setting it out in 
re·verse, and tracing our origin to A6oep TDO ®E-o\J (3 :38). 
This term of blessing receives similar emphasis at the end 
>' \ ~ ) ~ >JI ) I 
of the gospel ( •••• EOoi(DCs Toft fE:Cfo<f O(IJTOlJ EIJIIOYJ6?V a(c.Jl'Dvs ( 24:50) • 
Luke uses. the wo•rd once more, at the conclusion of Peter's 
address to the crowds who were astonished at the healing of a 
crippled beggar at the temple gate - here again the stress is on 
Jesus' fulfilment o·f the pro1nises of the Old Covenant. 
' I , ' ' 6f./i V newrov 01 VQ(fTT?6"(J(j 0 fkos 10V 
' l\ "' ( \ ~n~a-T6L).€v o~lJTov eu"oyouv-,ot Vfl«J 
TloiioO( DtJrov 
(Ac. 3:25-26). 
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A similar reference, in connection with the faith of Abraham, 
tl ( 'II ~ , 1 ... ' " 
is found in Gal. 3:9: IAJt1"TG o' '-" T1t.OT~t.V$ ~u" o youvTDt c. uuv T,., 
L 
illlrr~ A~~«.""fJ ; and Gal. 3: 14, and we may also· note here 
references from Hebrews:6:14; 7:16, 7:11-20, 21; 12:17. 
We have moved, via Luke, from the praising of God to the 
action o.f blessing which it is in man's power to bestow, 
according to the (understood) law of God, as Isaac blessed Jacob 
(Heb. 11:20); gradually, however, cultic blessing became 
especially important, and only a priest was able to pronounce the 
blessing. Jesus uses this action, and by so doing combines in 
it both the blessing of God and the blessing of man, and thus 
enlarges the scope of the meaning of blessing to indicate part 
' , I > -' 1 ' in the Kingdom of God: KDC' £ vacyt<Ol).l.C»t tJE\JtJ.S O(U IOl /(t£T€UI\OY€C 
'' ... }) )/ 
Tl eGts TtX.t x~ce~<c £n O(I)Tot. 
·." ... TWV y~-e . TOL.OVTWV leTt\/ ? pii((J'tAEtd. re\Jv ouerxvwv. Kol~ 
~ntBf.ts T~r x~ce~s oc'c3TOLJ £noee(;e1 t~(fkv. 
(1'-fk. 10:16; Mt. 19:11--). Luke seems not to know of this - if he 
did, it would be characteristic of his. interests to have included 
it. 
A different use of the word ia found in the challenge of 
Christian love towards enemies: ~J.Aoy~1 T6 ToVS' Kot.TOte4JfJivotJ~ 
~n7e(i:(Xzovrwv vf-lots 
(Luke 6:28). 
A use similar to this is found in Ro. 12:14; 1 Cor. 4:12; 
1 Peter 3:9 (and in some texts Mt. 5:44). 
Having grouped our references thus, we are left with·one 
remaining: 1 Cor. 14:16 - €D~l €dv GUA~7"'1 nvEUfhCTI., 0 
~vo<T/).~w" T~" Tonov Tov 't.6u:JTou 71Ws ~( To AfJ?V Jn~ 
.. ~ , / 
1 j (] j GU xD(e((rTC ~ ~ 
The gift of tongues, to which this refers, is a subject which 
merits so•me special consideration; at this point we note its 
connection, probably unconsciously, with the traditional 
I I 
We find in the frequent occurrence of £UAoyt;fAJ an 
indication of a clear link with the heritage of the Old Covenant, 
and at the same time a fuller and freer understanding of that 
heritage in its .. new setting of the Christian knowledge of God. 
* 
) I I 
GU J!"( Lat{IJ() GtJ (ll(fUJTOS 
Thanksgiving is a-s much a part of Hebrew/Jewish worship as 
blessing God; indeed Kittel3 suggests that in the New Testament 
the words are synonymous. ~>/e noted a,bove (p. 82 ) tha·t John did 
) ~ I 
not selec.t &cJI!Oye:w in his account of the miraculous 
' , feeding; he did, however, use_ GtJX«et fJTeW in similar sense: 
J!.A~(Jev oDv ToUs :leToVf b >l7o-oiJs l<c£~ 
(6:11) and 
this is emphasised at 6:23. 
narrative: 8:6, 7; Matthew 
' , 
€UJ..II(eurrr:w 15:36. 
Both words occur in Mark's 
has tE.v.>..oy~w at 14:19 
Its use in all accounts of the. Last Supper (Mk. 14:23, 
·. , __ -· ~ 
Mt. 26:27, Lk. 22:19, 1 Cor. 11:24) again suggests· a link with 
Jewish ritual, where there is to be found a connection with 
sacrificial thank-offerings: e.g. Lev. 7:12-15, 2 Chr. 29:31, 
33:16, Ps. 107:22, 116:17, Am. 4:5, Jon. 2:9. But (against 
those who would use this link in support of a sacrificial 
understanding of the Eucharist) there is also to be found the 
suggestion that the idea was developing that thanksgiving was in 
itself equivalent to a sacrificial offering - an idea which grew 
out O·f the Exile and dispersion 1 for sacrifice could be offered 
onLy in the Temple (Neh. 12:27, Ps. 50:14; 69:30). Certainly 
4 thanksgiving was part of the "duty" of man to God , and this is 
O:arried int0 Christian w.orship5 • 
Linked with this but distinct from it, and new in comparison 
with the Old Testament (since there are recorded only the 
stylised, sophisticated prayers of the articulate, and the 
spontaneous utterances only of outstanding figures) is simple, 
personal thanksgiving. While recognisi.ng that the greetings 
at beginnings a•nd endings of letters develop into· formulae, amd 
that expression of thanks is frequent enough to be seen as part 
of such fo.rmulae, thus in a sense being a "bridge" cakegory 
between the :formal and completely informal, it 11/0uld seem on 
the whole, since the writers. are never anything but honest, that 
these expreS'sions of thanks should be counted among the informal 
usages. 'rhe grateful leper (Lk.. 17:16) sums up the approach we 
note: L&wv bn ido1) !Jn6ure~fcv fl~ T~ ~wv?s 
\ 
TOV 
\ 
/(K' 
} \ 
€111. 
This is unrestrained exuberance, expressing an attitude of the 
heart, a point underlined by the failure of the other nine to 
carry out any "o·bligation 11 of offering thanks. We also note 
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that the thanks are t~ Jesus, that without fuss or comment Jesus 
interprets this as giving glory to God; and to the man he says 
C I I I 1 n l tJTL.S O"OV ~&\) I(E: V &€ _, which would clearly 
suggest a connection between salvation and the recognition of 
o<~7? 6€ Jesus, the joy of which John writes sa tellingly: 
rl I ' 
t, V « y LV W tr K/AJo-t. V tr6 TOV 1 fJOVOV 
~v 6/nio-TGt.NxJ 1/JIJOUV Xeurr~v c 17:3) • 
It is in the prayer of Jesus himself that this attitude of union 
in Christ finds expression, both in chapter 17, and in a request 
which is a thanksgiving because Jesus knows, and rejoices, in 
the will of the Father, even in the midst of the anguish of the 
sadness of his friends: nol. T6(, 6b xO(eurTw (JOL 
, I I 
?KOUrrot) ~' OTL fJDV' ( 11 : 41 ) • 
What. is, it is to be hoped, a caricature of this attitude 
reflecting the relationship between God and Jesus, is found in 
Luke's parable of two men in the Temple, when the Pharisee says: 
c. 
0 
(. 
Ot.. 
,, 
on 
, 
out<. 
(Lk. 18:11). 
With this may be noted Ro. 1:21. In normal conversation (or 
6 
writing) we find numerous similar examples • 
Wa include here a variation which is translated into 
I ' 
English in the same way: lXw ~et..v Though a stock 
idiord for "thank you", this compound expression throws into 
relief an ingredient which the longer word contains - the element 
of favour, delight, grace, which is the original meaning of 
xJe(S That this should be so firmly a part of Christian 
worship brings us close to the heart of creation as we 
discovered it through the insight of the author of Genesis. 
Here we note Luke 17:9, 1 Tim. 1:12, 2 Tim. 1:3, and the 
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occurrence of 
We note a further Greek variation which again is rendered as 
thanksgiving in English: G.so poA.oyi.O(JO(." which occurs 
in the prayer of Jesus recorded by Matthew and Luke (Mt. 11:25, 
Lk. 10:21). Another variation is ~VfJOtJOAoylopot~ 
at Luke 2:38; 
, A / o~o oytE."' Heb~ ...... 13:15. This, with its 
inclusion of an element of testimony in "confess, profess", 
causes another bright light to be shed on the mood and message 
of Christian witness. 
.> I 
The lang·ua-ge of praise is also expressed by the verb ott.VEIAJ, 
which occurs nine times, of which seven are in Luke7 . A compound, 
iTJolL..VeW , is found three times in 2 Cor. 11 - at 2, 17, 22. 
I 
This is synonymous witti1EJ~oy~ as used in the New Testament, and 
suggests a feeling of song, which is more clearly contained in 
(Acts 16:25, Heb. 2:12). 
* 
Thus far the terms we have collected have, in their Hebrew 
equivalents, figured as much, or more, in the Old Testament. 
This is not surprising, considering the greater volume of the Old 
Testament. It is the more striking, then, to find that the glory 
of God, 6~~~ , occurs proportionately more frequently in the 
N,ew Testament, and the verb associated with it, 6o50:?w is 
rare in the Old Testament, but quite certa-inly a significant new 
word in Christian vocabulary, though it is used in two senses, 
one of which is of greater - or more obviously conscious, at any 
rate - theological significance than the other. In the synoptics 
for ll , 8 
and in various other places we find another synonym IEVI\OY~;(,V 
c' ' whereas Romans 8:30 has quite a different sense: OUS &E 
c 
Acts. 3 : 13 : o 
I \ 
rou rous (l:llt. 
Cl- \ " CJ'If:05 TW~ 
f ? fJfAJ\1 1 
This is akin to 
Ec5~.SO(o-E:v To\/ 
(" ~ , ('\ ' 1!:\ ' } "' J ( ,. 
Similar is 1 Cor. 6:20: 00:JoiCTofT6 ~1 TOV I!Y60V C.V T~ fi"tN~IYTL. UfirJV · 
But it is in John tha-t the full meaning is developed - every 
occurrence is with the second meaning, and it is obviously for 
88 
John an eschatological term. That is. to say, in the synoptics, 
the noun 6o~cx: is· used of the splendour and fullness of the 
being of God, revealed in the Transfiguration, which is ~ 
foretaste of what will, in the end, be revealed. John, however, 
understands, knows., experiences the fullness of glory through the 
woll'·ld as it is; thus he can s·ee glory in the events. of Jesus;' 
minis;try: 1 : 14; 11 :40, 11 :41 - the death of Lazarus. is vi ta·l 
to the understanding of the glory, for it is in order that doubts 
and fears. concerning what. lies. beyond death might be answered 
that God permits this sign; 7:18 -here the sense is of 
glorification, but is s.till linked with the glory seen and 
recognised in the world. 8~0 makes the same point - any glory 
is derive·d from God and is to be received and "handed back" -
(as Bach readily acknowledged by his ascriptions S.D.G. - Soli 
D:eo Gloria, "to God alone be. praise" and J. J. - J esu Juva, "Help 
me, Jesus!') 9 • 12:41: Isaiah recognises .. God 1 s involvement in the 
sufferings of the world. Chapter 17 gathers to a focus John's 
unders:tanding from which we learn ho\v t:o regard our own estate. 
This Paul understands, as we see in the example above, but as w.e 
have previously remarked (pp.~~~) Paul does not fully work out 
the eschatological implication of his belief; his concentration 
on the relationship revealed in Jesus allows him to accept 
current ideas o·f the End. 
If the glory of God is revealed through the events of mortal 
' life, then .cf~.,c~IU also is. an eschatological word - it involves 
the· implicit ascription of honour to• God, but the dynamic is the 
recognition of divine activity, presence, power, transfiguring 
by the knowledge its.elf, not necessarily revealed as at the 
Transfiguration or· in the miraculous. This becomes explicit 
from 12:23 onwards when clearly the glorifica.tion is the 
humiliation - the total absence o£ outward sign (12:28; 13:31-32; 
cl 'I ~ 16: 14 and in 17) , and so light is shed back t.o' 7 :39: on. 7a-orJ5 
ou6~nfA} €.6o50:ue1} and 12:16; and also by firmly linking 
the supreme glory (fo:r us, anyway) with this \oJ:Orld, the 
responsibility which is its challenge is revealed, for what ia 
eternally true must. g_o· o,n being revealed: (15:~ and it is 
encouraging to see that the writer of the appendix10 has grasped 
, ("~ f I I L:!t._,f 
the po·int: TOUTO oc G«.f/I;V tT?fJolt.VWV not";? Jt;;PVO/T~ 
' TOV (21:19). 
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We have fc:>Und, , in John, a glory which is present, not 
future; present, not dis·tant. Acco•rding to· John, then, the 
Therapeutae seem to be mistaken in removing themselves from the 
world to seek the glory, for this implies that the glory is 
detached from the w0rld. We noted earlier (p.1j) that in 
becoming a Community of La1r1 the Israelites became an 
eschatological community, for they saw the goal of the Law in 
terms of the world, in the observance of the. Law. John sho1rrs 
tha-t their vision was right, their means at fault - for the goal 
is a matter o•f revela-tion of what is given, not an achievement 
of 1rrhat is held up as a reward lilr a target. .6.o~[w is then 
for John a term of worship - w0rship in truth, of the mind as 
well as. the instinct. 
A word denoting worship, ne,ouKuvJ."' , appears most 
frequently in Revelation 11 (24 times.), Matthew 12 , ( 13 times), 
and John 13 ( 9 times). Though the New Testament word is, 
primarily an "abstract" indicating an attitude to God (it is 
also synonymous with 'hi.TeEDE;.t'l/ ) , it derives from a blown 
kiss14 , and in the Old Testament, cultic kissing ·is still 
present~ .... _.: in Rabbinic Judaism it denotes. one of the gestures 
of prayer; its use in Revelation freq~ently indicatea a gesture 
of worship expressing the inward attitude (5:14, 7:11, 11:16, 
19:4, 19:10, 22:9). Matthew, in keeping with his use of Jewish 
ideas and phraseology, makes pointed use of this wora - this is 
indicated by the fact that o.n two occasions where Mark uses 
'\ 
straightforward descriptive. language: yovunGrwv ( 1:40), 
I ' 0 ITifGt. ( 5:22) Matthew chooses neo~Ytt:IJ\1&.~ , thus indica-ting 
a religious. significance in the physical. attitude. Three more 
incidents recorded by Ma·rk acquire this word in Matthew: 14:33, 
15 : 25 ' 20 : 20. His aim is to indicate the revelation of the God 
of the Fathers in Jesus, and to stress the continuity of the 
People 0f God in this. new revelation. This is shown most 
clearly in the. Temptation account (Mt ·4)·· Lk-.. 4.) and in the 
humbling of the Magi (2:2, 11). This has the effect of 
sharpening the impact of the word where it would seem to be 
incidental: 8:2, 9:18, (cf. f-'lk 5:6), of revea-ling the 
possibility of misdirected attitudes: 2:8, 18:26 (cf. Ac. 7:43, 
10:25) and of stress:ing the significance of the Resurrection 
28:9, 17, cf. t1k. 15:19, l.k. 24:52. 
But again it is John who brings to the term its rich fullness; 
90 
his use ia sparing and therefore, one feels, deliberate. Seven 
of the nine occurrences are in one incident - the conversation 
a-t the well (4:5-42) and then concentrated into five verses 
(20-24). This is in fact both Matthew's understanding of the 
link between God Almighty and Jesus, and also the visionary ideal 
of worship conveyed by John the Divine, brought into one in terms 
of present rea·lity - of spirit and truth. This is. not primarily 
instinctive or reverential, but response to an overwhelming 
certainty of truth, overwhelming because it is offered to a 
sinful woman of Samaria, and therefore is, against the socia-l 
background, not exclusive. This is shown again in 9:38, where. 
the worship comes at the end of the story when the healing has 
lo-nv. 
) " 
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It is not clear, nor is. it important, whether this indicates: a· 
physical gesture or an at.ti tude of mind and he~rt; what matters 
is: that it is a res.ponse to> revealed, recognised, received truth. 
John's fina]. use, in the light of this, makes it clear that this 
is the truth about worship: some Greeks have come to worship at 
the Temple ( 12: 20} - they ask to s.ee Jesus., and his response is. 
in terms. of his. coming glorification in humilia-tion, a moment we 
note.d above (p.8S ) as. a turning. point in the· meaning of cS030:..{cJ. 
John has thus. taken hold o-f the idea1 of worship indicated at 
the beginning of Romans 12, where Paul makes deliberate use of 
cultic language in a non-cultic context and 1r1ith a non-cultic 
meaning. True worship may find its focua in places of worship, 
but it is not to be thought to be restricted to them15 • The 
a-rguc:ment of the Epistle to the Hebrews shows how the death o·f 
Jesus was in effect the culmination and thus. termination of the 
work of sacrifice (10:12, 26); now the whole concept of 
sacrifice ia transformed into something quite different (13:15, 16); 
this is because, through Jesus, we have a completely different 
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understanding and vision of God. Humanity does not have to 
placate, propipia-te, or try to please him f'or fear of his wrath; 
he ia not, as instinctive judgement would hold, against us; his 
cause is our cause. The truth has been declared by Jesus. 'I' __ 
* _, 1 ~-·D c.\ C 1?. ~ j lrlhat, then, of the prayer o-f asking, to which we now turn, 
and which is the basic meaning of our word "prayer"?. What 
happ:ens, that is- to say, to the instinctive prayer o-f entreaty 
when the relationship with deity is discovered to be different 
from th~ instinctive assumption? The vocabulary is present in 
the New Testament; we now examine its occurrence. 
Werds:which are translated synonymously as "pray" and are 
frequently used synonymously (exceptions will receive attention 
in due course) are neoo-GJxo~D4 and 6i.oJJOCI.. 16 
But the word neo~Jxofl«t contains an el.ement of asking, 
in the sense of seeking; its: second translation is· "wish 11 ; 
the instinctive prayer to- deity sets out to achieve something. 
We shall therefore depart from the approach of the first part 
of this section, and collect occasions of prayer, noting the 
vocabulary where it merits special comment, rather than, as· 
above, following a WQ•rd through. 
We begin this stage of our exploration of prayer by looking 
at two instances in Mark which make plain that an "end product" 
is involved - first, an incident which tells of the failure of 
the disciples to act for him in his absence; when they ask Jesus 
' afterwards why they had failed, he states cleariy Touro To 
I J \1'"- \ 
yeVO.S 6V OUoe;VL 
_, 
~v neocrGVI(Q 
' Gc.. ' ~1 
~Mk- 9:29). 
We are not told how they had set about tackling the problem; we 
are given no direct guidance or instruction as to what this means. 
We can only look carefully at the way the incident is recorded 
and the words used (we have established that we can trust Mark to 
say what he means -·.see p.,4,1 ) , and draw conclusions from what we 
are given. The father explains to Jesus that he had brought his 
' f cl ' ' son RfOS OC , that. he had asked the disciples LVr:/. ot'IJTO 
I \ ' )I 
et:.f.#Aw01VJ l<'bll OfJt: UJAIJUOCV 
to express disappointment:~Jl 
17 Jesus' response to this is 
yGv~ ~ntcrros •.• Turning to the 
father, Jesus enquires into the situation - how long has he been 
like this? In replying the father concludes ",.\A 1 6( Tt 6J11:J ••• 
' {I I (' ' " I Jesus picks this" up: T~ & ouv~.1• n~vTA otJVfil()( T~ nt~cJovn. 
(. ... 
The father assumes .. tha-t he must be o fJtOT(;uwV , and in a 
n I I moving a-nd humble cry responds ttTTE:IJW" f'o?6Gc. "' .) I pov ~1 "KilttrTL~ . 
At which point, because o:f the crowd's pressure, Jesus stops 
talking and deals with the boy. The only other enlightenment 
is that with which we started - there is no way of dealing with 
such affairs ) ' ~ ~? 
How do we piece these things together? 
1 • 
2. 
There is only one way to deal with such affairs; 
Jesus did cope with the situation, therefore he 
must have done it f=..v lleOO"E;c.JX~. 
)' ~I The disciples oi.J,:. i.tiJ.VfrDiV ; they are rxntrTTOt.. 
so the dynamic of prayer· must be. faith. 
3. The man begs Jesus r=.l TL 6uvg - Jesus replies 
I \ "' I L 
n«VT(J( Suvotr« T"" nto-~uovn. 
t. 
The issue at this point is, who is able to cure 
the boy? The disciples could not; could Jesus? 
Yes, he could. If the ability to do so is a 
matter of faith, then it is Jesus himself who is 
' "' o 11.LC"T15::UWVJ not, as the man understood (and 
as a good deal of teaching implies)the one making 
the request. 
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From this, coupled with Jesus' inquiry into some detail of 
the situation, we may conclude that faith means insight into the 
will of God, and prayer is then intelligent and conscious 
involvement. in the working out of that will. (This is entirely 
consonant with what we have read.in Romans; and if the 
responsibility seems too great, we have the Spirit of God to help 
us c&rry out our work). 
This. understanding is reinforced by the enacted parable of 
the fig-tree in <!hapter 11 - a two-stage incident, ingeniously 
told by Mark with the two parts separated by the violent 'I'emple 
demonstration, at the centre of which is the well-known 
quotation 6 oT~eos flOV oL~::os neotrE-uxj~ cl1{;1uE:TOCt. i)~Crt\1 ToLf ~evw-t~ 
thus. adding to the main stress of the breaking down of barriers 
of exclusiveness - a question about what goes on: are we to 
understand that the ways of prayer are manifestf-or that all 
sk«Jd. 
should be welcomed,and thenAconform? The Temple should be a 
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power houss, for prayer is power; if it is to be such, it cannot 
afford to divert energy in other directions~ Peter is s~rprised 
that the fig-tree dies; he probably thought, if indeed he. took 
any particular notice, that ,Jesus was simply letting off st.eam in 
''E. I @ " "cursing" it. Jesus: responds to Peter: XcTE: ijLdTC.V (!;ou, 
C!:'nd expands this (11:23) implying: 11if you are thoroughly 
convinced of the.will of God in a particular instance, then you 
have a11thority and power to bring it a·bout, however great, 
however small, however strange it may seem". Jesus also, by 
implication, draws attention to the responsibility this involves 
by using as illustration an act o,f destruction, the killing of 
a fig-tree, and an action which is not in itself to any purpose 
at all. The povrer must be used, or things will be left undone 
that ought to be done; but the using of the power must be 
thoroughly roo.ted in the will of Go,d. Dare mankind be sure that 
it perceives. the will of God? Very occasionally - see Mt. 18:19, 
cf. Dorothy Ker.in 18 , and· others who, against all circumstantial 
indications, have embarked on actions and brought them to 
fulfilment. In other words (paraphrasing now verse 24), "if 
you are confid.ent that you know the will of God, then you know 
that the particular thing you seek is available, and because it 
is .. available it is yours; already, even though it may be. that the 
w-orking out is not immedia-te". Our faith is in the ultimate 
fulfilment of God's triumph, and our hope gives birth to present 
joy in the knowledge of present involvement in eternity. 
then, in the hands of one whose choice of 
wards: merits attention (see p. 41.ff), is used in these instances 
which clearly suggest that prayer is a power, a force, which is. 
to be use:d res.pansibly; a means· by which the will of God is 
brought to pas's. In this context we note that in Mark 13:18 we 
have the impression that prayer can constitute a staying force, 
if no't a transformation. This will elicit questions s;temming 
f;rom the basic, oft repeated cry: Why does God let such things,. 
happen? - to which Christian faith must reply - for there is no 
other reply - that life as it is known to. us is in every respect, 
and from the divine angle as well as from the human (cf. Gen. 1-
•p•11-f.· - and the whole meaning of the Incarna-tion) a matter for 
co-operation, not independence. Where there is hostility there 
canno:t be immedia-te victory, though we know (Ro. 8) there is. 
ultimate victory. 
Power such as this is a responsibility more than humanity 
can cope with; Paul deals with this very point in Romans 8, 
which we discuss below ( p. 95'ff.). 
Having explored thus far, we find that the path branches. 
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into two. Discovering the will of God is not necessarily easy; 
this is made quite plain by the personal, lonely struggle of 
Jesus in Gethsemane. 
The Gethsemane prayer brings together these two aspects of 
prayer- the expression of sel;and involvement in the working 
o~t of the Father's will. Here Jesus expresses his feelings in 
the face of what is to come; he also expresses doubt that his. 
feelings and the request to which they give rise are in accordance 
with God's plans: nJvr(J(. 6uvocr~ (}7)L" •••• J.>-fob TL E!4; ckAw 
tJ).).~ r{ c,.,) . 
, ~' Simon Olll( HTXVtn: to fulfil was was needed 
injunction is given 
end of chapter 13) 
to them all: re?yoeeZr~ 
of him; the 
(an echo from 
~/};'\ 
e:/'O?T~ 
the 
"'-~'l n 1 J'l.. c' ' ~ ,,eotr~uxr:{Tflt t. VtK' fJ1 
) I 
Glr 1>€-(e_fXfYfJ0\1. 
"To fr..ay", as we have established, is to do with insight into· 
God's will; "to watch" must mean be alert becauae other things 
can appear. to be his will, and it is easy to fall into error -
) I 
to enter C:.(f n~te~u-po\1 - the attempt of. the "o·pposi tion" to 
disguise truth, and thus lead the people of God astray (cf. p.,Sllf). 
Anyone other than Jesus with his complete insight into the 
workings of good and evil, and of heaven and earth, might well 
have convinced himself that he had been mistaken - that there was 
no need to continue this terrible course. 
This is the central point of the connection we sought 
earlier (p.4/J) to establish between Mark and Romans; we move 
back to Paul to look at his setting of these words. 
I ®E:o~ ,, " t. ' , ®~ou. I ' I nvGIJf'Jc£n 01 yo v Ten} OVTOC.. U(.OL €t.(YlV ou y~e 
> I ,... houA.e: {tK'.s n~~cv ) ~6;jov) d).Ax ) ~ I i;J..rJ.(&E n: n.ve:uf'l« GlJ e.l Ot~t: re:-
C I 719 Kf~?OfJt-V I c. I ... .) At&fiO( flo<'?e· nv~u~ Ut~Co(f, €V IIJ 0 t. 
Because of our firmly established relationship with God, we too 
may without fear acknowledge and express the turmoil w.e know. 
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Here we note that Paul's use of l<f~~W , us.ed also at 
Gal. 4:6 - a word· used O•f the evil spirits ( Mk 1 :2J, 5: 7 , 9 :26); 
by the disciples in fear Cr.& 6 :4-,?); by the blind man (J\ft 10i:4t-4iJ; 
by the crowd, on occasions~k11:9; 15:13, 14); by the father of 
his epileptic boy{K9:24). This is an indication of distress, of 
wrestling, of the spontaneous outburst of a full heart - this 
latter, incidentally, is the dominant impression given by the 
Psalms. 
* 
I 
We digress briefly to note Hark's avoidance of t:.eDI(w 
to introduce the cry of Jesus from the cross: €.~o1{)ev 6 'J7tJ0D5 
pw v§ fJ(:y:C~q) EA~~.J~ EA~A.Jt. A()(fJtX (J"tJt.f3{)(J/)«ve-t ; v10rds 
which on the surface are the words of a cry of despair, but which, 
on deeper reflection, produce the ans\ver to the request in 
I 
G.ethsemane. '!'he avoidance of Koft'J/lW here, where it would seem 
an obvious word to use, has the effect of completely 
dissociating the cry from demonic shouts, and thereby removing 
from it any suggestion of Satanic influence on Jesus. 
this. is a recognisable quotation from Psalm 22; 
Further, 
is 
the God of the fathera; the agony Jesus suffers is such that the 
feeling is of abandonment, but God is there to be thus cried to 
(another striking impression of the Psalter is that all "ungodly" 
sentiments are honestly addressed to God), and moreover, he. is 
I 
God, often described by the fathers as o nO(\fTOK-fctrwe (see p.3Q{;f.). 
When the trial is at its worst, when the feeling is of utter 
loneliness., the cry is not, There is no God, but, What is he. 
doing? When man endures the depths·, Go'd is there to be called 
upon, and his. presence affirms his· ultimate control. 
* 
In his enthusiasm for the Joy of the Spirit Paul then does 
not forget or o-verlook human weakness of s.pirit, and capacity to 
suffer. ~O(UTNS ~ Koct TO nve-vrcx a-uv«vT~fJ#VeTorL 
TO l/crl)Gve;~ ?~wv .... (Ro. 8: 26). 
' Part of human weakness is TD 
oo~ o(l>dJl(;" J ~AA~ ) I o{u ro 
' y(}(e 
\ 
TO 
T~ neorr6V~ W ~6/)oe 
nve-urct 
There. is an "ought" about prayer. ( J :6 ~-- .... T . "for when 
we cannot choo-se words in order to. pray properly, the spirit 
himself expresses our plea in a way that could never be put 
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into words)! Professor Barrett expresses this as meaning what 
is appropriate: "We do not even know what are the proper prayers 
to o·ffer 1120 • The next clause implies that the "ought" is. not 
simply a matter of right form, but of right use of a dynamic. 
forr:::e. Why else W0Uld OlUTO TO i7v6lJfJ4f un6-eevruy xrkv6~ (Trr:-vtYyflotr 
J,\tJ<Af roo '? What follo.ws carries: this further: ~56 
~f!JIUVWv \ KO(ebfoe.s ;'I 
, ro tPeo v 1 p oc " T(){J oc.6ev TL TOV 
I c/ ' ' evrvyxO:vt=t. un~e ( , f/\lf:I)JJoiTOS , OTL l(fJl1D( @~ov 6/yav v. 
Prayer is: to do with bringing about the will of God; prayer is 
'\ 
one of the factors among those which TOL.S ~ -~ ' ~rOlfJIA)trtV TOV 
I II ) :> f)' @eOV ntXVTtx tr()V~f:YEL et_s ol(o< OV. 
But having said that, it sounds as though a confidence 
bordering on arrGl.'gance can be assumed; this is not the cas.e; 
Paul must, in wFiting this, have in mind the fact that earlier 
he had had to write to· the Galatians becaus·e. there was an 
astonishing turning away from the central Gospel truth; he had 
c ' 
also the experience of which he speaks in 2 Co·r. 12:7-10: vn~e 
,. , , V. 1 ').. cl ) .., tft > .J 
TDOTOt) reu TOV 1\U(!lov f1 oceOfKfX etnx~ t..VD< Ot'710UTt1 D €fJOtJ • 
This intro;duces. another term, TIKeOlKOlA~w J rendered beseech, 
or· beg; this is. the only use of it to the risen Lord, though it 
app:ears. in ~latthew 26:53, when Jesus refuses to· summon "d ,. al.. ~ \ ·-
l ::· .. , it is a word used in persuasion or encouragement 
(e.g. Ro. 12:1; 1}:-30; 16:)7) and it is used of those who approach 
Jesus to seek healing (e.g. Mark 1:40; 5:10, 5:12). Two ideas 
are contained in Paul 1 s use here: a sense of companionship with 
tha Lord - if he means Jesus - which is expressed otherwise 
than in the language of prayer, which is not to Jesus but to the 
Father in the name o£ Jesusi and a sense of striving - he is 
not certain that the will of.· God is to rid him of· th.e pain, but 
he hopes that it is.. Compar~ble with this is his desire to 
visit Rome (Ro. 1:10). There is a1sense of s•truggle to find 
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peace in the mids.t o·f the striving, to know strength in the 
midst of weakness. Further still, we call to mind Paul's 
awareness of the deception of which evil is capable; in 
r ' , 1 Cor. 1.2 ~ 10 one of the gifts of the s:piri t is Qto.Ke£Ci'Ei.S OV61JfJOt'rwv, 
and these gifts of the Spirit are shared among the members of 
the body; in fellowship, then, the will o£ God is discovered 
and confirmed. This is expressed by Matthew, in a chapter 
which deals with mutual responsibility; during the course of 
it Jesus says. ntX.;..t\1 )..~yw Ufitv Sn... t!o(V 6uo 
\ 
(jU fJ~lJJv?'trwa-L\1 e$ UfJWV &n~ T1J r?s 11~(~ i}rx VTOS 
<':I .>' J I I ) ..., ' "' 
I 
iJfol Y fJ«TO J 
ntXr-eru OU (;clv OC.lT10"WVTCXt,, 'f~V?IF€-T()(L o(I)TOLS f)«fiJI TOV 
,. .> ...., ~ I > r I .,\ " I 
poo TOIJ l..v OU'fb'v0t5 ou j«f: GUll\/ ouo 1 Tf€t.> trU\I?YfXVOL 
) 
E-I.S ' TO 'I OVOfJ~ ' ., ~~l 
, 
Dlu rwv. 
( Mt. 18:8) . 
This could mean either that the fellowship "creates" the body of 
Christ; or the bond of fellowship and unity of purpose gives 
free and full rein to the spirit of Christ; or it could refer 
simply to the companionship of Christ, summoned (though the word 
is. not used) as Paul and Jesus speak in terms of summoning help 
in the examples mentioned above. Whatever Matthew had in mind, 
the thrust of the cha·pter is the activity of God, recognised, 
and inspiring co-operation. 
* 
We have now - imperceptibly - moved over into the second 
branch of the responsibility of prayer - our ability to help 
one another through prayer. This is expressed in the word 
(already quoted in Ro. 8) i;vruyx~v!N - the ministry of 
intercession. What this means is at the very heart of the 
ministry of Jesus, who demonstrated love, compassion, under-
standing, and ministered healing; Paul must mean in EP~8~4 .• 
cl ' os ~o-nv ev ~~~ TDU &;oa I r.:~ /(Of.t l:vruyfw:.c Uflf( 1fJ~V 
- that this ministry of healing love continues; he cannot, in 
the light of ~aJ\s· 8, up to this point, mean that Jesus is 
making requests on our behalf, or that the Father needs to be 
aske.d. A similar sentence is found in Hebrews 7:25, where, 
as we have already seen, the writer uses the terminology 
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associated with the sacrificial cult to explain how Jesus had 
brought it to fulfilment; the benefits flow eternally and 
infinitely, but Jesus stands, in relation to humanity, where the 
sacrificial offering was thought to be. The relationship is 
established for us; so we cannot translate, with NEB, "he is 
always living to plead on their behalf", for this has the effect 
of limiting the meaning of "intercession" to pleading; that is, 
asking God to do that which he is not already disposed to do. 
But intercession ia to be understood within the terms of the New 
Covenant, and its meaning undergoes as radical a change as that 
of covenant in the New Age. The Old Covenant was in terms of 
an agreement (see Ex. 19:5; Dt. 7:12, 8:20); it was necessary 
for both parties to keep their part of the agreement. 
basis of the New Covenant is fundamentally different. 
But the 
Its scope 
is widened in two ways: in the first place it goes back beyond 
the Mosaic covenant, to Abraham, who cannot be said to have 
attained righteousness by keeping the Law, since he lived before 
the Law came into being (Ro. 4); and it extends to all humanity 
- as the sin of Adam involved all humanity 
the second place its centre is Christ : ... ev 
~v neo~eero b ®Eo! Uoarr1ecov &t~ 
' .... 
olVTOU 
cl 
olLfJ()(Tl 
(Ro. 5:12-17). In 
Xeurr0 "l7uou · 
I 
fll.tSTte:Ws 
(Ro. 3: 25). 
The trans~ation of this is the subject of debate21 we do not 
engage in the discussion since it is aside from our presdnt line 
I 
of thought; rather, we note at this point Heb. 7:25: ... nocvrort: 
) \ ,_, >""' 
?,Jv Gt1 To i.vruy lt~vetv ont-e otuTwv. 
We have already seen (p.7]ff.) that the writer of Hebrews uses the 
terminology associated with the sacrificial cult to explain ho~ 
Jesus had brought it to fulfilment; the benefits flow eternally 
and infinitely, but Jesus stands, in relation to God and 
humanity, where the sacrificial offering was thought to be; 
moreover he is there at the initiative of the Father (see 
John 3: 16). Thus, if the New Covenant is to be analysed, the 
human side is not to be seen as meeting the divine, but as 
embraced within it; it is no longer to be understood as doing 
but as receiving, or responding. If, then, Go:d himself has, done 
all that needs. to be done, intercession cannot involve pl>eading 
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with him to do something which is not yet done. Rather, \ve find 
that the 11activity" of intercession is transferred from changing 
God to changing those for whom intercession is made. This ia 
c I 
borne out by the compound urz~e.e\/TlJYX()(V/N used at Ro. 8:26 
ottJTO To 17\leV tJ()( oru-e_evru r X~ Vt:t OR: VI)( y JJO~ 6tAOft\f TOt.s • 
the prefix. f I un~e s.tresses "for us 11 (that is, not "instead of 
us", but 11 for our sake"). As Jesus worked among us and for us, 
healing, and changing attitudes, and opening people to the lowe 
of God, even now he continues this work in his Spirit working 
through his Body, the Church. In fact this word is not used of 
11human praye:r11 ; if we undertake it as the Body of Christ we are 
indeed shouldering responsibility - as we have already 
discovered. (p. 9+ ) . So then, "Intercessory prayer, prayer 1 in 
the Name o·f Jes.us 1 , is this. It is not suggesting to God way& 
of helping: it is not reminding God of things. It is our 
faith that God is helping: it is our remembrance that God is 
remembering. It is putting ourselves at the disposal of God 
that He may use'our will power, psychic power, as waves of 
s.piri tual lo.ve ·and energy given to Him and made free for Him to 
us~ in blessing those whom we are allowed to co-operate with Him 
in helping, and whom He can only help humanly if we put our 
humanity at His dispos-al1122 . Such a statement opens up 
limitless possibilities of carrying out this. 11help"; we cannot, 
then, translate, with NEB, "he is always living to plead on 
their behalf 11 • To be preferred is RV: "who also maketh 
intercession fc:>)r us 11 , or RSV: "who indeed intercedes for us11 • 
But better still wo.uld be a rendering whic.h made use of the 
, I 
first meaning of E.\ITUY J.«"W •. "to light upon, fall in with, 
meet with", since this would convey the fullness o·f Gospel truth. 
A possibility might read: "It is Christ who died, who indeed 
was raised from the dead, who is at the right hand of the Father, 
who indeed is involved with us still 11 • 
There are many instances of involvement, or being together 
through prayer, in the epistles, indicating awareness of both 
joys. and needs of those who are at a distance, awareness of unity 
in the fellowship. This is very clear in Colossians: 
,... 
IW 
(. 
" TOU 
r ..... 
?~WV 
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' , ' VfJWV1 KD(c. 
rou Xelotov 
? E.trnv 
,... 
TW L ~- . 
-
T,? ilfOlYEU Jj neo{)KO(E T"C::ee( TE- 1 veJyoeou Vff-S 
.2 , .., ' ' , ' r, , 
r:::.V o(IJ Tj C.V GU %Ket0TLr J 11fOU"~lJAOfJcVOt. &!fo< K.Dtc. n£et 
1 f.JWV) rvrt 0 @E.Dr ~vo~3o ?tJ 'i:v fJve()lv TOU )oyov, 
M.A?o/)(, r~ fVCIT 1etov rou XeurrouJ [,,_> g Kll(~ 
U&<=tJtxC J fvrx. ~riveew()W otVTO ,;;5· a{i' f'6 ).#().1()(){£ (4:2--4). 
--· ~EQolcpe()(s ... ~ouAos Xeurrou >f7trov, nr1vTorc::-
&tyA)v~26 ~€VOJ onE( UfJV ev TiiJ neouevA"/0 J rw 
CTTolfJ1T€; TlAetor,... (4:12). 
From these illustrations we list the following points,: 
1. Mutual i~volvement in prayer -intercession -is an 
involvement in all the affairs of life - intercession is not 
restricted, or even primarily - to do with need, sorrow, or 
crisis.. Against this we note J. L. Houlden' s comment 23, 
introducing Colossians, that in dealing with the doctrinal 
errors which have taken hold in Colossae, Paul is "astute"; 
he uses the terms of Gnosticism "in a way that suits him, thus 
disarming them (his readers); and by refusing to accept the 
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pagan battleground. So far as idea·s are concerned, he appears 
to be flattering his Gentile Christian readers with perhaps a 
more thorough Christian formation than they possessed''· This 
suggests that Paul's language of prayer is not to be relied upon, 
a suggestion which is to be rejected: Paul's life, work, vision, 
all spring from the Gospel, which proclaims a relationship. His 
concern for his Colossian brothers is not only that they get 
their doctrine right, but that they know, and they remain in, 
the relationship. This is for Paul a spring of warmth and love 
and joy, fellowship in the Gospel is a matter of joy; when Paul 
rejoices in fellowship he is rejoicing in brotherhood in Christ, 
not in ideas held in common. This is a fine distinction, but it 
is a distinction; we accept 1:3-4 at face value as valuable 
24 insight into the work of prayer • Similar sentiments are 
conveyed in the opening of the letter to Philippians, an intimate 
letter to close friends: fh V«fU1TW TLU ~W ~ou ~f'l~ f)tXtJ~ 
fl. I I. ~ I ~ r \ I t r5 pvel'r VfJI~)\}) nJvror~ ~v UOltrfl OE1fJ"~(, /)OIJ ()('l(e i')DIVTWV 
6pwv ~rd x«e;J T?ll &111LV ilotoVftV05J &n'r. Td Kol.VWVL~ 
~fJWV GtJ To e~yyl)..tov ftTio T1s newr7s ?fJ:f{)(S ~,fet 
roo vov (1 :;,-s) 
,.. I ct c. 
"ydn1 r ~ .... (o(( TOVTO neo U"~l) "0 flelt. .> c.vrx ? orvwv ,, fJ~~Aov r<.l• Jt~Aov I ;) lnc.yvw(}"et t::. n .. n€f_ar(Jeu,1 €V 
\ 
' r/t{) 1 (]"€;(., I I o ( 1 :9)• I Kolt 1)o<(Jo 
C I 'l 
We notice here t~e interchangeability of oE:?tfiV notOUfJ~t and 
I 
T)eOUE::IJXOfJfl.t later Paul puts them together, indicating at 
any rate an unders.tanding of different aspects of prayer, even 
t~ough the meanings of the words are not as different as the 
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words themselves: ~V i)«.VT~ rj fl(OlTe(),f~ , ... t'«( 1J b(: ?ar;;£ 
, J _, '~~ r" IJeTot. euy«eLCrno<s rot «tT?f"K.TeX u(Jwv y V W(_ i zc!.(JI)IV 
neos TOV ®E~V 
(4:6) 
~ I 
the addition of ol.L ~1 fJD< r()( 
the. meaning of oe:7ns, or, 
synonymity with I)(_Otr6UJ.OtJ(J(f. 
request". 
~ bLotA~~n r4JI 
Qtet 1f.lwv. 
We compare also 1 
neb&Gv~ea-Bc: 
can be seen either as strengthening 
on the other hand, indicating its 
by supplying the idea of "making 
Thessalonians 5:17, 25: 
'A 6eA~f, »e011ev ~effl;)e 
of 
The mood of Philippians, as of Colossians, isjgenuine warmth and 
happiness in fellowship, and in mutual support (1:19). The same 
may be said of 1 Thess. 1:2-3;~13; 3:7-13; 5:25: 2 Thess. 1:3, 
11-12; 3:1. 2 Thess. 1:11-12: ........ i'Jeo~vxopt{)d. flo{VTOT€-
nte( VfJkJV tvoc UfJ~t k~u1Jo-fl r?r td,ffrews o @e-or 
- though this is surely rather more of a manner of s.peak.ing than 
a definite request, for Paul knows, and is constantly stressing, 
that we are "counted worthy", by the grace of God. ~ve add also 
I -il. 1 t "' cl r \ .I ~ 
2 Thess. 3:1: neoa~xt;or:7e- ··· iltet 1f'WV, t,VtX o 1'0{0'" IOIJ 
rvetOIJ re~)(q K«L £o5:C{? TDCl KtX~J rD(~ neos Uf"~rJ 
k~~ tvr~. eutrBWfJ€-V /mo T/;)11 t!Ton&Jv KO(c nov1eiJv ,}v~T'IIAJV 
- and 1 Thess. ) :9-10 • • • &:..OfJE\101.. Glr TO /.&(v UfJWII TO 1l~tJ~ov. · · 
cl 
2. We have instances o~ LV« 
Paul and Epaphras know the goal of 
1:9, 1 :28; 4: 4, 4:12 -
. intercession in these cases 
- they are confident of the will of God; prayer is a means of 
bringing thi~about. To this we add Paul's concern for his 
..... \ 
fellow. Jews.: expressed in Ro. 10-11 and Phil. 1:19: ot5ot yKe 
I f ) ,/1, I ) 1 /" \ "' r ... OTL TOVTO pot, otnor1(J'eTDLL Gl.r cnur1elD(v o£0( T1~ UfiJJ" 
&1(J~s K.ott ~fltJ.Oe?Y/ (}(J roiJ nve.u fJrt.Tt)J )IJtrou reLtrlbv .... 
3. In 1~24 and 1:28 we do not find the recognised 
vocabulary of prayer, but· these are expressions of an under-
standing of the wo,rking out of· the will of God; we are able., 
then to widen our conception of intercession - it is not an 
activi t.y which is restricted to occasions which would usually be. 
des'cribed as 11 p~ayer 1125. 
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4. 1:28 declares the purpase of the Gospel- that every one 
should be able· ta stand confident and alone with God; the 
privilege of Moses is open to all. 
in Eph. 3:14..;.21. 
This is clearly set forth 
5. We note the expressions ou n«UaJJe(}oc un[e OJJWV 11(06t1of~EIJ(J( 
" ... "' Tj i1fOfJ'eUJ.a i>(OUKDferGe~lTC.~ and the question arises as to 
how Paul wo.uld des.cribe what takes place when this goes o·n. 
11'/hils.t recognising the apparent inconsistency of taking some 
things at face· value ( cf. above, point 1) and quaLifying others, 
it \'IOUld seem that here we must recognise figurative speech -
t.o a certain extent. Of course Paul cannot have the Colossians 
in the forefront of his mind all the time; he has other 
responsibilities. _ ·. His readers can be sure of ,L .• •• i :~.~{ 
his constant concern for them, and that he will 
never let them down by failing to do for them anything which is 
within his power; they can be certain of his love and commitment 
to them, an involvement which is rooted in their fellowship in 
Christ. We, from outside the relatio•nship between Paul and the 
Colossians, and seeing it in the context of his relationship with 
a number of congregations and individuals, may also interpret 
this as meaning that Paul is alert and will respond to 
circumstances, and that response will be maintained while those 
circumstances prevail. We have found (p .92. f.) that prayer is a 
power requiring responsible use; we now see that prayer may 
further be described as intelligent response to circumstances 
which present themselves. We do not, that is, find here any 
sense of badgering or bludgeoning - an impression of prayer which 
has undoubtedly become associated with such expressions as these, 
es.pecially, perhaps, the s.econd, which NEB renders "persevere in 
prayer", JB- "be persevering in your prayers", RV and RSV -
"continue steadfastly in prayer". This perhaps reflects an 
ac.quired overtone to the word "persevere", for it gives an 
impression of being i~ difficulties or even creating difficulties, 
as JB continuation of this verse - "be thankful as you stay awake 
to pray" - suggests, and perseverance implies battling on, 
whereas "continue steadfast in prayer" without this overtone, 
may be paraphrased from Eph. 3:14-18, or John 15:3: i.e. live 
confidently as sons of God~ prayer is the communing of humanity 
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and deity, and therefore is the expression of the nature of the 
l t . ho 26 re a J.ons J.p • 
I 
We note similar expressions in 1 Thess. 1:2: IJVf-LO(V 
noLO~~~VOL €n~ TWV neorr~l) "i:.N ?tJWIIJ itJu~At-(nnJ~ 
1 f'"' ,..)1 "'I 
lJV?tJOVGVOVTH cJ AJW 'I TOV eevou T1~ nc CTTf-W.S. 0 0 ( 
r r r I though we 
note the punctuation 
I 
with not. OVf'~\JOc. 
ceasing'~. 
here: NEB and RSV take tVal#C!\e.ffl TlJS 
cf RV and JB: "remembering without 
'\ ~~ ( " ' 1 Thess.~ 3:9-10 has 'luK.ro~ Koct 1tJ~e«I v11f(!E" ;uearcrov 6<=-ofJE-VOL 
1 Thess. 5:16 ~l,(o<Ard.rrn..Js rieoa-e~xf<JO~ 
2 Thess .• 1:11 Elr ~ l(rtt neo~vxcf~t&« n;.vTOTE i}f{'l VfJWV 
6. 4:2 YeJyoe_oVVTf:S lv «u~j ~Jfi~ftOTl~. We referred in 
the preceding paragraph to JB rendering of this, which fails to 
I 
do justice to the significance of {e7 yoec-w , a significance. 
which is brought out when we collect iboccurrence in the 
gospels; 
24:42, 43; 
it appears three times in Mark 13:Jq, 35, 37 (cf. Mt. 
25: 13j Luke lessens the tension by placing similar 
parables earlier in his narrative~ a chapter af concentrated 
tension in the prophecy of the trials to come, in the midst of 
which God is working his purpose out. In such circumstances 
only alertness to the spirit, the gift of discernment noted 
above ( p. 97 ) , can ena·ble st.eadf'astness. What this means is 
elucidated in the next appearance of the word- in Gethsemane27 • 
Prayer in this setting, we suggested, is to do with insight 
into God's will; to "watch" must imply that it is essential to 
be alert because other things can appear to be his will, and it 
is easy to discover one is in opposition to God - to enter 
) I 28 
6ls nr:reVCfJOV , (see p.ji- and cf. also 1 Pe. 5:8). To 
the intelligent response which prayer is, and responsible use 
of the power that it is, we add the intelligent awareness of the 
power and wiles of opposition, not in any sense or fear of 
reducing the power of God, or thwarting his will, but in the 
cause of bringing to pass the fullness of his kingdom. 
7. Finally from Colossians we note the familiar and 
) 
beautifully concise summary of the fellowship of prayer: ~(. 
'ft.e K.l)lt 1j fn>(eK~ Jfttpc., c}).Jd 1~ nveu~:n. a-vv bf~v 
- the incredible, but logical conclusion of sharing in the one 
body of Christ in the one Father. 
* 
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Thus far we have collected examples of the use of the 
vocabulary of prayer denoting the activity of prayer, and making 
clear, implicitly or explicitly, the intention underlying the 
work of prayer. Worthy of special mention, before proceeding 
further, is the letter to Philemon, which in a shont space, by 
its very nature, focuses the essence of prayer as have so far 
disc.overed it. The fact that Paul writes such a letter is an 
expression from the heart of his care for Onesimus, and a 
testimony to his belief in God's care for him; to write is in 
itsElf an act of inte[cession, seeking to bring about something 
he understands to be the will of God; the matter in question is 
a real life affair, involving practicalities (18-19) and so it 
is clear that Paul's gospel is a social as well as a "religious" 
gospel; the interaction o·f Paul, Onesimus, and Philemon, and 
the depth o£ various feelings indicated by the purport of the 
letter demonstrates our involvement with one another, and reminds 
us of our Lord's teaching on forgiveness (Mk. 11:25, Mt. 6:12, 
14, 15; see pp.140fJ. 
* 
Reading the New. Te.s.tament in chronol.ogical order29 , one is' 
aware o;f shifts. of emphasis; this we have already mentioned 
a·beve (p.S+) in connection with es.chatological awareness·. We 
find a shift in understanding o·f the work of prayer.· shown very 
n _.1 ,.. ? .. , clearly in 1 Timothy 2:1-8: DLeoti{.OV\1\,} OIJV OeWTOV TJotVTWV 
I ' ;, I~ I I 
OOtf;L(ffJolc, 6E1(Jf:1lS1 neO(J"t-() ,XI)(S, evTcCJ~et.s, GU_,fbfel<TTLI(S) 
onee n ~VTI~JV JivfJewnWV1 un~ ~fllAewv Kot~ nr:tvTf,!Jv 
>I c' )I ' ( I I TWIJ tv uneeoxS OV111JV, t..VrJ 1eff'O" KrJ.t. ?()cJ~tOV (Stov 
6uJ.y11JfJ6V lv 11eJcrL1 Gt(Jf;(Je{~ Koi~ Ci6fJVOT?Tt. 
Three things. are striking here: 
C I I ) ~~~-- \ I 1. The piling up of wo-rds: o~1frl:f5, 11:(0trt-U,XolS1 C vre-v~.s .. E:.UJI(f:laT~r, 
which have hitherto occurred separately and (with the. 
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I I 
o·bvious. exception o·f 6&) ..,{«f'£0'Tl,CJ J 
2. A W·idening o.f the sphere of operation:. 
synonymously30 • 
( \ 
U'f1E"-( 
nt<vl7Nv JvQewnwv. 
3. A. goal o·f tranquility, '-'lhich contrasts with the 
militant approach to life which has been dominant 
so far, an approach which accepts conflict in the 
faith of Christ crucified, indeed even welcoming 
it (Co.l. 1 :24). 
* 
Before discussing these points, (as we shall do on pp .11.q R) 
something needs to be said about the epistle itself, and its 
setting, and it is perhaps helpful to expand further the 
reference to shifting emphases. 
Acco!I'ding to Klimmel31 ' Colossians and Philemon were written 
either 56-58 or 58-60; for the Pastorals, he offers as the most 
likely assumption the beginning of the second century. Between 
them comes Ephesians (80-100), 1 Peter (90-95), and Jude-
about the turn of the century. 
In these intervening writings we find ideas which need 
serious consideration and comparison with the gospel preached 
by Paul. 
In Ephesians we find that. G0d is Creator, humanity his 
wo,rkmanship (2~10). This is startling, foT it suggests a 
development a.f thought which is retrogressive. rather than 
progressive in that it moves away from the Gospel into 
"pre-Gospel" ideas. We notice other instances: 2:18 and 3:12 
both refer to· '1" n-corrrtyiiJy?v ; 2:19: (JUfDoAL. TOll TWv 
J!y{wv l(ot~ ol~CGtot rou ~t:ov this is very different 
from Romans 8, where Paul joyfully declares that we are 
c. I 
Ut.Ot... 
I 
@eoG, . (J'vvKAr,ovofJo" Xeurrov (8:14, 17). 
A sense of distance has crept in, and we recognise something of 
the Old Testament idea of "Father" (pf :JA-36). 4:7 is dangerous· 
- it sounds as though we are not in :full union with Christ; 
4:9-10 gives a definite sense o·f dis.tanc.e in comparison with 
Romans 12 and 1 Cor. 12 where gifts of the one spirit are given. 
The Church has become an entity - a "thing11 rather than an 
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as:sembly -· {5 ::23-27). We cannot but feel that, had Paul seen 
this letter, it would have called forth something in the vein of 
Galatians or : 2, Corin:t;,hia·ns.. But within the epistle - as 
though pl!'oviding for its own need- we find also 3:14-21, 4:1-6, 
4:13 -which are in harmony with the radiant faith of Paul and 
his joy in communion with God and in the spiritual maturity this. 
brings. On the basis of these comments, it could be asked 
whether Ephesians ought to be in the New Testament. One of the 
effects of the tradition of holiness surrounding Scripture is 
that there is a reluctance to seem to tamper, thus revealing an 
improperly irreverent attitude; the recognition of Pauline 
teaching perhaps resulted in the undiscriminating acceptance of 
its s:etting32 . 
Ephesians provides some of the most popular phrases in 
contemporary use; perhaps its aim is to offer us healthy 
warning as· how dangerously easy it is to slip away from the 
Gospel, and thus points us. back to the centre. 
* 
According to Rhymer33 , a case can be made for holding that 
1 Peter was wr·itten from Rome in the same year as Mark's gospel •. 
It. is purportedly (1:1) from Peter the A'postle, whose 
personality is so vividly conveyed by Mark. Assuming that this. 
is possible (it is beyond our present scope to investigate this. 
question here, fas~inating though it is) it is puzzling that 
1 Peter lacks the sense of joy, so clear in Mark/Romans, in the 
closeness of union we have in Christ, and has a self-conscious 
air (2: 1.1, 2: 1,5'), and even a sense of seeking after righteousness 
in order to gain reward. But 5:10 gets it right. We can 'only 
meet the puzzle with some accompanying facts: we note to whom 
Peter writes - to scattered Christians, whose lives are under 
threat. How else could they be encouraged than along the lines 
Peter takes? Then we note that Silvanus is the scribe - a 
companion of Paul. Perhaps he was over-confident of his literary 
skill in what was probably Peter's lack of it, and the attempt to 
communicate with the intellectual has resulted in the loss of the 
freshness we found in Hark's gospel. The humility of Peter 
comes across in his allowing Silvanus to write - as though, 
having read it, he puts his trust in Silvanus• judgement - 11 If 
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that will get the message across, so be it!" 'l'he last three 
verses suggest a personal postscript, and reveal the warmth of 
U., c • 1 J I rL fellowship: r'lOCei<O.S o vt.Os pov ... 0/UT'JottJ"IJf~r:e 
Jt)!A1Aous t.v ~tAjp()(rt Jyc/tn1s 
- and it is e.ntirely fitting that the last words of all should be 
as. they are: E(e1v1 b~c\1 n,;trtV TO'is £v Xeurr~ . 
Having accepted the puzzle, we find the Gospel essentials 
shining out: 1:1-12 (vv. 3-12 remind us of comparable 
introductions_ in Ephesians and :~Cor.). We find another way, 
drawn from Scripture, of expressing our union with Christ: 
1 .Y - ,, ' ' c1 
c'Ayco(. £/r~tS9E-JOTt l'f~ rilflOS (1:16). 'fle find in v. 17 the 
assurance that we should call on God as Father, and a-t 2:2 we are 
encouraged to think of ourselves as newborn babes. (cf. l''Jk..11l.:1$-1') 
It is hard to resist bidding Silvanus_ "physician, heal thyself!" 
Anything less childlike than his sophisticated s.tyle is hard to· 
imagine - though perhaps his evident enjoyment and complete 
unawareness that he is in fact assuming apostolic authority is 
itself a demonstration of childlike innocence!) He goes on to 
indicate that that which we noted in Exodus. 19 (see p.1, ) has 
//..,., c/ 
come to pass: we are 1_..(J"LAG'iov c.~f()CTeUfJIC , living in 
the joy of light. 5:7 shows a glimpse of the simplicity of 
genuine faith in a momentary slipping of the pompous mask. 
Of the use of the vo·cabulary of prayer: we. have already 
noted Peter's own conclusion to the letter; the categories we 
fi.nd here must be taken in the light of our comments on Silvanus; 
what we would normally mean by spontaneity is not quite that here! 
Howe-ver, we find the usual greeting, with an original touch: 
I 
x(J(.et5 (1:2) 
(1:3-13 has already received comment). 
The work of prayer is indicated at 
~ ' ' 2. , L\.. -' ' ( ,.. 3:7 .... ~ts To t-J? E:>Vtcon~tr~c. 10<.s neo~n:-u~.s upwv. 
4:7 awkov?a-~rt: oZv k'«t "?~ocre ~~J neoa-euxfls· 
- both these are tinged with pomposity, one feels. 
5:7 brings, as ~e have noted, an• unveiled touch: here is 
the combination of self-expres.sion, work of prayer, and communion 
of life, in utter reliance o•n God's understanding, goodness, and 
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work o.f salvation. Our involvement with one another occupies 
much space, and th~ inclusion of the quotation from Psalm 34, 
with its reference to· 'k~ ()(.0Too e:(s &tlJu-tll ot?Jrwv (1 Pe. 3:12) 
reminds us of the working (!)illt of the Lord's will among ourselves. 
* 
When we come to· Jude, we again :find ourselves using the word 
"strange" - echoes of the fullness of Gospel mercy are here: 
1, 20, 24-25 - but mos·t. of the letter is stern - one might even 
say ranting. vJe can only assume that the aim of Jude was to 
get. the full attention o•f his readers, which he could only by 
shock tactics, if they had been lured into non-Gospel ideas. 
20-21 e·lici t comment: the centre of the. sentence is clearly 
which 
expresses Gospel truth; the surrounding phrases are not so 
straightforward; there are dubious overtones, which perhaps are 
discerned only from the manifo·ld elaboration and turbulences of 
Church history, but which nevertheless should not be ignored: 
.. 
rft y l(JJ T~T 9 ' - ' Tc.1 UflWV nurr~t has a sugg~stion of 
exclusiveness about it; of barriers erected to guard the 
treasure - attitudes. which have arisen and even now exist in the 
Church of God, denying the accessibility Jesus showed and the 
J \ ,, J ~ 
outgo·ing at.ti tude .. of Acts. 11-eoo-~,xotJE\JO(.. TO C::I\(;Os- TOU 
Xeurroo €-ts 2""7v I otl t.V vt. 0 v 
(21) 
has a suggestion of concern for personal safety, and of seeking a 
reward. In this setting, the only occasion of the language of 
prayer:. l.v nvf;6~Dfrc. ~AtE':! neoo-G-u~otJr;vot c2o) comes across, 
though the words are "right", as preoccupied entreaty, 
rather than the trusting, open "work of prayer" we have come 
primarily to. associate vii th this word. However, we are perhaps 
being hard on Jude; we have noted the confidence - and grace-
of the concluding verses; it may be that there is a double 
lesson here: both what Jude actually says about keeping firmly 
on course, and what h~ implicitly teaches about teaching: that 
only one thing can be dealt with at a time, others can for the 
moment be taken for granted. 
* 
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After all this, the impression 1 Timothy gives is of fresh 
air, of a firm grasp of the Gospel. Even if not actually from 
Paul to Timothy, whoever designated it as such recognised the 
same spirit at work. 
The opening verse, and also 6:15-16, shows the familiar 
unrestrained enthusiasm of Paul, confident in God, aware of the 
deep relationship with one another which arises out of our union 
with God. He ia familiar with the constant departures from the 
simple Gospel truth; these must be dealt with in love (1:5), 
and as an integral part of ministerial responsibility (4:6). 
Here again is the wide vision, the missionary spirit .(1:15-16 
and 4:4-5) and the spirit of communion which shows itself in 
sudden bursts of praise- 1:17; in the importance of right 
relationship among the fellowship, in the obvious affection Paul 
has for Timothy, and his concern for his wellbeing, and in the 
responsibility of a Christian minister to lead in the ways of 
righteousness according to sound doctrine.~ 
Perhaps there ar~ examples of unguarded language between 
~.3 ~ ., c Y. ' \ • ~~ it.\ 
colleagues-:· : wv eo-r1v 1 f\JE;\IO(LOS /<.IC.t 'A).e~ot\Joeo.r 1 oas 
n«eifsw/(JJ( ny ~ocrl(v~, tv« noit&£:v9wtnv f1 foAParrf>?fJ6tV ( 1 :2o). 
To ~ nvEUf.Jol e1rws .>J.y~c. brt. €.v uar~eo(!; /(.IJ{reo"c.s ttnoaTfwvTOt( 
T(\lt:S "[~t n{urews~ neocixovre-s 1)\J~VfJO(UCV i7Ao(vot.s K()(.~ bldolf1KfJlAfu.LJ 
6cllfJOVldJV. · .( 4 : 1) . 
Timothy li'IOUld share with Raul a deep trust in God, in whose 
hands can safely be left those things which lie beyond our 
earthly capabilities, even though the Spirit of God works among 
us. 
In such a setting, we find this indication of congregational 
responsibility for the work of prayer; we now discuss the points 
noted above (pp1o~)- acknowledging that our interpretation is 
inevitably influenced by the development of doctrine and practice. 
1. The catalogue of words. These are all terms we have 
already come across, and as l!'Ie have discovered them, we find the 
~- I l J ~~ firs.t three, or=JtrGl~ ne,otrf;tJ~SJ <eVr€-V!'G.lS.J interchangeable in ., 
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practice, though each has its distinct root meaning. As we have 
found them, they have been descriptive words, with the stress on 
the goal; there is a danger in the way this is put - and it may 
be that it is a reading back from the fact of later development -
that the emphasis is shifted from the objective of prayer to the 
activity of prayer. 
2. The widening of the sphere. In context, this is a 
welcome return to the generosity of God; in practice - and this 
perhaps_ clarifies further the preceding point - it has maete the 
work of prayer of unmanageable proportions, in contrast to Paul's 
clarity of purpose in real involvement in prayer (Phil. 4:6); 
and the result, as we often experience it, is that the prayer of 
the congregation is expressed in generalities, and can be rather 
more of a "shopping list" than an expression of involvement - and 
this is because there is no involvement; ::ntercession has become 
limited to the activity called prayer, again in contrast with 
Col. 1:24, 28 (see p.101f), and with (on a different scale) the 
letter to Philemon. 
3. We give the benefit of the doubt to the writer of 1 Timo~y 
that he refers to the fulfilment of the Kingdom of God - but in 
later hands this has become. a pious ho.pe - frequently reiterated 
(see p.1o ). A& Revelation vividly shows, the fulfilment of the 
Kingdom is a goal of which the achievement involves, in the world 
as it is, a readiness to enter into suffering. The message is 
that the Christian must keep his attention on the goal, and resist 
the lure of an easy life35. 
* 
Before leaving the use of the vocabulary of prayer in terms 
o•f a specific aim, we turn to· James:, where we find a clear 
understanding 0·f one of the most sought after as-pects of the 
ministry of prayer - the healing of the sick. 
In co•nsidering James' examples, we move into a new. category, 
in that so far 6ur references to prayer have involved people at a 
distance; prayer has been a way in which those separated by miles 
yet meet in fellowship. But James speaks of a ministry of prayer 
within an actual gathering, though we shall see later that the 
prayer ~f healing is not to be thought to be restricted to such 
occasions. 
This is an unco.mfortable book. If it belongs., as some 
think, to an early period of the Chris:tian Church36 , its 
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challenge is still more penetrating. For the implication then 
is that its thesis., that "doctrine" can easily be assented to 
because its application can as easily be missed or ignored, is. 
not to be regarded as possibility which crept in once, but as 
an unfo·rtunate fact o.f life37·• James balances the 
fas~inating content of preaching, and interest in the life of 
Jesus, in an attempt to keep the faith alive, active and 
contemporary. 1:26-27 is basic! God is "perfect" in action 
as well as• in being - indeed, the two are one38 . Faith, for 
the Christian, is the basis o£ actions. Prayer, in James' 
understanding, is practicality part of Christian activity. 
This. "letter", we must remembe·r, is not carefully worked out 
theology, but a "spiritual address 1139 . We can, for instance, 
see what James means in 1:5-6, but to analyse too closely would 
bring us to the conclusion that faith is i ts.elf a work! otC.Tiw 
is the verb used here -basically a simple "asking", expressing 
desire and request (cf. pp.1b2~. The same is true of 4:7-8: 
~ I ,. 
(i;, yycuot.r~ rw 
t. 
is a turn of phrase used to balance 
~VTUsT1T~ ~ and should not be taken to i¢ply 
a distance between Go•d and mankind (cf. on Eph. p.1ob). 
The language of prayer as it occurs in 5:13-18 shows the 
activity of prayer to be a "work" which brings about the will of 
God. The feeling James conveys is one of confidence - his 
approach is that of Elijah, whom he recalls, and whom we 
discussed (p.3] ). ~I(Oi)ol~'i: TtS J..v UfJC\Ij DtOtri;cJJioBfiJ (5:13) 
- suggests a searching for God's will in the midst of the 
suffering; GUGJUf-1~t TtSj 'iott\A~rt.V balances this, and thus 
reinforces the interpretation. Sickness, then as now, merits 
special mention - it is always occasion for heart-searching and 
questioning. Here it is taken for granted that the patient 
will recognise his spiritual need as well as his medical need, 
and will summon help from the fellowship as readily as he will 
summon the doctor. The indication is that thus healing takes 
plac·e; but we must state again that "James" is not to be thought 
of in the sane lttay as Romans, where every word is carefully chosen. 
However, even having said that, the vocabulary invites comment: 
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J Ll I rxtrri~\J(:IAJ .:... be weak, feeble, sickly..) 
- be w.eary, 
tired, exhausted, worn out. These translations suggest 
40 
symptoms rather than causes • The support of the fellowship 
assists in the enduring of the burden, and perhaps we should 
add: especially when it is not removed; never in the New 
Testament do we find any indication that a Christian life should 
be free of trouble. The liveliness of James' approach 
testifies to experienca - he possibly knows of cases where 
healing of the spirit enabled physical healing; if pressed to 
explain further he would doubtless bring in something akin to 
the faith of Romans 8:18-25. His aim at the present is to prod 
his readers into the activity of the Kingdom, which is not only 
their privilege but also their responsibility. Undoubtedly the 
reconcilation of the opposing forces which produce sickness is a 
possibility to be taken into account and acted upon - and 
recognition of this, and of our share in it, is vital to full 
Christian living. The wide meaning of "sin" which we have 
discussed elsewhere (p.Sr- ff) may be understood here, where again 
we find before us our mutual responsibility for setting one 
another free from burden (5:15-16, 19-20). The relationship 
between relief from the burden of sin and praying (in the 
meaning we have discovered - of penetration into the will of God) 
is valuable insight - especially in this context. We notice too 
c. • \ "' I I \ I 
with interest: 1 6UX1 T?' ntrr~ws fJ1AitTf:r.. TOV Kclf'JVOVTD< (5:15), 
and recall our discussion of Mark 9:9-29 ( pp. 91 {f. ) , also 
reca·lled in the next verse by the incidence of. taxJw ·. noAv 
lux.u€:L &61au bLKrt.{oll t.v~eyoopl.v1 (5:16 cf. 
Mk. 9:18 • • • r:I.,.,O( TOLJ. f'()(G1TotU lTOC) 
J-/.,t' ) l ) 
1U1t. 0 D K tux tJfT ofV • 
James' use of 6{ k:allO.S here is slightly different from Paul's~ 
fo·r Paul! it was a term used to establish the fundamentals of 
Christian fa·i th that our relationship with the Father is secure, 
since by faith in Christ \ole are counted o{ l(ctLO, James' 
emphasis ia on the activity which flows from fundamental truth: 
union with God means union in will \tlith God. Those who are 
I 
c6U(o(t0(, in God's sight are also instrumental in his work. 
James, then, offers most useful insight; as so often the 
case, the spontaneous reveals the truth, and this letter gives. 
every impression o.f spontaneity rather than painstaking 
composition. James is often criticised for not "proclaiming 
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the Gospel"; but this was not his aim. He wrote to those who 
knew the Gospel, to· help them to live the Gos;pel. He could not 
do• so with the vigour and enthusiasm which he shows w.ere he not 
himself convinced of and filled with the eternal power of the 
Spirit of God. 
We find further "tangible" references to the ministry of 
healing in Acts 9:17, 9:40, 28:8. We note (and this may have 
a. bearing on the· dating of James) that these are informal 
occasions compared with the developed rite sugges.ted in James. 
We note also that Ananias was not, as far as Acts tells us, a 
leader in the Church; he is described as a disciple; he greets 
Saul as "brother"; there is no suggestion that Ananias had a 
particular gift of healing; he was, according to the impression 
given by the narrative, called upon to minister to Paul at this 
particular moment of crisis. We also observe that 9:17 does not 
actually specify that prayer accompanied the laying-on-of-hands. 
This is true of other acts of healing: the cripple in Acts 3:1-17; 
and the gift which Peter seems to have possessed - Acts 5:15-16. 
Similar things are recorded of Paul - Acts 14:8ff and 19:11-12. 
(Philip also exercised a ministry of healing (8:4-13), but we are 
told nothing of his "methods") • In 1 Cor. 12:9 Paul 
' J • I distinguishes between "gifts of healing" - VD'etcTfJOLTo< ~fJO(TWV -
' I ~- ' 
and "miraculous powers" (NEB) £V~Y7 f"OlTf1. oullotfJf~JV. There is 
no means. of fathoming the working o-f the latter, if we may 
unders.tand by this the power described in Acts 5:15-16, 19:11-12, 
for the impression is that Peter and Paul were unaware of the 
gift (cf. Nark, The Transfiguration, Mo·ses). But the other is 
c.onsc.iously and confidently used; perhaps, from the examples 
we have, we may identify the act of intercession as the using 
of the gift - focused either by laying-on-of-hands or by word of 
command (3:6,14:10). Where prayer precedes, as 9:40, this may 
be seeking the will of God (for the removal of physical ills is 
not for all - a fact which is often found puzzling, but is 
answ.ered by the Cross and Romans 8 - and see above) where it is 
not immediately known (3:~. or previously established 
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(9:10-16). A further point of pastoral i.JrJpor-ta.nc.e is that in 
all these cases there is an element of co-operation. Work in 
hospital or general visiting may well confront the minister with 
invalids to whom he longs to administer the gifts of healing, 
but is unable to do so without co-operation. Prayer at a 
'distance may well prove the means by which the preparatory stage 
of readiness to co-operate is accomplished. 
* 
We pause here to consider (briefly) the healing ministry of 
Jesus .• Only in John is this directly linked with the 
recognisable activity of prayer, and then the spoken prayer is. 
for the sake of those present (see pp. 1S3ff ) . For the Church 
of Christ the activity of the Kingdom depends, as we have seen, 
on seeking the will of God; an insight which Jesus possessed. 
In looking at his work of healing we recognise that he carried 
in himself the authority to secure the co-operation needed to 
bring about the removal of disorder; there was unquestioning 
compliance with his instructions. We see this most clearly in 
the case of the paralysed man brought to Jesus by his friends 
(Mk.. 2:1-12 and //s'): was the patient unwilling and 
unco-operative? The implication is that Jesus had to deal with 
his attitude first, or he would doubtless have refused to pick 
up his bed and go home! In the words 11 My son, your sins are 
forgiven", we find expressed compassionate understanding and 
insight into the man himself. In other cases this readiness to 
comply is already there (we remember, by contrast, Naaman's 
attitude to Elisha, and his reluctance to co-operate -
2. Ki. 5-:9-12); for example, the withered arm is stretched out 
(Mk. 3:5); the blind man goes and washes (Jn .. 9:7); the 
nobleman goes home (Jn. 4:50). We notice further the variety 
o£ Jesus' methods; for some, laying-on-of-hands, or a simple 
touch of friendship for a leper (Nk.. 1 :41); a v10rd of command 
from afar can suffice (Mt. 8:13); in some cases a visit to the 
home is needed (Lk. 8:41ff); sometimes an act of ministry is 
used (Mk .. 7:31-34·, 8:22-26). Linked with the knowledge of the 
concern of Jesus for the person bearing_the sickness, we may 
find here willingness to convey the healing activity in the most 
appropriate way for the individual - a demonstration of the 
humility of the Lord's authority. 
* 
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Other examples. of this "immediate prayer" are the occasions 
of laying-on-of-hands as a sign of the giving of the Holy Spirit: 
Acts 8:15-17; 19:6. Other instances refer to laying-on-of-
hands as a sign of co~nissioning: Acts 6:6, 13:3, 14:23 - this 
we may surely understand as a formalisation, into a recognised 
action of the Church, of an instinctive gesture of loving 
encouragement, which imparts encouragement 1 which may be. 
described as a "spiritual gift" (cf. Ro.1:f1); it is not difficult 
to understand its further development into the solemn 
sacramental rite of ordination. 
* 
We conclude our survey of prayer with an explicit aim in 
view with four instances. whicfu stand on their own in Acts and 
one from 1 John: the first, at 1:24, in connection with the 
election o·f Matthias, where we have the actual expression of the 
prayer, which is of interest, though here not the central 
interest. Rather, the following observations are to be made: 
1. The prayer, as reported, takes place after the decision 
to elect someone has been taken; the s.earch for God's will 
(cf. p.92 ff) is therefore within limits set. without (according 
to the narrative) reference to him. 
2. 'l'he dec·ision was taken before the experience of the Holy 
Spirit, during the waiting period (Acts 1:4-5). 
3. Given the circumstance.s; .'two nominations) of which one 
would be bound to be chosen~ short of dramatic divine inter-
vention, there was no way in which it could be indicated that 
the disciples were on the wrong lines. 
'rhere is ro. strong opinion in the Danish Lutheran Church that 
this election was a mistake, and reveals an error of judgement. 
This finds concrete expression in Copenhagen Cathedral in an 
imposing collection of statues; work by the sculptor Thorvaldsen 
flanks. the nav;e: these are the twelve ap0stles, and the twelfth 
is not Jlll.a. t thias, but Paul. The fact that there is at any rate 
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a question to be asked draws attention to' the points already 
listed, and offers another aspect of the responsibility of 
Christians and of a possible meaning of "prayer" in the 
discovery of its working out: the search for a right judgement, 
which is by no means to be taken for granted. V.le think of 
Peter's treatment of Ananias and Sapphira, which, in the way it 
is told, seems unaccountably harsh; of Paul's attitude to John 
Mark (15:37-39); of the dissension between Peter and Paul, 
repo.rted in Galatians (cf. Ro. 1l~:19, 15:6); and perhaps 
especially the eventual. complete separation between Jews and 
Christians. By way of contrast we recall Stephen's attitude 
(7:59), Ananias' and Barnabas' readiness to accept Paul (9:17ff), 
and Peter's welcome to Cornelius (10:26ff). 
The question of right judgement introduces the second 
example, 1 John 5~13-17. This is difficult, so we begin by 
setting o:ut the context. 
1 John. The foundation of this 11letter 1141 is set out in the 
first chapter, though not in detailed argument. God was in 
Christ (1:1-2), our fellowship is with the Father and with his 
Son Jesus Christ (1:3) and this is occasion for joy (1:4). But 
humanity remains humanity (1:8), and this is within the scope of 
the gospel (1:9), but the Christian needs to know what is his 
aim (1:6), and that he has responsibility for his brethren (1:7). 
From this summary flows the rest of the epistle, with 
clarification of some implications. The manifest paradox 
be.tween the light in which Christians walk and the sin about 
which they must not deceive themselves arises from the fact that 
this is an interim period- the last hour (2:18, 28). The 
result is confusing, and the need for encouragement great, but 
the need is recognised by God and met (3:23, 5:11). This 
produces a further paradox: he who has not the Son has not life. 
The freedom to respond is also the freedom not to respond. This, 
though John does not work out his thesis, means that there is 
another side to what we understand about prayer. 5:13-17 is in 
agreement with our discovery in Paul (see p.95 ff) that prayer is 
involvement in the working out of the will of God, and means 
co-operation. Where freedom not to respond to God has been 
exercised, there is nothing that can be done in prayer. We do 
not kn0\'1 whether John thus recognises prayer as one means which 
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co-operates- with other means, such as signs, or intellectua·l 
arguments. It is possible that s:omething of this kind could 
have been in his mind - at any rate it is not excluded by what 
he says. But the emphasis for John is not speculation on what 
is not certain, but to grasp what is certain - and he concludes 
"'£ with the reiterated oc.ootf-16'11 (5:18, 19, 20) which is not 
the Gnostic idea of the achievement or gift of the superior and 
favoured, but rather the Hebrew understanding o·f knowing, which 
is. thorough, deep, and involves the whole personalit;· ~Lr~~f~ 
The language here is the language of asking: ~~~ T';{ KotT« 
and in v. 16 we find the 
.) I 
stronger word tEeWT1"'{J (Further discussion of these. 
words is found on pp.1b2f£) , The asking is not a begging that 
God will change his mind, it is the 1r1ay of expressing the change 
of circumstances which is brought about by the creative activity 
of God, in which his people share. 
This is the only use John makes of the vocabulary of prayer 
in this epistle; his basis is the union of Christians with God, 
which implies the free flow of communication. Ae. ~ 
The third "isolated" example is at ).12 :5: neotr~cJx1 6~ 1" 
f.~c:~vw..s ytvopf.·J1 O'f'IO T?s dn.A1u:I{J neos TOv f1fOV nte'r. Dl6roJ (i.e. Peter 
in prison). This stands on its own in that there is an 
intention in the prayer- it is for Peter;~ what this is is not 
explicitly stated. There are three possibilities: 
1. This could mean deep empathy with Peter as he endures 
such a trial; watching with him, involvement with him, in the 
way Jesus sought in Gethsemane. 
2. It could mean that the prayer was the means by which 
the release came about. 
3. It could mean a slipping back into the idea of 
persuading God - natural, in the circumstances, but still an 
expression of doubt, not Gospel faith. 
A strong hint that the second of these was not the case. 
comes (12:14-16) in the sheer incredulity of the gathering that 
Peter was there; this does not exclude the first, but it does 
suggest that the centre of the prayer was the problem rather than 
God - his favour, his goodness, and his power. 
The fourth instance is in connection with the a-ppointing of 
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the Seven (Acts 6:4), and indicates a conception of a ministry of 
prayer, but gives no hint at all of what this means in practice: 
We do not know, for example, whether this means something like the 
corporate office of the monastic community as it has developed; or 
whether it means an individual ministry; what is clear, from the 
overall picture Acts gives of the way of life of the apostles, is 
that it does not indicate a withdrawal from "the world" akin to 
the life of the Therapeutae. 
* 
In this last example we find another bridge, into the next 
collection of examples: references to prayer with no suggestion 
of purpose - beyond the fact of engaging in "prayer". 
collection separates into two: 
This 
. d' . 1 Ac-9· ~n ~v~dua sat prayer~ :11; 10:2, 10:9 (reported 10:30; 
11 : 5) ; 22 : 17 ; 
corporate prayer ·1 ; _:11f.~ 2 :42.; 3;.'.1 ~; 4 :,.t; 16:1.3, 16; 2~ 
2~=3ltj'1 '2t:j·;~- and cf. 1 Thc.ss.1:2 
We deal first with the references to corporate prayer. It 
is clear that at first the Temple continued to be the natural 
gathering place for those brought up in its traditions (2:46, 
3:1, 21:23-26, 24:11). But a question arises, and it arises 
when we consid~r Jesus himself: in view of the new relationship 
between God and his people, declared by the Gospel, what was the 
attitude of Christian worshippers as they participated in the 
Temple rites? 
possibilities: 
There is no clear indication, but we can suggest 
1. Knowledge of the fulfi~ment of the promises of Judaism 
IJJ 
would heighten awareness of belongingAand identity with,all that 
was brought to a focus in the Temple. 
2. Experience of intimacy with God through Christ in no 
way decreases his glory and majesty; to worship in the 
splendour of the Temple would be (as it can be within Christian 
cathedrals) to experience and express response to the majesty 
of God. 
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3. (linked with the preceding) - for certain temperaments, 
art (music, architecture, drama, dance, visual arts, literature) 
affords this experience of God and is an expression of response 
to him; liturgy is understood by such in artistic terms and is 
in itself an art which ascribes to God that spirituality \vhich 
is in all true art. 
L~. There must have been an element of missionary spirit 
(Acts 1~23-26 and Ro. 9:1-5); of hope and desire to spread the 
Gospel within the ·Jewish community. 
The examples we have collected of corporate Christian prayer 
suggest something complementary to rather than replacing that 
offered by the Temp~e. This is natural, both in the light of 
the preceding points, and also because there was, of course, only 
one Temple, and the gathering of the synagogue (the word meant 
originally the gathering, not the building) could not tcl~e the 
place of the Temple, which remained the goal of pilgrimage for 
those who lived at a distance; and the synagogue remained a 
natural "place of prayer" (16:13) for Christian Jews. 
However, there is at the same time clear indication of 
Chris:tian worship comparable with the synagogue and distinct 
from the smaller prayer meeting. This receives its fullest 
treatment in 1 Cor. 11-14 (cf. also 1 Thess.5:19-22), and we have 
already referred to 1 Tim. 2:1, and noted the development of the 
Church revealed by Ephesians. Having said that, however, we 
must go on to acknowledge that there is no straightforward 
account, or description, of congregational worship42 • The 
impression is that Paul is struggling to bring order where there 
is. chao:s because everyone is ready to contribute - a far cry from 
the pattern of worship of the majority of Christi~n assemblies! 
There is a blend of formality and informality surrounding the 
-tc.r. 
Lord's. Supper ~11 : 17-34). It is not clear, from what is, 
actually said here, whether the "Lord's Supper" was integrated 
into an ordinary meal, whether it ~ the ordinary meal, or 
whether it was symbolic within a gathering which, possibly for 
convenience as well as enjoyment, took its meal together43 . 
But merged with the organisation of the supper itself are remarks. 
about the disunity of the gathering; the inner significance of 
the external symbolism is in danger of being lost (11:18-20). 
This offers further insight into 10:16-17: the sacrament 
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proclaims the truth; Gospel truth must therefore be brought to 
the sacramental partaking. We have seen that the Christian's 
' 
relationship with God involves a real relationship with the 
brethren, and we have seen how this is expressed in the ministry 
of prayer; it is clear in this connection that the Lord's Supper 
is an outward expression, and thus a focusing, of that 
brotherhood, which gives responsibility and requires commitment. 
The Body (11:29) seems to have for Paul a double meaning- the 
sacrament proclaims the presence of Christ and affirms the Church 
as the continuing embodiment of his presence; so the Body is 
both the Lord and the Church44 • 
The second outstanding concern of Paul, in dealing with the 
Corinthians, is the use of the gift of "ecstatic ut.terance" (NEB). 
Unless one has identified this experience of oneself or in another, 
it is not easy to comment on it. It would seem that this is a 
sign that in Christ the knowledge of God which was the experience 
of the few (see p.3b) under the Old Covenant is now shared by 
the fellowship, for ''ecstatic utterance" suggests the 
vocalisation of a joyous realisation which transcends normal 
expression, and is comparable with the prophetic trance. If this 
is the case, interpretation, without which the utterance has no 
place in the assembly's worship, must mean identifying that aspect 
of truth which has gripped the speaker. But Paul gives no 
examples of what this might be; he does clearly distinguish it 
from prophecy, and thus emphasises that ecstatic utterance is 
primarily a gift for individual benefit (14:1-6); having said 
that, he obviously has no wish to discourage those thus gifted 
( 14:26' 39) • Paul stresses that this is a gift to be used and 
controlled, and not, as often assumed (probably from the 
accusation thrown at the ecstatic apostles on the day of 
Pentecost45 , that they were drunk) a matter of uncontrollable 
s.pontanei ty. 
Before leaving this subject, two points of some interest 
arise: Firs:t, we used above the phrase "identify this 
experience"; the NEB use of the word "ecstatic", coupled with 
Paul's insistence on self-control in the use of the gift, prompts 
the question: Is this ecstasy to be identified with the 
expression thereof - i.e. yA~ft"trWII - or is the emphasis on 
what inspires the utterance, since the interpretation is, for the 
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congregation, essential? If the latter, then the experience can 
be identified in countless ways C.cf .. Diptych : 2). 
Secondly, we recall Philo's account of the worship of the 
Therapeutae as wholesome ecsta·Sy at once comparable with and 
contrasting with Bacchanalian frenzy; we noted (p.l~f) the lack 
of eschatological awareness, and withdrawal, of this community; 
we noted (p.119) that, if the apostles fulfilled their intention 
to "devote themselves to prayer" this did not involve withdrawal. 
Paul makes clear that the purpose of the gathering is the 
building up of the body, it is for this that the gifts of the 
Spirit are given. Not all the gifts which form the list into 
which Paul sets that of ecstatic utterance would find a place 
in a meeting for worship; wise speech, healing, faith, 
distinguishing between spirits, are surely matters of responding 
to the general affairs of life. We compare the list in 
Romans (12:6-8) which includes administration, teaching, giving, 
helping the distressed; and also the considerable space devoted 
in 2 Corinthians to the orgE!·nisation of a collection. All this 
indicates - and it is borne out by the fact that, comprehensive 
as Romans is, it does not devote attention to the organisation of 
worship - that the purpose of the congregation is the work of the 
Kingdom, it is a "congregation" as a worshipping body - this may 
be found to be the case even allowing for Paul'a eschatological 
viewpoint (see p.}5 ). "The ministry is to do with service, not 
services"46 . Congregational worship is the inspiration of the 
congregation's task; it is not its sole task. A further 
indication that this is the case is the fact that this list of 
gifts in Corinthians does not specify a gift of prayer, nor is 
there, in Ephesians, an item of armour identified with prayer. 
This strongly suggests that "prayer" should be understood as 
that which pervades all else. 
Acts gives some hints, though no more, concerning the 
beginning 0£ distinctive Christian worship: 1:14 (this could 
belong also in the next category- see p.1j~), 2:42, 20:7; 
there is. little to add by way of comment, except to note that in 
these cases the emphasis is on learning; the Gospel is still 
"news", and there is much to be discovered. There are hints in 
Colossians (3:16) and Ephesians (5:19) of the music of Christian 
worship, though to take these as references to the assembly is 
reasonable assumption; it is not explicitly stated that this is 
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meant. The reference to "psalms" invited brief comment: this 
must include reference to the Old Testament Psalter; in view of 
the division of opinion of later generations as to its 
appropriateness, as a whole, to Christian worship, it would be 
interesting to know what use was in practice made of the psalms. 
Also ava-ilable would be similar new comp0sitions, such as those 
in the Hymns Scroll in the Qumran literature47 ; and we recall 
Philo's reference to new hymns in De Vita Contemplativa: 
,J ~I~ I 
_afJVOV rro6t ~enOl)fle, VOV 
.o ' J' .) ., I 
otvros nenol?ICt.Vs ? Otr.X «t ov 
~~ .g netT()( c ' ) .. 0 jJ6V iYVKt1TIX.S 
.) 
' &&v .. ,, \ e.ts TOV 7 l(.olt.\IOV 
.... n,; A«, ... Tt,Vo< TWV 
"Early Christian 
as Col. 1:15-20, 
no, ?Tf4J" 
(80). 
48 Hymns" are identified in The Bible in Order 
Phil. 2:6-11, 1 Peter 1:3-5, 1 Peter 2:22-25a, 
1 Peter 3:18-22 - these celebrate the meaning and being of 
Christ. Cullmann49 mentions as "The oldest of all Christian 
songs several from Revelation: 5:9, 12, 13; 12:10-12, 
19: 1-2' 6 • We also add the hymns in the opening chapters of 
Luke 1:47-55; 1:68-79; 2:14, 2:29-32. 
* 
On the subject of the beginnings of a distinctively 
Christian anthology of expression of w0rship, and by way of 
leading us back to the main avenue of exploration as we turn to 
references to the prayer meeting, it is perhaps appropriate at 
this stage to draw attention to the greetings at the beginnings 
and endings of epistles, and reference to the kiss o£ peace 
(Ro . 16 : 16) . The greetings are sufficiently similar to suggest 
an accepted f0rmula, but the impression is not of automatic use 
- the wishes expressed have all the warmth of genuineness. In 
view c::>•f this, we consider, briefly, two words which occur 
I 
repeatedly' asking why x(J(eu 
fundamental to Christian living 
constant Christian greeting. 
,) / 
and €(f.?V1) are so 
that they form a natural and 
"The idea of grace more than any other idea binds:; the two 
Testaments together into a complete whole, for the Bible is the 
story of the saving work of God, that is, the grace of God". 
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So writes N.H. Snaith50 , who distinguishes different uses of 
"grac·e" in the two Testaments. In the Old Testament it is one 
of two words (the other is "favour") used to translate the 
--· 
Hebrew "chen", which means kindness, shown where there is no tie 
or relationship to call it forth; it is shown by a superior to 
an inferior, so there is no obligation prompting it. 
The New Testament use is connected with God's revelation, 
and gift, in Jesus, and the joy of the indwelling Spirit of God, 
joy which is the dominant mood of Paul, and the essence of the 
Gospel. Here the aspect of meaning indicating pleasure comes 
out, both the giving and receiving of the "favour" are causes of 
delight. 
I 
We may suggest two possible reasons 1rrhy xoteLj should become 
a fundamental .word in Christian vocabulary, to the extent of its 
use in everyday greeting: first, that it is the essence of the 
Gospel, and so it is that which is shared, rejoicingly, by th~ 
Christian brotherhood; second (and this is made clear from the 
Galatian letter, in its contents, and also, particularly, in the 
comment added to the opening greeting (1:4)), so amazing, so 
divine is this gift that it is all too easy to slip into the 
doubt of disbelief; so part of the ministry of the Christian 
brotherhood is mutual reassurance that it is true - and to be 
reassured thus leads naturally into the second word - peace. 
This again is a word full of richness; it is "almost 
synonymous with eternal life 1151 • The fruit of the gift of grace 
is peace: knowledge of ultimate safety and security; knowledge 
of a depth that has power to sustain through the often painful 
changes and chances of this fleeting world (e.g. Ro. 5:1, 
John14:27, Eph. 3:17-19). Amongst those who share in the life 
of the world, this would be an expression of mutual understanding, 
concern and support. 
* 
vli th these personal greetings we turn to suggestions of 
shared prayer, distinct frpm the assembly, and with no imp]icit 
objective. In Acts 4:24-31 we find the content of prayer 
together. This is the respons~ of those who meet with Peter and 
John when they are discharged; the "prayer" is the spontaneous 
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expression of common sentiments: 
However, allowing 
for Luke's reporting, which may well involve legitimate licence 
in giving an impression of the kind of thing said, the language 
I is surprisingly formal: not "Father" but A6o11ord , not 
' d 1]-..r' 
"our Lord Jesus" but TOV fJtYlO" DltoD!' IJ"OU J/J(TOUV. 
v/hat is said is true to the spirit of the Gospel; there is 
affirma-tion (and in the circumstances, perhaps after all the 
might of the Lord with whom they co-operate, and who is the God 
of the Fathers, was naturally uppermost in their minds), and the 
request made is not for ease but for strength that they might be 
courageous in witness, and faithful instruments of the divine 
power. The request is immediately "heard" and "answered" 
(cf. Ht. 18:19, Mk. 11:24); this recalls also our comments on 
knowing the will of God in connection with intercession (pp.9Zff). 
Ac.• I cl I 
Paul and Silas, imprisoned ~16: 25) ne,oa-EcJ ,XpflEVOC. V/JVOVV TOIJ ~\1. 
This is surely the prayer of sharing in the depths, a mixture of 
mutual encouragement and individual honesty. Though the mood 
which emerges is confident, imagination suggests triumph over 
darkness rather than absence of it. 
Ac.20:36; 21:5- Here are two instances of moving farewells: 
to pray together is natural. This must mean the expression 
together of that mutual love and concern which we have found in 
the unity of prayer in separation - it would surely involve 
(not necessarily expressed in words) thanksgiving to God for a 
friendship which found its roots in him, thanksgiving for 
fe:Ulowship in him, and mutual blessing. 
' 
We mention here also:. E6X«eccrTOOfJEV 
nee~ n~ VTW\1 OtJ~" ~ fJvefocv noLOOfJ€\JOl. 
,... , ,.. 
neor~6VXIAJ\I 1JJkJII 
, 
-rw 
' ~ \ en c. " 
,.. 
rwv 
, 
notvro~ 
( 1 Th<ss.1 :.2) • 
It is not clear whether this indicates. that Paul, Silvanus, and 
Timothy made a practice of praying together, or whether it means 
that the three were united in concern fa~ their brethren at 
Colossae (cf. p.10J). We do not know, then, whether we are to 
unders:tand, individually or corporately, a "time of prayer"; 
(the next section, and the study of our Lord, may offer 
suggestions). 
* 
We turn, then to the mention of individuals at prayer. 
k· :~ c_' ' ' First, Paul: Ananias is told t;:11) 1..00U Y~ neotn:.-tJXt:-TIJtL • 
This can be no other than response to the experience of Christ 
he has had: overwhelmed, Paul's whole attention is riveted on 
God, and one can only guess at what was communicated between 
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them - and turn aside from intruding. Part of it we are told~ 
Paul is prepa.red for Ananias 1 visit by a vision (Acts 9:11). 
In the account of Cornelius' entry into the fellowship, 
Cornelius is described as one 6~f~VOS ro~ ~ ~~ nocvW.)(Acts 10:2) 
Peter ~~V~}? €n~ ro &~fJfX neoudJs,ar(}ocL (Acts. 10:9). Both 
experienced visions .• 
Paul, arrested in Jerusalem, is granted permission to 
he testifies to his. conversion, and in his address the crowd; 
account: 'E.y/vf:TO b~ pot. uvouT-e6iptf1(v-T, sl.1 :>J~uu-ot).1fJ 
/ 
neotrf; f) X ope. v ov ) "'\ ev Tlo 
c. 
.) , 
€K.dTclUGC (Acts. 22:17) 
and Paul records a conversation with the Lord. 
To these we add ~ I ' 
€T1COU(Jt.1 VUKTt ) ' l .... ~nlCTT«s iJt'IJT&u 
c v.' 
o 1\Vetos (23:11)j 
Ananias' vision and conversation with the Lord (9:10~ 
Stephen's vision and prayer (7:55, 59, 60). 
It is very striking indeed that four references to 
individual prayer should all involve the experience of vision. 
We draw from these instances, and those we have added, the 
following points~ 
1. In every cas-e the vision is. given (not sought), and 
given unexpectedly. 
2. We take knowledge of this testimony to the inter-
action of visible and invisible. 
3. We notic.e, for Paul and Stephen, the companionship 
of the Lord, to whom, seeing him, Stephen naturally speaks. 
~ 
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We. note .-l:.he.se t:~i:ngs,: 1 and in doing so, reflect on the 
naturalness with which they are recorded; there is no doubt as 
to "validity" or "authenticity"; we perceive a different 
prevailing attitude in later generations - not least our own. 
Cons~deration of the visionary leads naturally to 
Revelation - the account of a prolonged vision which, 
experienced on the Lord's Day: €y(;vr:fp7v 
~ ~ I ro ,, 
rt' KvecrX~,i 1/JEe''{ \~ev. 1:10..1 ~1 if and the 
significantly, was 
implication is that the Christian gathering for worship is the 
occasion for the powerful experience o,f the presence of Christ, 
which offers encouragement, and vision, both of God himself, and 
of the fulfilment of his activity, which inspires the will to 
persevere. The letters to the churchesC2,:S) show how. necessary 
is such encouragement; there is much to discourage, and many 
lose the will to persevere, but this God understands, and the 
way of repentance is available, readily and in welcome. 
The Christian gathering for worship is a constant - Worship 
is part of the heavenly realms as well as the earthly (not that 
we are to think of these as separated) 52 • Worship denotes the 
right attitude to God, and it is the vocabulary of worship which 
is dominant in John's use of the vocabulary of prayer. 
In the portrayal of scenes of fulfilment hymns of worship 
predominate. Once (deliberately or not we do not know) a 
temple vJord comes in: 0~ 6'ouAot, olvrou A«Teeoo-o.UO"L.V 
(22:3). 
The sense of mutual involvement and of co-operation is 
strongly presented: John is sharing in suffering ev , '7u-ov 
and with the fellowship (1:9); he is also, by implication, 
linked with those from whom he is physically separated by the 
worship on the Lord's Day. The impression is also that he 
himself is alone - the experience he records is comparable with 
'l'eilhard de Chardin' s Hynm o·f the Univere:e53. 
It isJnot clear whether John has. in mind the presence. of 
Christ through the Eucharist, or the proclamation of the Word -
Caird assumes. the Eucharis.t54 , Bultmann would doubtless prefer 
the proclamation of the word55 , but the language. of vision is. 
unii:versal, and can legitimately be drawn on in support of a·ny 
expression of Christian worship; the one proviso is tha·t it 
should not be treated allegorically. 
In Revelation, then, we find a vision of perfection, and 
this perfection is expressed in worship. But this is not to 
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imply an escape from the world; John has a message for the world 
about the presence of God in the world. Worship and activity 
are fused in his mind; it is the natural limitation of language 
that only one thing can be said at a time! Worship is an 
attitude- such as we found in Genesis 1. We have found that 
the exist.ence o.f free individuals is potentially dangerous 
(p. 59 ) - it is therefore a fact o·f existence that perfect 
fulfilment means the removal of that is not consonant with 
worship (cf. Ps. 104:35). 
and "the devil". 
There is not room for Gospel truth 
The message 0f John the Divine, if Caird is right56 , is not, 
as the impression commonly implied or received, that the 
happening shortly to take place is the dramatic ending of the 
world "s life as w.e know it when the Son takes the w0rld by 
surpris;e and overcomes it with p011-1er superior to the combined 
resources of earthly armed might (an idea taken up and worked 
upon by, fo·r example, Jehovah's Witnesses)j but,. with the insight 
born of a s;teady confidence in Gqd. al_ld resulting in common sense, 
the fact that Christians would soon find their faith in the 
invisible realities and the inexhaustible resources of God put 
to the test when the world sought to destroy them. To under-
stand John thus is to be able to be entirely p0sitive in 
approaching him; to find a work of art, 0f imagination, not 
intended to be allegorised, or taken literally, but to proclaim 
eternal truth, from heart to· heart. This means we do not have 
to work out a timetable and readjust it when forecast events fail 
to materialise; it means we are ~ealing with eternal truth, in 
the sense that things• which took place in John's time, and are 
re.corded in the chronicles 0f history, are examples, 
manifestations, of the truth which is re-expressed through 
history. What matters is "what goes on in what takes place1157 • 
It means further that we find the truth ultimately not in events 
but in a person58 , and since his presence is eternal it means 
that eschatology is eternally present reality. What is revealed 
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is. that which is eternally true: the omnipotent creativity of 
God, working redemptively in all that goes on, in ways inevitably 
hidden from all but the eyes of faith - the eyes who perceive and 
know God in Jesus. 
This means that the prayer f*Jieoc.vliC 61C. (1 Cor. 16:22, 
Re\T. 22:20 - though Jol).·n does not retain the Aramaic, which need 
not surprise us, since we have found that he reclothes eternal 
truth) can indeed make sense in both past and present forms (see 
C.K. Barrett)59; and we can find here a miniature of all we 
have thus far collected together: address to the ever present 
Lord, expression of desire to realise his presence, which is the 
experience of corporate worship and also the experience of the 
life of faith which is a life of communion; it is a prayer for 
the fulfilment of God's kingdom, which, as we shall see 
(p.1~~)implies a commitment to it; it expresses the 
eschatological faith of both Paul and John. 
Within an attitude O·f worship, all things 1r10rk together for 
good, and among them is the work of prayer, which is, in toto, 
a mingling of earth and heaven (5:8, 7:3-5), even as the 
experience of vision testifies to one co-operation in the Kingdom. 
"' 
At this point we pause to survey our route thus far in 
exploring the New Testament treatment of "prayer". Our 
starting point was vocabulary, and from this 1r1e have gone on to 
identify aspects of prayer: expressions of worship and 
expressions of asking, and this latter has divided, broadly, into 
two: "asking" with a definite aim in mind, and from the context, 
anyway, praying with no indication as to objective. We have 
also discovered the aspect of grappling with the will of God, 
which is sometimes clear but not always wholly in line with 
human inclination; sometimes not clear; sometimes perfectly 
clear, leading to confident and effective action. 
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Lk. 8:13; Ac. 2:19; 1 Pe. 1:6, 4:.12; Rev. 3:10. 
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Gal. 4:14; 1 Tim. 6:9; Jas .. 1:2, 12. 
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sufficient to identify some genuine Pauline material. 
See C.K. Barrett: The Pas-toral Epistles (OUP, 1963). 
35. In our 
world" 
itself 
is more 
36. See The 
Peake's 
Klimmel, 
day, when the world is open to view, and the "third 
suffers, the Church of the Western world has to ask 
constantly - or reply to the question - whether it 
interested in piety than in the Kingdom. 
Bible in Order p.1489, and L.E. Elliott-Binns in 
Commentary on the Bible (Nelson, 1962); and c.f. 
op. cit. Note 23 above. 
37. Sir 'l'homas Nore is one who stands out as- having resis.ted 
his; danger, and by do·ing so shines a searchlight on the 
many who were absent from his side. 
38. 2:22-23: lrE:Af:LtJPJ: made perfect, i.e. fulfilled; cf. 
Mt. 5:48. 
39. See L.E. Elliott-Binns: op. cit. Note 26 above. 
40. But cf. Jn. 4:46, 5:4; we cannot know whether James 
intended the distinction we have suggested, we simply 
indicate the possibility. 
41. See Kllmmel (op. cit. Note 23 above) for summary of opinions 
concerning its literary character. 
42. Ac. 20:7-12 suggests that Saturday night was. the customary 
time for assembling for the breaking of bread, and offers 
a vivid picture of this particular occasion; but there is 
no indication of what usually took place. - (One hopes the 
address did not always have a soporific effect!) 
43. Fbr discussion of this point, see C.K. Barrett: Tha First 
Epistle to the Corinthians. (A. and C. Black, 1968) on this 
section. Joachim Jeremias: The Eucharistic Words of Jesus 
(SCM, 1966) and J.E.L. Oulton: Holy Communion and Holy 
Spirit (SPCK, 1951) ch.3. 
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44. See C.K. Barrett. (op. cit. Note 43 above) and Jeremias 
(op. cit. Note 32 above) pp.220-225; and words. of 
administration ·in various. Orders;: for Holy Communion; 
especially Alternative Services SerieE 3 cf. Series. 2 
(SPCK, 1973, 1967). See also J.L. Houlden: Explor~·tions 
in Theology 3 (SCM, 1978): Essay 6: S~crifice and the 
Eucharist;and R.J. Halliburton: The Canon of Series 3 in 
'l'he Eucharist To-day, ed. R.C.D. Jasper (SPCK, 1974) 
pp.119-120; and cf. the Didache in Early Christian Writings 
trans. Maxwell Staniforth (Penguin Classics, 1968) Part 2 
para. 9 (p.231): "As this broken bread, once dispers:e.d over 
the hills:, was· brought together and became one loaf, so may 
thy Church be br0ught to·gether from the ends of the earth 
into thy kingdom. 11 ; c .. f. also an experience recorded in 
my "Canterbury Cathedral - "Our l•1other Church" A"n Exulta.tion 
(unpublished; 1975): "Here was the Series 3 rite as it is 
intended to be. It was a great c0rporate action of the 
gathered people of Gad; it was an event which changed us; 
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Cornmunion •.•••••. as.we went in turn t0; the shrine, each one 
aware of the pilgrimage of the others. Yes, we were 
pilgrims!· - We knew it at that moment, and we knew our 
objective - the shrine of Christ. For me there was a new 
insight into the meaning of communion with the words, of the 
administration prayer: "the Body of Christ keep you in 
eternal life": n0t only the mystical body of Christ given 
privately to> each individual, but this vast body of which 
I Wa!S a. committed member, a fellow pilgrim, and without 
whic·h there would be no Eucharist; with which I had been 
united in spirit through the Ministry of. the Word, with 
which I was not. united visibly, tangibly, actually, in 
terms o,f earthly reality and truth". 
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need not. detain us here; f0r treatment o·f this see, for 
example, C.S.C. Williams: The Acts of the Apostles 
(A. and C. Black, 1964) p.63. 
46. The Bishop of Bedford, addressing a dioc:esan gathering of 
Ac~redited Lay Ministers; - Verul.ruu House, St. Albans, 
27.6.78. 
47. See G. Vermes: The Dead See Scrolls in English (Penguin, 
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49·. Oscali'· Cullmann: Early Christian Wo·rshi.E_ (SCM, 1953) p.21. 
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A Theolo ical Word Book of the Bible ed. Alan Richardson 
SCM, 1950) - on "Grace". See also N.H. Snaith: The 
Distinctive Idea·s of the Old Testament (Schocken Books, 
New York, 1964), especially ch.5. 
C.F. Evans· on "Peace", op. cit. Note 45 above. 
See G.B. Caird: The Revelation of St. John the Divine 
(A. and C. Black, 1966) pp.24ff, 65, 301. 
53. "Puisque, une fois encore, Seigneur, non plus dans les 
for3t$ de l'Aisne, mais dans les steppes d'Asie, je n'ai 
ni pain, ni vin, ni a-utel, je ~ .. l'leleverai par-dessus les 
symboles jusqu'h la pure majestd du Reel, et je vous 
offrirai, moi votre pretre, sur l'autel de la Terre 
entiere, le travail et la peine du Mende"., Pierre 
Teilhard de Chardin: Hymne de l'Univers (Editions du 
Se.uil, 1961). 
54. G.B. Caird: 0p. cit. (Note 45 above), pp.286-7, 301. 
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57. John 1\fa.Fsh: Saint John (Pelican Gospel Commentaries, Pengui"~ 
1968) p.48ff. 
58. G.B. Ca-ird: op. cit. (Note 51 above) p.301. 
59. C.K. Barrett: op. cit. (Note 42 above) p.397f. 
2. Jesus Praying 
We hawe, since our starting po-int, dealt mainly with the 
epistles. \ofe now turn to the gospels and look further at the 
records of our Lord's teaching on prayer and what we azre told 
of his prayer. 
If Mark and Romans are, as we have suggested, a central 
and essential focus of the Gospel, then - in the light of our 
inherited tradition - the Lord's Prayer, as a "set prayer'.' -
a form of words - is a striking omission. In looking at the 
context of the Lord's Prayer, we bear two questions in mind: 
1. Does it gather together the discoveries so far 
collscted about prayer, bearing in mind that according to 
Kllmmel's dating1 (Mt. 80-100, Lk. 70-80), the major Bauline 
letters, and Hebrews, ali'e in circulation? 
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2. Does the Lord's Prayer sugges.t its use as we know it -
a form for recitat~on, corporate or private (though in private 
its use may be varied)? 
We cons~der first content and vocabulary, phrase by phrass. 
(Ha.tthew) 
The understanding of "father" has already been discussed 
(pp • .23ff.). This is the Greek equivalent of the Aramaic 
\vhich is our main po.int of contact between Mark and Romans, and 
which we sa\'1 as climactic in the construction ·of each ( Mk 14:36, 
R~. 8:15, Gal. 4~6). In the passages under discussion it is 
firmly introduced as a form of address, and thus an attitude to 
be shared by all disciples. We note that in Matthew Jesus is 
addressing cr<::~wds 01t. 5:1 the narrative is ambiguous.; are we 
to understand that Jesus withdrew from the crowd, or that a 
good. proportion of them followed him up the mountain? The 
impression is the latter; why else would the crowd be mentioned 
at. this point? Filson2 and Fento.n3 both take this v.iew); in 
Luke (11:1) the implication is that he is speaking to a smaller 
group. There seems no need to question Matthew's implication, 
in the light of this, that Jesus freely invites anyone to enter 
into this relationshi~; we find, simply, a slightly different 
setting to the prayer. However, Cyril of Jerusalem's Lectures 
·on the Christian Sacraments4 reveal a grasp of the privilege 
which comes close to being an exclusive right, of using this 
prayer and so' this address: Etrol tJE-TDc fOCVT()( r?~ (f;ux?·v 
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\1 ., I ' r "' " " > I f\6yOfJ~tl Gt<GL.\11V1 ?v o O'WT1f ntJ(eel.WtcE:- TOLJ or.lt"E£,DU 
~Jrou f'K{)?r(J{U. fJ€:T~ l(tt8o~eKs uuv~ttf{u~tJ~ nl(rleK 
_t.nr.ye«tpbfJ£~0L. "!ov @cG;;V ('o(~ )..{yovrl:-$ · n~1lf 1JJWV J 
iDL5 . OV£.oC.VOl$. · . 
JeJ?emias5 , comnienting on this, draws attention to the position of 
this prayer in the liturgy: it immediately precedes the 
Co~nunion, and thus belongs to that part of the Service in which 
only those baptised were permitted to participate - from which 
T.W. Manson draws the conclusion that "knowledge of the Lord's 
Prayer and the privilege to use it were reserved for full members 
6 
of the Chureh" • In view of Matthew's "audience" of Christians. 
of Jewish tradition it is· the more striking that Cyril's a,tti tude 
is not Matthew's suggestion, but Luke's, and this e.ould well be 
unintentional. We have earlier had occasion to note that Luke 
does not weigh every wo·rd, and exclusiveness is the very opposite 
of his intention in writing to Theophilus. 
A further point here is that it is in Matthew that we find 
I c "' flo£ reS( ? pwv This is striking for three reasons: 
1. It differs from«~~ , which, as we ha·ve seen in Mark 
and Romans1 conveys powerfully the new relationship with God 
wrought by Jesus.:;: 
2. It contrasts with the overall impression of lv!atthe~ts' s. 
gospel that, compared with that of Mark, Jesus is a somewhat 
remote figure, identified with the awe-inspiring God of the 
r I 
Fathers, o "~vro~e~rwc , for we cannot but understand, in the 
light of Romans 8, that includes Jesus; and so 
implies fundamental and intimate union. 
3. Matthew is writing for those of Jewish upbringing; 
whilst fundamentally Judaism is essentially corporate, the 
emphasis had come to be on personal holiness, which inevitably 
I 
resulted in self-consciousness. The firm reminder that 0~Tf( 
expresses a shared relation and one given by God's grace, then 
stands out clearly in Matthew's setting. 
(Matthew only). This phrase draws in Old 
Testament (and mythological) understanding of the dwelling-place 
o.f God, i..e. where his being is ~tsholly manifest (e.g. Job 1:6, 
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Is. 6:1). Its use does not necessarily imply distance from the 
earthly; Matthew is, after all, a Christian, rejoicing in the 
presence o;f the living Christ, and whether or not he has analysed 
the implication of this faith, to find in this expression that 
heaven means the state of eternal perfection which is the being 
of God is not unfair; on the co~trary, this is a neat and 
effective bringing together, from different directions, of truth 
in the light of Christ (and we may compare Paul's readiness, in 
Athens, to link his preaching with identifying the "unknown God" 
- Ac. 17:22-31). 
r f) I ' ' ' I. 
etL ytrJ . .rJ 1TIIJ TO 0 Vot! r;ou. This clause throws into relief a 
different aspect of instances previously noted: 
~~ .o ,;) ' >' ~ l-/~ .2.\ I in James 5:14 neoo-EU:;,o<UoWO"fCV c:.n fX.UTOV ~(... o(\Jll:-5 t:i;./lDll"J 
' ~v T~ 
L 
Acts 3:6 
ro~ Kue~ou. 
-TOO 
Tou;c; aot.. 6l!'wf" · € v rf 
NP<2weo<{ou neet11,:_re'. 
.J ., 
Mark 9:38-39 .. ~ I ;) I I ~ts')\ (;L OfJEII T£Vft E.V 11«1 OVOfJoiTC.. O"'U E.K I( 1 OVTIX 
' I ) lJ \ I iUTLV cl ' ' .) ' .... OUVIJI.,.JL v ~olf.fJOVL.o<. J OCJ E:lS y'S(e OS TJOl?f1Y:L tffl( Tiel 
' 
' 
I \ ~uvffJ'GT()(.t \ I<«KoAoyj'a-O(f oVOf.Jolit. pov /(«( TDf.-11.1 fU!:: 
Mark 11:9 The acclamation- from the Psalms- at the entry of 
Jesus: Eo).oY?tvlvos o 6f.1~fJE vos Jv ovdf'Jt~TL rue/ov 
" Phil. 2 : 1 o • . • • • ~ v~ iv 
,... 
TWJ 
L 
bvd~n >17crov ...., I nD(\1 yovu 
/ I ' 
<£n( yEtwv KD<t ' K IX.. r«x,eovt.tAJV ... ' K«' 
John 12:28 
I~ ' 'I t5o"Jota-ov crou ro ovopK (This last is 
drawn from rather than gathered into the Lord's Prayer, since it 
comes from a later work). 
We find in bringing together these incidents. that God's name 
is hallowed in the intermingling of "pure worship" (suggested in 
the reference to the Psalter and the Christian hymn) and the 
activity of God which is recognised most clearly in healing. 
In the case of the strange exorcist there is a hint that he might 
not have been working in co-operation with God and thus to his 
glory; we reca,ll further Simon Magus.; the question raised by 
Peter's attitude to Ananias and Sapphira; and Paul's to John 
\ )\ / ) ' ., Mark; and Jesus'' warnings in Mark. 13: noAA.Ot. €./\€UCTOVli'tl r=: T7l Tt.~ 
L 
ovotJot.r/. pou Alyovres l:fn .)Eyd ~l~t., Kot'c. not\Aov.s vA«vftroua-cv -
and we remarked the fact that e:vil' s disguises are very effective. 
This prayer, then, in the light of these things, ia more than it 
se·ems superficially to- be: more than a pious sentiment, it is a 
conunitment to involvement in bringing about the vision of God 
which the God-fearing man sees. 
eA()~TIA) 7 (A()(.f!l.AGI.(J( trot.J This turns the preceding clause round' so 
that the view is from the opposite angle. The Kingdom is that 
~or which ~esus ~came:. nl/6nA?ewrD£c.. o t<oc.ceDs J(o(~ ? yyu('~v 
J j$«fnA€tel( TOO ®toV 
(Hark 1 :.15). The coming of the Kingdom 
depends on the faithfulness of the disciples of Christ, who 
during his life time w.ere sent on a trial run 01k 6:7-13) and 
cf. also John 14:12-'fj15:8). Paul is clear (see p.1:l.1) that the 
gifts of the spirit are not restricted to corporate worship but 
to life in general. 
Y.f;"?f)in, TO e~A1JJrl (JD() tJs ev OV(!Of.V~ I(DCt t.n£ Y?~ This. 
appears in Matthew's version only; it is another expression of 
what precedes it; as in the unseen perfection of God, where the 
Kingdom is fulfilled, so may it be in the affairs of the world. 
There is no need, again, to interpret this as implying a 
(' ~ '\ > .., 
se·paration of distance (cf. comment on o €'/ TOLJ ()IJ~VOlJ above) 
but of kind.; indeed the effect is to bring "heaven" and:.i 11 earth 11 
into one, firmly grounded on earth - naturally, since the Gospel 
for us now is in terms o£ flesh and blood. 
Mat.thew' s version means a single action, Luke's a continuous 
action. This reveals s:omething of eschatological understanding 
and ques.tions. The single action suggests that the giving is 
the final act; through Jesus the Kingdom is fulfilled. The 
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prayer than expresses the desire to receive, in earthly life, the 
blessings of the life of the Kingdom; the bread is the Messianic 
feast which is in our midst in the Eucharist; it is ordinaJ?y 
f<D,od, the taking o·f which, for the Jew, is always e. matter of 
thanks-giving and blessing God. Jeremias7 draws attention to 
the Aramaic version in the Go.spel of the Nazarenes, lost, but 
referred to by Jerome where the term ''mahal!'''- tomorrow - is used. 
The "original Aramaic wording in unbroken usage since the days of 
Jesus, prayed, 'Our bread for tomorrow give us today:',". 
Tomorrow, in ancient Judaism, meant also the great Tomorrow, the 
consummation - so we arrive, by a different route, at the same 
point: the Kingdom is in our midst, but yet we work towards it. 
We found earlier, and in contrast to Philo's ideals, that 
the community of Law was an eschato·logical community since it 
saw in the complete fulfilment of the Law the goal of the reign 
of God, and understood, and therefore strove towards, this as a 
possibility for the world. This understanding of the fulfilment 
undergoes a change in Christian terms, but is there in essence: 
we work towards a goal 1r1e see whilst w.e are already there, fo'r 
God has put us there; only the knowledge that we are there 
enables us to continue to work towards it. Therefore the prayer 
is daily, since tomorrow is the next today and also the final 
Tomorrow, which to the Christian is transformed into Today 
because Today he experiences Tomorrow. 
We need not find in Luke's oi6ou ~fJl\1 TO t<PlfJ'?~eoev a 
contrasting weakening of these ideas; rather the expression of 
the same truth from a less semitically orientated Christian 
who is writing for Gentiles. Here the eschatological emphasis 
is on "bread", for the giving is in terms of simple day-to-day 
existence which is taken for granted. But the significance of 
bread, with its eucharistic association, has the same effect for 
Luke as for Jl1atthew; one may speculate whether perhaps Luke the 
lover of parables would perhaps have nearer the surface of his 
mind the recollection of the feeding of the crowds, and also God's 
providence, in ancient times, in the wilderness. Luke's is a 
less sophisticated approach; the attitude of utter dependence on 
God came less easily to the Jewish mind; but both versions 
reveal a fundamental grasp of the fact that life, in the world 
and beyond, is a matter of trust in God. 
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fl/ \ 
I ot/Jeu\. I 1((1((. Tbl 
... bcfetlt l TD<t.> { ... TOlS ?fJfiJV Jl.1atthew 
\ 
' 
( 
K«t TDlr (J/ 
) \ ..J 
~IJTOL Dt 1/ 
\ b~€:Aol/n, ( fb<'ITL 2t!Y' - Luke 
We may find here, as above, that difference of vocabulary 
reflects difference of approach. Central in Jewish religion 
was the Temple, the place of sacrifice. The practice of 
sacrifice stems from a conception of separation between humanity 
and deity (cf. p.h7f), sacrifice is a means. of bridging the gulf, 
a gulf not only of relationship but also of being. By keeping 
the Law, righteousness of being could be achieved; any failure 
t0 do so indicated a falling short of the ideal revealed the 
ga-p, and meant the incurring of debt in a failure of duty, since 
the duty of mankind is to obey the Law of God. The burden of 
the debt is something of which the Gospel declares us free; 
it is also a gift which human nature finds remarkably difficult 
to take to itself, so the petition is easily understood. Luke's 
version speaks of mistakes rather than debts. Mistakes, in the 
sacrificial set-up, could be dealt with by sacrifice; for Luke 
it is simpler: a mistake is a mistake;. when recognised and 
adknowledged, freedom from its consequence, or the effect of the 
consequence, is the gift of God. 
With the second clause we fall into difficulties in both 
versions. Luke continues in a strangely confident and assertive 
way, which contrasts. with his general approach; he sounds as 
though he is pressing God, on the strength of our right behaviour, 
to be good to us. This is a dubious attitude, and its presence 
is an indication that Luke has inserted a text which was to hand 
- without analysing it thoroughly. It is interesting that having 
begun with ~f'OLer[« this version us.es bcpecAel.v in the second 
half. It reveals. the truth that however ready human nature may 
be to humble itself towards God, it is never so ready to be_ 
humble towards its fellows: a "mistake" on the part of another 
is felt as in some way a "debt" to oneself, and forgiveness is 
not easily offered. Mark (11:25) has yet another word-
I 
O«.'fOt.OT&vfl«TO(. - trespasses - which has a similar 'flavour" 
to debts. Debts_ affect the relationships; we have alrea<iY 
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commented on forgiveness (see p.'l40) and found a connection between 
it and the power of prayer, and the meaning of the Temple, 
implying that if forgiveness is to be experienced, there must be 
mutual res-pect, among the children of the forgiving Father, which 
results in forgiveness (see also John 20:22-23). 
I(JLL IJQ GL(Tf?:\Jey(QS ?w~j GLs nete«a-pdv, ~J\J.Dt eu~L ?H~J ttno roiJ OOUfCOU 
Here is a pr0blem. There is surely a link with Mark 14:38: 
,., ' I e ~ \ J/} J I ye?yoeGt. TE. /((){( neocrevx~a ~ t..I/P< PJ c"fJ1re eiJ iJere(J((J" !JOV. 
About this there are two things to say: First, that the "a·gony" 
I 
of Jes.us implies that this i·s. the f1Et.e«crpos , and his prayer 
to the Father expresses. a desire to evade the conflict; it is. 
a prayer under pressure; the expression of what is in the heart. 
This is. rather different from liturgical formulae; the one does 
not comfortably turn into the other, sinc.e, essentially, the one 
is spontaneous, the other premeditated. Secondly, if Jesus was 
I 
at this moment facing nece«o-po\1 then the victory is won' as 
Romans 8 declares; so. this. petition would seem, in a 
recollected setting, inappropriate. Perhaps this difficulty ia 
an indication of the authenticity o.f the Lord's Prayer as coming 
from Jesus himself; what we have said about it so far has 
8 
strongly implied that it was a Church development; Goulder has 
said that Matthew in fact wrote it. If it came from Our Lord, 
then it was given to the disciples bef0re the Cross and 
Resurrection; this raises another eschatological question: 
was. this r·equest answered by the Cross? - in which case it still 
seems, unqualified, an inappropriate request for those who are 
born again in the new life o.f assurance and joy. J·ames deals 
with any suspicion of God's responsibility (1:13); Paul, 
likewise, does not suggest that we arre beyond the reach of 
\ ~ " ) 
temptation, but n€-(etttrfJO~ U~~S OVK 
I \ r C. /GI I cl 
rltvf)ewncvos · mcrr{)s oE. o 6ft-o5... os 
ef,\ 7~v ci P? 
) .), (" 
QUI( ~()((TeL Uf"«J 
,, I \ "l 
0 iJOc?UE£ (J()V T~ 
( "" U(J€ VE '( K~ C \1 (.1 Cor. 10:13). 
As; we have previously established, there is no evading conflict: 
"we are engaged in a life and death struggle, in which the 
ultim812.iss.ue is never in dc:>ubt"9. What w.e are asking, then, is 
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that inasmuch as., united with Christ, we, his body in_ the world, 
are involved in the struggle with the opposition, we may be 
faithful as he was faithful, and we ask this since only in his 
spirit can we be prayerfully alert and able to recognise his 
will. This clause (in Matthew, both clauses, for the second 
parallels the first) then reveals the other side of the work of 
the kingdom: as the preceding petitions. demanded of us our 
involvement in the affairs of the world in bringing them to pass, 
here we are involved in the ways of the world, and need to 
r ealis.e our dependence on God's infinite grace and power. Taken 
thus closely with the others, it does not, after all, contradict 
the Gospel message that the_ victory is ours, so we shall not, for 
we cannot, be put in a position comparable with Jesus' experience. 
Uri:dergirding humanity for all time is the assurance - the peace 
beyond understanding - of ultimate salvation. 
From this examination of the Lord's Prayer, and from our 
awareness of the ever-changing use of words, and the development 
of concepts and ideas, we can understand that Mark and Paul would 
not find it essential to the Christian community to provide 
formulae for prayer, though to say that is not to say that they 
would, or did, reject the use of such formulae. The absence of 
the Lord's Prayer as a formula (for we have found that its 
contents are present in their "Gospel") would strongly advise 
caution, and the intelligent use of such material. 
* 
Before we discuss I'-1atthew's and Luke's setting of the Lord's 
Prayer, we shall collect references to prayer in the synoptics, 
assess the picture each offers, and in the light of what is 
found look again at the Lord's Prayer. 
* 
. I In Mark we have e1ght occurrences of ne,oa-e-V)(Ofo} Dlt. , of 
which three refer to our Lord praying (1:35, 6:46, 14:33), five 
are his own use of the word in teaching about prayer (9:291 11:11, 
11:25, 13:8~ 14:38t 12:40). (Of these references, those marked 
+ have been discussed elsewhere, there is no need for further 
detailed treatment). It is striking, in collecting these 
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references together' that all uses of' neoaE.UxofJ«C. in fviark -
and they are few - are of our Lord or by our Lord, and though we 
have classified them as teaching about praye~ in four cases it 
seems incidental rather than intentional. The first is 
connected with the healing ministry (9:29), two occur in dealing 
with times of trial (13:18, 14:38) the controversies in the 
Temple (12:40) does not seem to be directed towards teaching on 
prayer. 
We have seen earlier (p.4Dff) how Nark builds up his picture, 
how Jesus is shown to the disciples step by step; we may t~ce it 
that he would have his readers build up an understanding, and 
see each new a.spect in the light of what has gone before, and 
what has already been said in the light of the new. 
Our first two references to prayer are both occasions of 
our Lord's withdrawal, alone. There is no indication as to how 
frequently this happened, or whether it was regular practice 
(though assumptions have been made concerning this). If Jesus 
withdrew, it must have been in order to be alone - with God, 
because God cannot be absent; to "be himself", to be able to be 
uninhibited. What went on we cannot know; it was private, 
individual, spontaneous. Our very unknowing is the greatest 
possible insight; no one c:an "be alone" for another. Hitherto 
we have found ourselves speaking of prayer in terms of fellow-
ship; here we find solitude. We recall, in this connection, 
that Mark makes no attempt to describe what went on in the 
wilderness (1:12-13); for him this was another occasion of 
solitude, though Mark does say that angels ministered to him10 • 
But - Gethsemane was. not solitude but aloneness: which was 
unalleviated, because the disciples were unable to enter in to 
the situation; they did not share the experience. Conversely, 
the solitude of the wilderness, the desert place, the mountain 
top, wer·e withdrawals in the physical sense, but not in the 
spiritual. The wilderness wrestling was, in view of what. Mark 
reveals later about wrestling with the Devil, to do with his. 
mission, which was not for himself, not self-fulfilment, but 
entirely for others. Jesus' response to those who sought him 
in the desert place almost suggests that he wos waiting for them 
(1:36); the appearance of Jesus on the lake (6:45-52) was because 
he was aware o~ their need11 • These thoughts: are borne out by 
Jesus' remarks at the conclusion of the fig tree incident: an 
enacted parable showing the power of prayer, and the need for 
its responsible use (see. p.92«); action and intercession have 
already been seen as linked, and· the latter as a term with a 
wide range of understanding. 
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emphasises that this is an engagement in what 
can only be described as prayer - perhaps alone; perhaps from 
the context, in the Temple (11:25); or in some sense physically 
withdrawn; but even then this is not disengagement from one's. 
:1 J, 1 · ~~ ~I I cl ' C fL ' 
fellows: et..,.,c...6n;; e:' n €,fETt- KPt.rtt nvo~J c..v« K()(c o lp.11e 
opwv 0 EV TOL{ ovexvoC.s &-~3 v~(v 7d i1«ttJCnti.JfJK1lX UfJWV 
( 11 :25) • 
NO>t to recognise this is to become like those who are 
c:ompletely mistaken ( noA.'v nAtxvcuy()~ 12:27) about their 
relationship with God, about their own worth, about their fellow 
beings. For them, life is lived in compartments; prayer is a 
compartment in which what is said with the lips seems to be 
believed in the heart for it certainly is not shown forth in 
their lives. Hence the warning: 6AEDfTe 6mo JWV 
,.... 
r 
ou roc. 
(12:38-40). 
In Hark, then, prayer is not a "subject" to be compartmental-
ised, or treated separately. There is an aspect of prayer which 
is withdrawn and solitary; which is prayer and nothing else.. No 
guidance is given on this, for what is alone must be alone. Our 
indication is, as we have seen above, that in Gethsemane Jesus 
confided in the Father. The responsibilities of the power of 
prayer are indicated: its "mechanics" are hidden • 
• 
Nat.thew has 14 occasions of prayer. Of those five are 
parallel with Mark (14:23, 21:13, 21:22, 2L~:20, 26:36-46). 
This leaves one incident in Mark which is not found in Matthew: 
the w-ithdrawal to a desert place to pray (l"lk. 1 :35). However, 
the principle of withdrawal as we found in Mark is understood in 
Matthew; as well as the occasion preceding the walking on the 
water (14:23), Matthew tells us that, on hearing the news of 
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c 
'/?tJolls ~vEx.a5e?ocv .) n El= -' n!lot4:; John's death, 0 £Kf:L V ~v 
' 
:> .;,! I (J;(.T1 £!J{fl...v GL.S t:.e?fJOV ronov 12 ( 14: 1.3) • The occasion of 
the walking on the lake as recorded by Matthew would not elicit 
the comment we made on Mark's account ( see p • 14 J ) 1 there is no 
mention that J'esus was aware of their distress (J.Vlk. 6: 48); the 
reference is incorporated into the narrative in a straightforward 
way (Mt. 14:24) and the emphasis of the incident is in the end 
different: it is shifted from the presence of Jesus to the test 
of Peter's faith. 
An incident which occurs in Mark (and Luke) is reworded in 
Matthew and becomes one of his occasions of prayer: this is the 
occasion when children aFe brought ~vfX r~s XtCf.{)(J l:11(~j ~Jro1.r 
(19:13). Such wording reminds us of the 
ministry of prayer within a gathering which we found in Acts and 
in connection with healing (see pp.111ff ). That this app]ies 
to children is a touch of bright light in Natthew, showing not 
only gentleness (see p.7} ) but also in the possible inter-
pretation, in one who is of serious intent, of this as a 
profound insight into life as growth, and progress, but in which 
each stage is complete in itself: a child is a person, not a 
potential person, and as such is certainly one to receive the 
Lord's ministry, and to be in relationship with him. 
In reverse, we find that the incident of the epileptic boy 
on which we dwelt at some ]}ength, earlier (see a>·91£f:-
(Mark 9:14-29) is told much more briefly by l\-1atthew (17:14-24), 
almost as though referring the reader to Mark for full treatment 
of this, for his emphasis is elsewhere. 
We turn to Matthew's distinctive contribution. In the 
"Sermon on the I"loun t" ( Mt. 5-7) we find that which, as we 
commented, is absent in Hark: a deliberate teaching about 
prayer (6:5-13) which in fact leads into. the Lord's Prayer. 
Jesus has been demonstrating that the Law. requires more than 
superficial compliance; it binds us not to God, but together 
under God; it does not measure our righteousness (e.g. 5:27), 
for the righteousness to which it points is immeasurCiq_ble (5:19-20), 
and therefore whether or not it is seen and recognised by others 
is immaterial (6:1). So Jesus comes to speak of the chief works 
of piety: almsgiving, prayer, and fasting. Almsgiving, we 
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understand, is a matter of natural sharing where there is need 
(Acts 4:32-35, 6~1, 1 Cor. 16:1-3, 2 Cor. 8-9, and Rev. 5:42) 
and should be undertaken not as superior bestowing on inferior, 
but with discretion and respect. Thus. prayer, also a matter of 
involvement with others, is to be generously and humbly under-
ct , 
taken. Koi'c. OTDK.v neoat:l)~1u{)E (6:5) would se~m to refer 
back to the previous mention of prayer, which makes this point: 
lly«n'J-rt TOUS l.xBeovs VjJ;;N /(()(L neoaeo/cofJ~ U/)~ T~V 
bc.wKOVT~V (5:44). If this is the Lawtof God, 
and if this is to be the Christian attitude, honesty compels the 
admission that it could not be paraded (6:5) for it would 
doubtless require a degree of wrestling to reach such an attitude 
(cf. Ro. 7:14-20, 8:26-28). 
Here Matthew seems to pick up Paul' s~ and l'-Iark' s wide and 
deep understanding of prayer. We have noted that they give no 
indication of the expression of the work of prayer, only of what 
it means; and we have noted that Jesus' solitary prayer waa 
solitary - if we knew about it, it would not be solitary! S~ 
Matthew is taking hold of Paul's understanding of "spiritual 
maturity'', of the indwelling spirit, of a ministry shared by all 
Christians, and encourages us to be alone with God. One can 
see, in the light of experience, t..rhat sound counsel this is. To 
be alone with God is to be oneself with him. One's means of 
se·lf -expression will be individual, and quite possibly not at all 
like anyone else's. If it remains hidden and secret, there is 
no possibility of comparisons, with attendant feelings of guilt, 
or arrogance. This means that the prayer of two or three, which 
we know in experience, and which is possibly indicated in Paul 
( 1 'I'hess. 1 :2) is a sharing o.f solitude, an entering into the 
secret depths of another: a possibility which can only arise out 
of a relationship of trust, friendship, and love; a privilege 
and deep joy which cannot be imposed or enfo~ced. 
This leads naturally to Matthe\v 1 s mention of the gathering 
of two or three (18:19). \-Je found earlier that it was often 
necessary to search for the will of God before taking decisive 
action in his name (see p.11bf); here is a clear indication of 
one of the ways. of discovering the answer: by sharing the 
question, in intimate fellowship. These verses are linked 1r1i th 
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the discipline of the Church, which as far as. possible is to be 
exercised pE~vately (18:15-16); but the responsibility is with 
the Church to judge according to Go,d' s law - as Christ teaches. 
it. We recall Jesus' own need of close fellowship - Peter, 
James, and John shared in the Transfiguration experience, and in 
Gethsemane - though they were unable to "enter in" on either 
o;ccasion - and they 1r1ere with him, (according to Mark; and in 
shortening the account Matthew does not actually mention the 
fact) for the raising of Jairus' daughter. Luke recounts the 
incident; this could well have been for the paFents' sake, that 
they might be supported and ministered to if need be, whilst 
Jesus. fo:cus-ed his attention on the child. 
Another point to note in reference to the two or three is 
a new 1r1ord - d.i~ - a simple verb of asking, and used as 
such in MaFk (6:22ff, 10:38); here it appears, clearly, as a 
term fo-r prayer; at 21:22, as in the Marean parallel, it was 
I 
used alongside ne,otrecJXOfJII.L to establish that a definite request 
was being made. Its occurrence in 6:8 underlines the kind of 
asking that prayer is: it involves the discovery of God's will; 
it is no,t a matter of pious request, or of personal desire, or 
of making known to God \·that is not already known: O~bE\1 ' ya<e 
( .... 
,.. I ,, \ ' ~ odrjtncc ~urb\J \ c (. Vf'WI/ fA} I/ xeeutll c.xere neo TO() UfloCr 0 nolr1e 
This is further emphasised at 7:7-12(see above 'P·71 ): AtTEi~ 
Koct 6oO?{l'trot, Vfiiv· 2?n;'i.Te.., K.oL~ €:ue?rreTl:' KfOVcre-J K~e'i. kvot.yjaE-iKc. .Y!Ji.v 
- crisp, purposeful words, which express the ~larity of the 
insight into the will of God, which is the privilege and 
responsibility of Christians, and makes possible decisive action 
in the spirit of Christ. 
is another term of asking which went unnoticed in 
I 
In Acts, since it is used synonymously with neo~evvop«t 
'\ l I 
Matthew it occurs once only, and appears to be akin to ~L~W 
&11 e?re oZv TDU t:uecou TOV EJf.elCTfJOV bnwJ ~t:.fPAJ 
, ) , e , ).., de 'f~T«5 G-(j TOV f.ecapov cXUTOU 
(9; 38). This is Jesus' response to his sight of the crowds 
who needed his ministry: L6wv 6€ TOUs ~~A OVs ~).{)(YX. v/.(Je1 
(9:36); and immediately precedes. 
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the sending out of the Twelve (10:1). Matthew (and Luke, who 
also includes this verse (10:2), though in a different setting) 
would have been familiar with the idea of vocation to ministry, 
in terms of the inspiration of the individual and the 
recognition of this and commissioning by the Church (e.g. 
Acts 13:3), so we may find also an understanding that asking in 
prayer is intelligent asking,in terms of God's will and commitment 
to the working out of that will. 
At this point, having noted that Matthew's teaching on 
prayer came in conjunction with almsgiving and fasting, we 
dl.gress some'II'That to cons:ider fasting as it is presented in the 
Ne.w Testament, since this is something traditionally understood 
to be linked with the working of the will of God. We note that 
17:21, not included in the main texts, includes. both prayer and 
fasting; in Hark 9:29 these are separated, in that the main 
te·xts have only. 
Matthew 6:16-18 assumes that fasting is something \llhich has 
its place; but Jesus and his disciples obviously do not engage 
in public fasts, as John and his followers did, and for this are 
subjected to criticism (1'-'ik.. 2:18-20; l'-1t. 9:14-15; Lk. 5:33-35). 
It is such questions as these which reveal the need for our 
"pivot point". ~/hat do Hark and Romans offer on the subject? 
Romans makes no mention at all,but in Chapters 14 and 15 Paul 
speaks of Christian unity in terms of diversity of practice in 
the disciples' working out of Christian living. He suggests 
that there is. no norm; the only criterion of judgement a5 to 
what is or what is not permitted is what the Spirit, within the 
individua-l and nurtured by the fellowship, directs. 
bYe~v TOV P1 €1J{)[ovrl)( ~? e.;ov e6vfi:£TIAJJ 
ecre(wv rov €(58/.ovTr;( 11? KeLv~riN) 0 @~OJ 
) ' 
«UTOV 
' Hence o 
( 14:3-4). 
In fact, Paul's only mention is in 2 Cor. 6:5, 11:27- the 
contexts of both ins~tances suggest not SCJ· much spiritual 
exercise as unfortunate circumstances thrust upon him. Paul's 
silence on fasting as a subject, and in Ro. 14 his uss of 
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' "> I ~1 err9Lt4V (translated in NEB as "abstain") ra-ther than 
·( 13 
V1()1C:-{)W draws, attention to the changed emphasis which is 
apparent in Jewish religion as. it is presented in the Gospels 
in contrast to Jesus. Even allowing for exaggeration for the 
sake of making a point, it is clear that individual piety has 
come to the fore and has at any rate contributed to a weakening 
of the corporate sense which characterises the religion of the 
Torah. Fasts, and feasts, were part of the worship of the 
People of God, with the aim o.f expressing an attitude towards 
God; and such celebrations were "earthed" in events of the life 
of the people of God (see Ex. 13:1-2, 6-8; 1 r.i ·. 11 =9ff; 
2Chr. 20:} . ; 2. ~r. ~f:1·; Ez. 8:21; Joel 1:14, 2:15). 
Within this framewo•rk there \._ras the practice of individual 
fasting, designed to· obtain from Go·d so·me blessing or favour 
(e.g. 2 Sam. 12:21-22; 1 Ki. 21:27); but again this is not 
undertaken for its own sake but is connected with sonte aspect 
of. life. Abstinence as part of the way of life gave expression 
to, the balance of meaning understood by "holiness" which implied 
not only "separat.ion from" but at the same time "dedication 
to 1114 • The pres.cribed abstinences of the Sabbath were intended 
to enable celebration of worship, of rest, of the family. It 
is not unlikely that Paul was anxious to rediscover such a sense 
of the corporate life of the new People of God under God; in 
1r1hich case he would have no interest in encouraging personal 
piety at its expense. The only other New Testament references 
to fastings come in the first three Gospels and in Acts. We 
look first at Acts, and find that fasting and prayer form the 
setting of the calling of Barnabas and Saul; further fasting 
and prayer preceded their commissioning (Acts 13:1-3). Here 
we notice also Ar:;LTOVeyouv TW\1 - a \-lord expressing cultic 
observance. Similarly, prayer and fasting accompanied the 
commissioning of el·ders in the congregation ( 14:23). Those who 
came to Christianity from Jewish tradition were not encouraged 
to break with tradition, but on the contra:r>y to rejoice in its 
fulfilment. But Gentiles were not expected (though this was 
the subject of some discussion) to take on the Jewish Law on 
becoming Christians. The attitude of Acts echoes that 
expressed by Paul in Romans 14: what is done to the Lord 
glorifies the Lord; fasting is an available means but not 
essential, in discerning and working out the Lord's will 
(cf. Acts 21:18-26). 
seven 
Of the Gospel instances, · refer to the attitude of the 
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Pharisees to fasting as a work of merit 15 : Matthew 6:16, 9:14, 
Mark 2:18, 19, Luke 5:33, 34; 18:12. According to Matthew 
6:16-18, Jesus did not discourage fasting, but encouraged 
se-crecy; Alan Richardson 16 points ·out tha-t Jesus himself made 
use of the practice (Mt. 4:2). However, it must further be 
pointed out that Hark and Luke both say that Jesus was hungry as 
a result of being in the wilderness, not that his intention in 
going there was to fast. If we add to this Jesus' comment that 
"they shall fast in those days when the bridegroom is taken away 
from them" (Mk 2:20, Mt. 9:15, Lk. 5:35) vie find the implication 
that for the Christian, whose life centres on the Gospel, and who 
therefore need not - should not! - concern himself with works of 
merit, "fasting" becomes something not to seek after, but 
something which the world will sooner or later impose on him, 
and because o·f his confidence he will be able to use it to the 
glory of God (cf. 2 Cor. 6:1-10). 
Luke describes Anna, a prophetess, as one who oVK ~UrTOlTO 
Tou Ueou v1-6Te:LtXs K'DCt 6<=1CT€fJ"C.V ,.\o(reeJovo-IK VVI((o< KGC~ ?tJ~fDt'V 
(Lk. 2:37). This sums up the attitude of waiting, fulfilled 
when she saw the infant Jesus~ 
From these observations we can understand Matthew's teaching 
with its emphasis on secrecy. Fasting is a tool of prayer, to 
be used, unobstrusively, if one is called by the Spirit to do so, 
as part of responsibility of prayer in the work of the Kingdom of 
God. 
There remains the prayer of Jesus recorded at 11:25-27. 
This means that in Matthew we have three additional prayers of 
J-esus, for as well as this, we have, as in Mark, the prayer in 
Gethsemane, and from the Cross the cry of anguish. We have 
discussed these elsewhere (p.95 ); here we add the movement 
Matthew perceives in Jesus' agony: the second prayer moves on 
from the first, and contains a direct reference to the Lo~d's 
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Prayer: 
' 
) ' I 
o(VTO nc.w, 
Matthew's concern is to show Jewish Christians that fulfilment 
is found in Chriat, and how inevitably this creates an 
impression of sternness and separation; here we see that this 
is but an impression, for Jesus is one with us all in struggling 
in the depths of human experience to keep faith in the will of 
God; the Lord's Prayer is his prayer as it is ours. 
But this longer prayer of Jesus is not so easily understood; 
indeed a number of questions are raised; these cannot be 
discussed separately from the Lucan parallel (Lk. 10:21-24). 
17 J.C. Fenton says that "the passage reads more like a piece of 
Church writing based on a number of Old Testament quotations and 
put into the Lord's mouth .••• than a tradition of Jesus' words 
spoken during his ministry". It may read thus, but against this 
is the fact that the settings in Hatthew and Luke are markedly 
different, and Hat thew's is les;s obvious in j_ntention. For Luke 
these words are Jesus' response to the joyful return of the 
Seventy, who have discovered that they can share in the activity 
of Jesus: 'EoJ ()(.V~1 rj tiJe~ ?J«)...Aiu"ro r~ nvc::up«n " '- I nv DlYlV 
(_ ' 
(Lk. 10:21). Thus we find again spontaneous outburst but in 
different mood from that so far collected (from f4ark and Matthew) 
in Gethsemane. and on the Cross. In Matthew the prayer 
immediately follows on the "woes" (11:20-24) which are recorded 
in Luke. (10:13-16), but he places them within the account of the 
mission of the Seventy, and thus indicates something of the nature 
of the mission field. Matthew's mood is sombre throughout the 
chapter, beginning with John's enquiry from prison, and going on 
to elaborate on the generreL failure to recognise or receive the 
message of the Kingdom of Heaven. The close parallel 0f 
wording and the difference of context strongly suggest that this 
was understood to be an authentic prayer of Jesus, and must 
therefore be included. Its resemblance to Johannine expression 
should not be taken as indicating a later interpolation, but 
rather we. should conclude with Caird18 : "If we find a 
'Johannine' saying in Q, the oldest strand of the synoptic 
tradition, the natural inference is., not that Q is untrustworthy, 
but that John had access to a reliable sayings source". 
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Thus far, then, it seems that we have an authentic saying 
of Jesus (but we have already suggested, from John, that 
"authenticity" need not be limited to· the historical Jesus, but 
may be in the spirit of Jesus (p ./'If. ) with some doubt as to the 
occasion of its utterance; Luke's seems the more likely setting. 
However, looking again at the prayer itself: it is 
difficult to understand how Jesus could rejoica in the fact that 
some are unable to see. This goes against Luke's general 
approach of the generous and welcoming character of Jesus; even 
Paul's perception that sin reveals the abounding grace of God 
(Ro. 5:21) does not lead him therefore to rejoice in sin. And 
IViatthew has worked hard to undermine the Jewish tendency to 
separate righteous and unrighteous (5~7). Jeremias 19 has a 
satisfactory elucidation of this in terma of structure: the 
translation should run: "I thank thee .•.•• that while thou hast 
hidden these things. from the wise and understanding, thou hast 
revealed them to babes". This is to be matched in verse 27 by 
the rendering "J.ust as only a father really knows his son, so 
only a son really knows his father". Thus the emphasis is on 
the fact that the "babes" see, and this is the gi_ft of the 
father, in the Father's arrangement of life in which, because 
of freedom, not all will "know" the Father, since this is the 
gift of a relationship willingly entered into by those who. hear 
and receive the Gospel. 
We do not, with this prayer, in fact learn any more about 
the nature of prayer itself. Luke's setting accords with our 
discovery of the spontaneous; Hatthe~rr gives no indication as 
to ~rrhether this was said publicly (in which case it would have 
been (cf. on John, p.1b2.) for the benefit of those who heard") 
or privately. His addition of verses 28-30 (and vte may take 
these as a Matthean addition, since Luke would surely not have 
omitted them had they been attached to the prayer - in fact, one 
might have expected that the verses attached would have been 
reversed I • J ,hn .1 ' Luke ' s pol.teocec.ot 01. O;t70'1\ fJOL ••• is as 
Matthean as "come. unto me" is Lucan!). suggests a large audience; 
t:hes~ verses 
and linked with the prayer,;.,suggest, if no more, the 
possibility of prayer to Jesus. We found in Acts. occasions of 
conversation with "the Lord", whom we understand to mean Jesus, 
and Stephen made this quite clear. We note this point at this 
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stage: it will·su:f'elJ .. c;._Q,ne:tD·tnind._· in the next section (p.1b}f). 
Summarising then, our findings in Matthew: he accepts 
Mark's: implicatj_ons, and enlarges especially the private aspect 
of prayer, not in terms of spiritual exercise, but of individual 
relationship with God, which must develop in its own way; in 
dealing thoroughly with the meaning of the Jevrish Law, he makes 
clear that works of piety are the tools of prayer rather than 
prayer itself. 
* 
Before collecting Luke's references to prayer, we begin with 
a sketch of Luke's general approach in his gospel, since in the 
course of our exploration we have not, thus far, had occasion to 
look at him as, for varying reasons, has been the case with 
Matthew, Mark and John. 
* 
Luke's opening chapters are full of humanity, providing 
answers to questions of loving insight and genuine interest. 
Luke is as anxious as Matthew to provide a Scriptural foundation 
and setting for the life of Jesus, but this is something he 
achieves in a mood of gentleness and reassurance; by way of 
example, 
,',!J o1€:T«L 
we note that he adds to the preaching of John 
n~o-tX cnces TO (T(AJT1ew\l TO;; ~t-OU (Luke 3: 6) • 
The characters involved: Mary (not so much Joseph, who is 
brought to the fore by Na.tthew), Elizabeth, Zechariah, Anna, 
Simeon, are all portrayed vividly, with the effect of conveying 
that it was indeed in our world of people that these things came 
to pass. The same is true of the concluding chapters: the news 
of the resurrection was at first received as "so much idle talk" 
(24:11); something as simple and practical as the arrangement 
of linen cloths brought home the truth to Peter (24:12); and the 
Emmaus incident, with its changes of mood, its concluding 
spontaneous enthusiasm, and the gracious confirmation in 
Jerusalem (24:36-43) places the Son of Man, the Christ, firmly in 
our midst, and thus we are opened to hear the sequel - the 
transf0rmation of the disciples and the empowering of the 
missionary Church. 
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Gentleness is conveyed also during the central narrative; 
e&.pecially by the overwhelming of Peter (5:1-11), with the woman 
who anointed the Lord (7:36-50) and the elaboration in this 
incident of what we have already learned about forgiveness 
(!?ee p.140); the attitude of our Lord as he was taken to his 
execution (23:36); Zacchaeus (19:1-10); incidents with 
children, and the insight Luke gives into Jesus' own childhood {2~t,.1-S2)j 
and the laying-on-of-hands (13:13). None of these things is new 
in Luke, but they aEe highlighted by him. Of Luke's own 
coltqtributions we add l'-1artha and Mary (10:38-42); parables of the 
Good Samaritan, and the sequence of stories of finding the lost; 
and the conversation with the thief on the cross. Luke gives 
extra attention to "death" - an emphasis which further shows the 
gentle understanding of Jesus. All three synoptics record 
Jairus' daughter, with the assertion o?JK. ~n~ei(\Jf:-V /xAA'ot («{}~&;.( 
(Luke 8:52, Hk 5:39, Mt. 9:24): Luke tells of another incident 
where there was no question of a mistake: the widovl of Nain was 
on her way to her son's funeral when she met Jesus (7:11-17). 
This emphasis is firmly taken up at the death of Jesus, \vhere his 
suffering ends with the words nJree~ Gtr Xet e_Js tTOU 
\ ,.. I 
To n\1€-UfJ(J( pou ( 23:46). All the 
evangelists choose their words carefully at this point: the 
language is not of "death" - of finality - but of transition: 
\ ,. 
To OVE:VfJD( (IVI:atthevd; ) ~ , £ ~£.11Vf:UCJEV (Mark); 
I \ "' 
11«(!E8WK€\I TO nveVfJ~ (John). Luke takes hold of this, 
knowing it to be a sensitive subject for all people, and reassures 
and asserts the truth which is powerfully declared by the 
Resurrection of Christ. 
We find, then, tha-t Luke offers a clear understanding of a 
loving relationship between Jesus and those with whom he deals; 
and because of the identify of Jesus, between God and humanity • 
• 
In this setting we find eighteen occasions of prayer, in 
addition to those occurrences of the language of praise 
collected earlier (p.s:lff). Of these, only four are closely 
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paralleled in the other gospels and need no further con~ent: the 
withdrawal of Jesus (5:16); in the discourse on attitudes and the 
Kingdom, the exhortation f'leot!r::V xeffBt n<: ec nOV d.o1ef:K2ovrwv uf#r 
(6:28); the need for 11missionaries 11 (10:2); the reference to the 
.... 
Temple as oko5 (19:46). 
.'1'.here are five incidents, all of which occur elsewhere, to 
which Luke gives a new understanding by linking them with prayer. 
1. The actual baptism of Jesus is recorded almost as a 
casual afterthought (3:21). Luke seems to want to put the 
emphasis on the Spirit and the fruit of baptism rather than the 
aetion of baptism. When Jesus vJas praying the heaven \'Ia'S opened 
and the Spirit came upon him, both empowering, and testifying to 
his vocation. This demonstrates concisely, and powerfully, that 
prayer expresses the relationship which Baptism actualises, and 
that the relationship and the activity of prayer are concerned 
with insight into God's will. 
The introduction to the Transfiguration states that Jesus 
v1ent up to the mountain to pray ( 9:28). That he took with him 
Peter, James, and John picks up our suggestion, in view of 
Matthew's insistence on the secrecy of prayer, that the shared 
prayer of two or three is a sharing in the secrecy (cf. p.14Q). 
The Transfiguration itself defies comment - it has been taken as 
the goal of contemplation20 , but here there is a danger of self-
consciousness, or, as we noticed in the case of the Therapeutae, 
a withdrawal from the world rather than in order· to work within 
it, always conscious of it, as Jesus was. We remember (and Paul 
draws attention to the reference (2 Cor. 3:.7) whilst making a 
differen_t point), h0\11 Moses was quite unaware of the effect his 
m0untain-top experience had on him (Ex. 34:29). The link with 
prayer may be seen as a demonstration of the hidden glory to be 
revealed; as an affirmation of the identity of Jesus; as a 
demonstration of hia union with the all-glorious Godhead - a 
union into which Christians are brought, and for the fulfilment 
of which we work, with our Lord, and await, in faith. 
Our exploration into prayer is centred on the point of 
contact between ~~rk and Romans in their use of ~~~ 
the term that sums up the Christian relationship 11-1ith .. God, an 
address; known to us from the Gethsemane scene. This, in Luke, 
is_ told with added intensity - the suffering of Jesus is 
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emphasised, but also the ministry to him. The disciples are 
unable to offer the support Jesus needs; but God does not leave 
him comfortless: when there is no human help, there is an angel 
from heaven strengthening him21 • (Strangely, Matthew and Mark 
make the same point in connection with the wilderness;· Luke does. 
not). We draw in here Luke's quite different emphasis a~ the 
Cross, where Jesus speaks, not of anguish, but of forgiveness. 
(23:34) and trust (23:46), giving us another perfect miniature, 
as. in the case of Baptism, of the relationship with God and with 
others as a result, showing its truth in its expression under 
such pressure. 
Comp~red with ~~tthew and Mark, prayer in solitude receives 
uneven trea·tment. In addition to the occasion already noted, 
and corresponding to similar occasions in Mark and Matthew (see 
pp. 1~J, 11,.£,. ) 1 there is mention of a whole night spent out on a 
mountain, alone, in prayer (6:28). This precedes the choosing 
of the Twelve, and the implication of this association is that 
it was in some sense a preparation fo.r this 1 but we are given no 
indication of what kind of preparation this was - was it seeking 
for guidance for himself, or 1r1as it intercession for those about 
to be commissioned? - nor do we know what actually went on. 
Then there are two occasions when Jesus is praying but is 
not alone: the introduction to the Lord's ,rayer (11:1-2 to 
which we shall return later), and the introduction to Peter's 
declaration of belief at Caesarea Philippi (9:18). The somewhat 
Kolc. , I ~v "' " . \, naive statement - £YEVG-T0 Tt.u Gl\hf( oc'UTOV 
c. 
I 
' 
I I 1 " c. fJ~01rod ~eo(Jevx.o 11e"ov /(cln< povocs fT()V1fr()lV rxvT{(J oc. 
" 
- suggests that Luke's intention was to. associate this moment of 
climax with prayer, as he does with Baptism and Transfiguration, 
and the choosing of the Twelve. 
From Luke's treatment, it would be difficult to conclude 
that we have by now discovered that for Luke prayer is primari].)y 
pious exercise. An incident which further emphasises his 
realistic grasp of it, at the same time draws attention to a word 
which has occurred previously, but has not invited independent 
I 
comment: J~op~~ has hitherto not been distinguishable in its 
I 
use from neocr<::oxop«c, But its appearance in our Lord Is 
prayer for Peter (62:31-34) reveals its distinctive shade of 
meaning, which offera possible light on other instances of its 
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occurrence. Here is a demonstration of the love and care and 
concern for a friend. Despite what will happen (22:34), for 
Peter's sake Jesus wishes it will not, and this is his expressed 
desire - no more, for Peter's strength did fail, and to live 
through and recover from such fail~re is hard indeed. This then 
is a "prayer" which is the expression of desire, quite apart from 
any sense of bringing things to pass, for Jesus knows what is to 
come to pass. 
Of the five other uses of this. term, three are in "pre-
Gospel" settings. ~ 1 e Zacharias is told by the angel: €~1(Qv~B1 1 
I I fir(S rroiJ ( 1:13). Anna the prophetess is constantly in the 
Temple v?a-Telct.s l(ol~ &=jrr(;;a"C v ).oiree;J OIJ (J7)( v UJ( rl)( KDcc ?fl:et>t ". 
' John's disciples, in the question a·bout fasting, V1CTTcVoucnv 
nu(V~ l«kc ~7rrer.s 110LOov rt~t. Is there a suggestion that there 
is an essential distinction about Christia-n prayer, an insight 
into the will of God, through relationship with Christ? In 
support of the possibility that Luke sought to demonstrate this 
I 
by the use of ~GO~~C is the description of Cornelius: 
6t-0fJfVOS IOV ~cOlJ b£~ fltX.Vroi (Acts 10:2); and its use 
in connection with Simon Magus (Acts 8:22, 24). Weakening the 
suggestion (or at any rate making it clear that Luke does not make 
an issue of it by seeing it through) are: 
1 • the fact that in the Temple at the time of Zacharias' 
., 
' .. " " ~otov I vision TloN To nA10os ?v rov neoot::v X 0 fJ 6VO v 
''s " 
,... 
< 
" 8UfJL,i fJDlTOs € w T1 tue()( TOU 
' 
2. the prayer for "missionaries" which we understood in 
Matthew to be connected with the discernment of the will of God; 
both Luke and Matthew use 66op~' (Luke 10:2). 
3. the conclusion to Luke's apocalypse would seem strange 
if the meaning suggested above were applied here: fiye_onw:."C.rc 
6~ tv notvr'c. l(o(ce~ I 6t:OfJtVO£ LVfl. KolT()((JxJ(J"?Tc a¢1Jycl.'J 
TolUT()( T}akVTo{ r~ pef..)..ovr~ y/ve:rri)otc, ~e:oe~ o-r~()iV()(l. 
l~neorrBGv rnu Ytou IOU &-v~tiJ7lou -
t:.ke 
strange, that is, in comparison withAMarcan parallel (13:33) 
where we understood this as a warning of the difficulty of 
recognising the will of God in such circumstances, but in no 
sense seeking to 
sentence 6'£0fJ11( 
puzzling; but it 
evade trials. However, in the rest of the 
fits according to its use above. This is 
does not undermine our confidence in Luke's 
insight; rather, it reaffirms our impression that he does not 
order his material or choose his words \vith the constant 
vigilance of the other gospel writers. 
We have already considered the prayer of Jesus (p.1)0ff); 
there remains in Luke his sections of teaching on prayer - for 
him, in parable form. 
The first section follows immediately on from the Lord's 
·vrayer (11:5-13). Parables are seldom to be taken at faca 
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value - rather, they are like the clues of a crossword puzzle -
and they are not necessarily allegorical. Superficially, it 
seems (to Western minds) that the request (11:5-8) is granted 
beca·use of the badgering of the seeker. But Luke has shown a· 
far deeper understanding of prayer than such an idea will 
satisfy: rather, the intention is that the reader should 
dis~over the Palestinian principle of hospitality and learn that 
despite all appearances the principle of the Gospel is constant. 
The next parable, elucidating the confident approach 
Christians are called to exerciss, must be a cartoon-style story, 
emphasising the goodness of God • 
••• but the Gospel salfs that the people 
(Ro. 8:.16) who are &~·Blvrt-5 
(Ro·. 5:1). Luke reinforces thia (unconsciously?) 
'- ' ("I ' 
with his conclusion to the paragraph:. 0 l}o(T1e · · · O(.Vo-f:c. fNGf)ptX 
c
1 
" l ) 1 riycov TOC.J o! TOUC1"l\l «urov (In the narrative we have not 
yet reached Crucifixion-Resurrection, but we have established 
(p.3J ) that the Gospels are written in the light of Resurrection 
truth, and allow the parable to be interpreted accordingly-
C \ ('" I J (')' 
'cf. Jn. 16:12-13::. Cr. Mt. 7:11 0 flof.T1of! ··· oW~c Ol'jXrlfX 
ro(5 oc:lroucrtv 
) I 
o<.OTOV ) ..... i.··.As w.e have seen (Ro. 8:26-28), 
prayer is to do with the Holy Spirit dv1elling and wo·rking in us. 
These parables follOif/ a section which begins Elne;v G(; neoJ 
' \ J ..... A I (__ I l .. ' I ' l.l/\, .. TOIJ5 tJrte?lotJ o{uTOV, Vt.V."()(::;I(T0\1 e""CJI TOO Tol fn:d.V6r¥-M fJ7 t1 r7C-<ll · • · 
( 17:1), and which1 dwells on the difficulty of identifying. the 
Kingdom. Our only hope of keeping sight of the Kingdom is by 
keeping hold of the Gospel facts and living in constant 
communion with God, lest we lose heart and fall away (cf. Ga-l. 
1 :6-7). These parables, then, should be seen primarily in 
terms. of relationship with God; the language of prayer thus 
indicates Luke's understanding that our communing ~;ori th God 
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\ 
depends on what we understand of our relationship with him •.. fleD.> 
\ C ,. I 
IO oE:-ll/ f}DlVTOT(; 
in the 1.ight o·f what precedes, and o,f the question v1hich follows: 
,., 
YC:os rov tttv()ewnov lAewv ~e~ <=tJejuEt T?v ntf5Tol (n~ 
(18.8). All things work together for good; the 
Christian learns to distinguish between his desire, and God's 
will, and the militancy of opposition which can easily 
discourage him. The unjust judge eventually responds; 
Christian faith, by contrast, knows that God is always responding, 
and is in co-operation with him, not in opposition to him. The 
caricature reveals the truth: Christian prayer is not badgerin~ 
Christian prayer is co-operation. The second parable flows on 
from this to speak of the unity of fell01rl humans (cf. Luke 
10:25-37, Mk.. 12:28-34, Mt. 5:21-28, Nt. 22 :34-40). It is by 
grace that we are what we are, and so• we are constantly humbly 
dependent on God. Christian prayer is not a work of piety; 
it is the response o.f love to love - and the outcast is nearer 
to the truth than the Pharisee. 
In Luke we f'ind a fresh approach to prayer, in comparison 
with Matthew and l~rk. Luke comes across, strongly, as a man 
of prayer who is sharing his experience as he composes his 
gospel. 
* 
We are now ready to return to the Lord's Prayer, and in the 
light of these investigations to comment on its setting. 
Matthew, as we have already observed, sets. the Lord's 
Prayer in (a not unexpected place!) the cours.e of teaching about 
traditional works of piety, works which are not to be discarded 
by Jewish Christians, but to be thought out again, and 
recognised as equipment, and not as the 11s.piri tuali ty" itself, 
nor as signs of "spirituality". Jews are used to formulae of 
prayer, so it is understandable that they should be given one 
22 that in Christian terms. Bultmann points out- A"the Lord's Prayer 
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is not distinguished from Jewish prayers by any original matter, 
but by its brevity and simplicity". 
expect his readers to make of this? 
What use would l"la.tthew 
What use did he make of it? 
Our exegesis of the content suggests that it is not something of 
\.,rhich the meaning is immediately obvious, but (like poetry) it 
has overtones, and needs pondering. 
Matthew has made much of the privacy of prayer, suggesting 
that the people of God must think of themselves as individuals, 
not as units in a pattern; they must develop individuality. 
\ f5~TTocAo'li rr1r~ 
,., 
( Further, they must use words sensibly: P1 W~(' i ( G(ivLI(.0(. (6:7). OL Perhaps there are two things 
r l 
indicated here: 0(. d}vu:ot. would be those who had no knowledge 
of the true and living God, so their approach to deity would be 
frantic and demanding- as on Mount Carmel (1 Ki. 18:26-29). 
Secondly, Jews themselves were used to using set prayers, so the 
implication must be of warning against the use of these as the 
prayer itself, rather than the available, though not essential, 
tools of prayer. The foundation of our communing with God is 
that he knows the facts; in prayer, then, we "let go", in 
relieving our pent-up emotions; or we seek to co-operate in 
co-ordinating the facts. In presenting this prayer, is f-lat thew 
falling into the very trap he has indicated?. His words of 
immedi~te introduction suggest not; in comparison with Luke the 
point stands out: 
Luke: 
Nat thew: 
Hat thew avoids )..{y€:ff: , which strongly suggests, since it is 
an obvious way of introduction if it is what he meant, that he 
presents a sun~ary of the meaning of Christian prayer; a 
summary to be used - how? Possibly as a checkpoint for 
traditional material. Once prayer is found to be more than the 
recitation of words, when words are used they begin to matter; 
they must focus the intention of the pray-ers; and they must be 
in accord with the Gospel. We remarked that Mark and Paul had 
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not included the Lord's Prayer, and suggested that this was 
because they did not want to imply that prayer should become 
limited in the·way that contemporary Judaism had tended to limit 
it. We find that Jviatthew, in view of those for whom he writes, 
sees this as setting-free, in its contrast to the tradition his 
readers would know. 
We have already compared the immediate introductory 
sentences. We note further that Jesus is himself praying when 
the request is made; and we note that this is not the first 
time, according to Luke, that the disciples have seen him at 
prayer, and heard him, for in Luke the prayer of Jesus comes 
before the Lord's prayer; in ~~tthew it comes much later. We 
have found a greater warmth and intensity in Luke's treatment of 
the subject; where, then, does the Lord's ~rayer fit in Luke? 
Perhaps: we may find that its use is the opposite of Matthew's .• 
lVIatthew seeks to bring his readers to the warmth that is 
obvious in Luke; Llli{e, writing for Gentiles, would not have, nor 
would his readers have, a background of use of Jewish prayers, 
even though Luke shows familiarity with Jewish practices. So 
they would not have a ready anthology o:fi' words on which to draw 
to help clothe their prayer in words; perhaps Luke presents the 
Lord's frayer as meeting this gap; for him, then, it would be 
something to be 11 said 11 , not in the way the Didache requires23 , 
but to draw on when occasion requiredj . and also a summary, of 
prayer and o£ belief, since prayer is rooted in belief. 
* 
In the latter part of our exploration to date we have more 
than once referred to the words of prayer as the tools of prayer; 
we find, as: we now turn to ~' that this is his understanding 
of prayer. There are no parallels with any of the occasions of 
prayer in the syilnoptic gospels; John does not record the agony 
in Gethsemane, nor the Transfiguration, nor any teaching on 
prayer, nor the Lord's Prayer; the wm~ds spoken from the Cross 
are not addressed to God. John does not actually say that Jesus 
was baptised, though he puts into the mouth of John the Baptist 
an account ~f the descent of the dove; this is in the context 
of baptism, but not directly related, nor is it, with Luke, 
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directly associated with prayer. And most of the vocabulary of 
prayer, as we have found it elsewhere, is missing. John uses 
I 
and «lTE:W - the former occurs elsewhere but not 
in connection with address to Go·d; the latter we have already 
co,llec·ted. J"ohn uses them interchangeably, though otlriw 
occurs: less often as a straightforward word of asking, where 
JewT~f.() occurs. thus twelve times24 • In conversation with the 
Samaritan woman at the \'Tell, what began as a simple enquiry: ~Wr 
\ 
rru '/ou&o/i.os 
becomes on Jesus' lips of more 
This illustrates John's use of the words - in every case, 
(except one, Martha's assertion vuv otJot c' OTL c' ornx 
"' 
OIV 
), where Jesus speaks it is 
in the sense of prayer; for anyone else it is a word of request 
or enquiry. 
What then does John offer of insight into prayer'? We look 
first at the spoken prayers of Jesus. These all have a purpose 
beyond themselves. That is to say, they are not understood by 
John as the dynamic of prayer, but the verbal expression, or 
explanation, of what is going on, and this is provided for the 
sake of those around Jesus. This is clearly stated: 6t~ 
I , "' '"' t' I 
TOV ox,\ov TOV ne:ec.GOifA.JT(J( 6lT/oV) ~V~ nccnt-U{)WtJC.V 
rJn. (Jt fJ~ vn/.rrr(i;(Aot.s (11: Jrl) j 
,.. f c/ )I \ \ 
'J"'i KOtTfJfl/ t,V~ .r,1wa-cv ~1v Jo<eo'v 
I ' ( " UE.nA?f.W pt.V?\1 €V G.O!UTOlS 
,.. 
T~u I« 1\ot,\~ ) G.V 
) \ 
6fJ1" 
(17:13). 
Though 12:27 speaks of turmoil - IJUV ? f"~1 pov Tfro'tf'JCKTI<L 
- John conveys an impression of a man not overwhelmed but in 
control; that is not to imply that the anguish is not real, but 
that John seeks not to produce a tele-recording of what actually 
happened, but from the standpoint of faith in the eternally 
present Christ who is the way, the truth, and the life itself, 
to show how his incarnation is part of this, and not in spite of, 
or in opposition to it. Everything that takes place is 
capable of incorporation into the divine will - capable of 
redemption - so even the anguish of Jesus is made the occasion 
of a heavenly voice for the sake of the bystanders: /(K.~ 
(12:28). 
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This truth is clear in the Lazarus event; to everyone else 
the situation was desperate; Jesus, however, could see more. 
He had to ask nothing; he declared what 
cl 
(J"OC.. OTL 
)/ I ? K:ou rrot; fJOV. 
I I ) I 
was happening: 
.J ' C i:_ Jl [ 
Gf(A) o~ 7oELV 
I lJfXT"fe J 
c/ 
OTC. 
11«VT0Tf: fJOU (){I(OUE:U (11:41). (This is the faith also of 
Jesus in the storm on the lake, and as discussed in connection 
with the epileptic boy - pp.91H). Seeing, for John, is more 
than physi.'cal seeing2J; knovring is more than intellectual 
knowledge; believing is the fullness of union with the Father 
which makes life glorious and gives birth to joy. 
In John 17, then, we find a summary of the meaning of Jesus' 
life and work. His purpose was to give the joy of eternal life; 
to share his life with all who would receive him as himself, 
accepting the miracle, accepting the paradox of his difference 
from them, as the Christ; his union with them, as born of the 
flesh and subject to its limitations. At this point, the eve 
of the passion, they are in no doubt of his authority and 
identity, but have not yet grasped the implications for them-
selves, their potential, their own mission. What that is, is. 
stated in this prayer: they are to stay in the world, and live 
the life of Christ in the midst of the world's conflicts; they 
are to be the means by which others come to know and see and 
experience the truth. They are to be sure, as they hear this 
put into words, that they matter for their own sake - they are 
not the machinery by which the ~ospel is proclaimed, they are 
people who need to be cherished, and are cherished, and given 
joy, offered protection, and loved~ and their fulfilment is in 
a union of love which is a union of heaven and earth, a union 
which may be manifest in heaven or on earth; for the love of God, 
as demonstrated in Christ, is neither confined nor restricted. 
The mission of Jesus 11-Ias to bring others \'lith him into union 
with the Father to share in his work. This chapter picks up 
cl .J' I 
what Jesus has earlier taught about this.: o n. etv ottr1rr1r~ 
) 
£.V 
c 
.J I 1 
ovo fJcLTt 
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cl 
c, V« 
~v rtv 
' 
(14:13ff). .D 
This is because they are to receive, in place of himself (as they 
know. him) dt}..).ov i1oceriK).1To\1(14:16). tfxV ~E;["1TE: l.v lfVO~ t"K~ 
r~ e jf"oeT~ }JOI) ev ,UfJ l~\1 p;{ v,1, (f tdcv elJ11 Tt 
o.lr?rr0ltr66J K~t'l ye:v?r:reT()(L t1fl\l (15:7). Thisis 
further emphasised as Jesus. speaks of his departure (16:23, 24, 
26), its meaning and implications. 
We suggested that John's gospel points forward into the 
future. We find no systematic teaching on prayer; that is not 
to say that all our discoveries to date are rejected; on the 
contrary, they are taken in and transformed into the language of 
eternity and everyman, since for John there is no male or female, 
no bond or f~ee, Jew or Gentile - but all are one in Christ. So 
we find from beginning to end of his gospel a portrayal of life 
in the world centred on the fact of Christ, and rooted in the 
relationship he gives us with the Father. John cannot divide 
life into sacred and secular; the things of the w.orld were the 
things through which Christ revealed himself - wine, bread, 
water, sickness, death. It is John's supreme insight that the 
summary of Jesus' life and ministry should be in the form of a 
prayer - for such a form expresses more eloquently than any 
dl.ssertation that life in Christ is communion with God. 
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III 
ON TEACHING PRAYER 
This has been a long and winding exploration, and now it is 
time to try to assess the implications of the findings we have 
gathered. 
Two things stand out: first, in the epistles, the 
naturalness with which the writers - especially Paul - move in 
and out of "prayer", if we may thus express it, in the way we 
noted of Jeremiah. This strongly indicates that the Christian 
attitude to life is that in its entirety it is a matter of 
communion with God; prayer, then, is not identified by the 
voca-bulary of religion, but by a general attitude and response. 
Second, the lack of systematic teaching on prayer. But the 
whole of the New Testament is concerned with the Christian 
understanding of our relationship with God; indeed, this is the 
purpose of all the Scriptures. 
It is clearly indicated that the main missionary task of 
the Church is to preach that relationship; when the message is 
received, response is inevitable. This response is prayer. 
To try to teach it is to make it self-conscious, artificial and 
limited, for there is no subject of prayer, for prayer is 
communion with God, and God is life. There is indeed an aspect 
of prayer which we call "prayer" and which is .. identifiable. 
This should be regarded as prayer within prayer - and the way to 
introduce the experience is not t.o describe it but to identify 
or illustrate it; or best of all, to share it. 
At the risk, then, of discouraging the sales of many books, 
we suggest that the New Testament itself is the source of light 
on Christian prayer: mingling with those 1rrho walked and talked 
with the Lord, and those who first experienced the presence of 
the risen Lord and knew his spirit, it is possible to enter into 
their experience, and thus enriched, discover our own. 
But does this not s0und too vague? Is a possible reason 
for the lack o·f specific teaching in the New 'l'estament that the 
Jewish heritage was taken for granted? Certainly it was the 
background in which most of the writers grew up, and it was 
familiar to those who, like Lu~e, were not part of it. 
But \ofe have seen that "prayer" depends on relationship, and 
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that Christianity, born within Judaism, proclaimed a relationship 
radically different from that understood by the Jews. Just as· 
there was no need to impo.se the La1r1 on Gentile converts, we may 
justifably assume that neither would there have been found any 
reaso:n to. impose a pattern of "spirituality" - since the Law was 
spiritual, and piety part of the Law. 
We have seen, in considering its setting and meaning, the 
possibility that the Lord's Prayer was v.iewed differently in the 
different circumstances in which it was intended to be received -
as we find it set in Matthew and Luke. 
But there is more to Jewish tradition than its forms. of 
prayer for use in the home, or privately. There is throughout 
the Old Testament and in the New Testament a sense of the cultic 
- a s.ense O=f common purpose and mission. Jewish spirituality 
1 is essentially practical, and th~s is true to-day as it is 
found, for example, in Leviticus. It is also essentially 
humanitarian. There is in human nature an instinct of 
pilgrimage, whether in ultimate terms of life as a journey towards 
a goal, or in a feeling for holy things and holy places - a need 
for syrabo.ls. In the Old Testament the presence of God was 
focused~ we read of Horeb the mountain of God; the Ark of the 
Presence; the Tent of l"ieeting; the Temple, and within it the 
Holy of Holies. This instinct finds expression in all 
religions - is there a place for it in Christianity? Is it right 
to· encourage pilgrimage, to develop shrines, to make available 
"aids to devotion" such as votive candles, rosaries, crosses, 
crucifixes'? Such things certainly continue to capture 
imagination, as they have done throughout the Church's history, 
and they have been abused and become targets of protest and 
dissension. Such conflicts were also part of the Jewish 
heritage, yet the principle of organis~d cultic activity 
persisted; the destruction of the 'l'emple in 70 AD was an event 
of history; not, as previously, of theological significance -
except in so far as its absence symbolises that life for the Jew 
is lived in terms of waiting for Messianic deliverance which will 
recreate the homeland, ¥There once more the Temple will symbolise 
the presence of God and the fulfilment of hope. 
Strangely, we find that a complete change of emphasis has 
come about. When the Jewish nation became a community of Law, 
we noted tha-t they were an eschatological community in that they 
understood the goal of the Law to be within humanity's reach. 
The first Christians understood the fulfilment to be within 
reach :in terms of time. , and for them life was lived in waiting 
for that deliverance from the effect of opposition to God; 
waiting for the City of God. 
But in John's Gospel, and in Revelation, we find that the 
Kingdom of God is once again within time,in that eternal life is 
to know the Father, which through the Son is the privilege and 
gift of the disciple. 
So then the tools of prayer must be fashioned eschatologically, 
and as we looked to Mark and Romans for a point of balance in 
understanding Gospel truth, it is to John that we look for 
guidance on the clothing of prayer, for John reclothes the Gospel 
in terms of new life now, new creation now. 
He does this by using a new vocabulary, but also by the 
remarkable and extraordinary achievement of re-telling the story 
of Jesus in terms of its significance without removing it from 
reality. He demonstrates the eternal in the present, and both 
his method and his achievement provide the guidelines needed by 
those who need to be able to analyse "spirituality" in order to 
enable its development in others. 
John sees that God provides for the human instinctive 
searching for sign and shrine in the supreme Sign of the 
incarnate Lord: ''~ve beheld his glory"; "our hands have handled •• 11 
By Christ's presence the things of the world are sanctified; 
since his presence is eternal, all things are sanctified • 
. 
Therefore cultic signs and symbols are symbolic of the whole, 
not apart from them. They are then not to be regarded as 
indispensable. Perhaps the shrines associated with healing most 
clearly show this. John shows. signs 1r1hich demonstrate not a 
pattern but a truth. The truth about shrines of healing is that 
they enable the response of co-operation, which is part of the 
healing process, to take place: "Go and wash seven times in the 
Jordan", "Go and wash in the pool of Siloam", "Go and show 
yourself to the priest"; 
-
(this is slightly different, but it 
is as they go on their way that they discover the healing has 
taken place - .Lk. 17) - they do not create it. What has. 
happened is that as the shrines have become established, they are 
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used at a much earlier stag,e., frantically and superstitiously; 
hence they have come to be regarded by many with suspicion, and 
the true signs·, which undoubtedly - mysteriously but joyfully -
are manifest, are lost to sight in a deluge of tourism. 
In like manner, it seems, should be regarded the words 
which draw to a focus humanity's response to God. It has 
always been true of Judaism, as it was of the first Christian 
ca,ngregations 1 that individuals drew their life and inspiration 
from the gathering. Individual piety derives from the cult; 
if honesty and integrity are asked of the individual, they must 
be found in the assembly. John clothed the Gospel in words of 
faith carefully selected, carefully arranged; this he could do 
because he knew - in every sense and shade of meaning - the 
Gospel. Congregations - and their leaders - all too frequently 
under-estimate this fact; the enquiring mind is unsatisfied, 
and either abandons the Church and goes his own way, or else to 
some extent "switches off", so that he does not pay attention to 
the words, which eventually, as a consequence, iliack precision 
and artistry. 
Perha·ps this last v1ord indicates an aspect of the worship of 
the gathering which, again, is under-estimated. A Christian 
as:sembly is a manifestation of the Church - in the Spirit it 
becomes a community; each member contributes:-there are no 
~assenger;. All then are involved in the action of the Spirit 
in bringing this to pass. It was this w.hich caused Paul 
difficulty in Corinth, in unifying the high spirits of that 
congregation. But that was a small group in comparison with the 
large gatherings to which 111e are accustomed. The house-
fellowship-size meeting should be able to be infoTmal and resemble 
the (tidied up) Corinthian suggestions; for the larger 
gatherings the ministers have the task of creating, through tha 
material they select, the conditions in which individuals may 
become a fellowship, a community; and in which an assembly may 
be aware of the persons who make it up. In other words, at the 
heart of the "liturgy" must be the Gospel o-f communion - union 
with Go.d, which involves union with one another. This requires 
great sensitivity, fo-r all temperaments must so-mehow be enabled 
to relax and thus to worship; and also the materials chosen must 
evidently represent the world which is sanctified. That is to 
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say, symbolism must not be allo\ved to develop on its own, or it 
becomes sn remote that it is no longer symbolic. 
Individual piety derives from the cult: if the cult is 
remote, then "prayer" will be remote; if the cu~t is reality, 
"prayer" will be reality. 
We remarked on the fact that prayer was, for Paul, realistic 
and manageable, but that 1 Timothy (2:1-3) showed a widening into 
unreality; we observe that the generalisation of 1 Timothy and 
the formula of the Lord's Prayer are the things which have most 
widely "caught on"; yet, if the groupings of the churches \vould 
rediscover a sense of responsibility in prayer, the work would 
be shared, in the Spirit, and there would be no need for 
generalisations. 
We have suggested that the Lord's Prayer is a summary of the 
life of prayer; as such it is also a summary of belief - in the 
same way that we suggested that the prayer of Jesus in John 17 is 
a resume of the purpose of his life and ministry. Seen in this 
way, it would be possible to avoid the all too frequent and 
thoughtless use of the prayer, stemming, perhaps, from the 
Didache's injunction that it must be said three times a day, and 
the restricted and hidden (from outsiders) use only by 
communicants. 
For prayer is practical, real, and in the Spirit of Jesus -
who was always practical, and readily accessible. 
What, then, of Philo?. The Therapeutae resemble a number of 
similar Christian communities. Is this way of life,the "life 
of prayer'~to be rejected? We have suggested that Christian 
faith does not alter the world all at once, but transforms it 
through the new attitude to all things which flows from the 
Gaspel. We· found in De Vita Contemplativa a goal which: was 
apart from the world, the search for and attainment of which were 
only in withdrawal from the world; practically, we find that 
such cases, where the activity of prayer is central, have a place 
in the world; we suggested that Philo appreciated this. Jesus 
could withdraw to the mountains; not all are thus placed. So 
if such communities are conscious of a mission in the world and 
discard firmly all aspirations of personal holiness for its own 
sake, they exercise a wide ministry - to individuals who visit 
them, to the world, in the concentrated effort of intercession~ 
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T~ey need the world as the world needs them; they provide an 
exa.mpTie in that what is found, as in liturgy, concentrated there 
must, as we said of "liturgy", be recognised as representative of 
the world. The need of the world is to discover the calm in the 
midst of its storms, not to evade the conflicta. The ideal is 
not that the world becomes a community comparable "'Ti th the 
Therapeutae; rathe~ that the affairs of the world are found to be 
the tools of "prayer". 
It is intriguing to speculate on how Philo would have 
received the Christian ,~ospel had he known it. We remarked 
earlier that he seems to have known the Therapeutae from personal 
experience, but he was not one of them; and that he was a man of 
integrity and fearless for his soul; it is therefore tempting to 
suggest that he would have responded wholeheartedly to Jesus, had 
he met him; that he would have been able to contribute much to 
the life of the Ohurch by having the clarity of vision that could 
distinguish essential from non-essentialj and thlls carry out the 
hard pruning that brings about abundant grm'llth. One might even 
hazard a guess at the way the final paragraph of De Vita 
Contemplativa might read if the Therapeutae were a Christian 
community: "So much then for the Thereapeutae, who have 
identified the secret of the mysteries of life, and have learned 
to live in the perspective of eternity, citizens of heaven and 
the world, presented to the :rather and l'iaker of all by their Lord, 
and brother, the Christ, who has procured for them the knowledge 
of God's friendship and added a gift going hand in hand with it, 
true joy in life, a boon better than all good fortune and rising 
to the very sununi t of felicity". 
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NOTES. 
1. For an exposition of contemporary Jewish spiritulaity, see 
Lionel Blue: To Heaven with Scribes and Pharisees (Darton, 
Longman, and Todd, 1975). 
REREDOS 
DISCOVERIES 
I have made a Discovery about Time. It is not 
a New Disc.oV:ery, 
F'or Time has always been thought to be 
Mysterious, giving rise to 
Thought and Co®nent. 
The Discovery I have made 
is. simply this: 
K little Time, theoretically, can 
at the same time be 
a great deal of Time, in truth; 
and 
a great deal of Time, theoretically, can 
at the same time be 
a very little Time, in truth. 
I haV:e made a Discovery about Space. It is not 
a New Discovery, 
fo·r Space has ah..rays been thought of as 
Hystericus, giving rise to 
Thought and Exploration. 
The Discovery I have made 
is simply this: 
Hany hundreds O·f miles cannot 
separate those who lave, in truth; 
and 
no distance at all is 
a Great Gulf fixed 
betwixt 
those who love not, in truth. 
And I have made an Observation about Prayer, 
which is, in truth 
simply mysterious, giving rise to 
Agony and Ecstasy. 
I have observed that 
the more I Know. God 
the less I Do Prayer. 
This Observation is, I believe, a New Discovery: that 
Prayer, i~ truth, is a very simple mystery of 
Life, which is another Word for 
God, which is a Word embracing 
Love, which invo.lves 
Living in Time and Space and lovingly 
Transforming them in 
Truth. 
For myself, I take Great Joy from these Discoveries. 
Margaret L'lusk 
(unpu.b. 19'1'f) 
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